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roadcast tower manufacturers say high steel
and copper prices are not expected to bend anytime soon,
which means broadcasters
planning tower projects may
have to choose between possibly busting the budget or
delaying work.
Prices for key raw materials for broadcast towers and
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The new south tower for Clear Channel station WDAE(AM), St. Petersburg, Fla.
Two 360-foot towers were designed, fabricated and installed by ERI. They are
located in a bay and adjacent to a highway.

Increases
The FCC is considering comments it
received about NAB's Petition for
Rulemaking asking the commission to permit AM stations to license and/or use FM
translators. Various agency rules would
need to be modified to accommodate this
proposal.
If there is sufficient interest in the petition, the FCC is likely to begin aproceeding to amend its rules and would seek
comment on specific proposed changes.
The following are excerpts from NAB 's
petition, RM- I1338:
Specifically, NAB requests that AM
stations be permitted to license and/or use
FM translators to retransmit their AM service as afill-in service, so long as no portion of the 60 dBu contour of the FM
translator exceeds the lesser of either the
2mV/m daytime contour of the AM station
or acircle with its center at the AM transSee TRANSLATORS, page 5
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Public Wants
MP3s, Surround
In New Cars
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, Calif. More
than half of consumers surveyed said
they want to play non-standard audio
files in their next new car as well as have
apremium surround sound system.
That's according to a study by J.D.
Power and Associates.
Among iPod owners, 60 percent report
that they would be willing to pay $ 150 to
be able to connect their iPod into their

NEWSWATCH•
next vehicle's audio system, according to
the "2006 U.S. Automotive Emerging
Technologies Study."
Premium surround sound continues to
be the most desired entertainment feature
after a market price of $400 is revealed.
Additionally, more than 75 percent of
those interested in surround sound at
$400 say they would pay double for a
branded premium surround sound system.
The study finds that at aprice point of
$100, 54 percent of consumers express
interest in using aUSB memory key to
listen to their own formats of music in
their next new car.
Additionally, for the same price point,
58 percent of consumers would like to

have an in-vehicle computer hard drive,
which would allow them to burn and
store their music files in their vehicle's
audio system.
The study is based on responses from
approximately 17,000 consumers.

Shapiro: CE Growth
Continues
ARLINGTON, Va. The CEA forecasts that consumer electronics factoryto-dealer sales will reach $ 140 billion in
2006, an 8 percent growth over 2005, in
its semi-annual " U.S. Consumer

THIS IS THE NEXT BIG THING:

Electronics Sales and Forecasts Report."
According to CEA Market Research,
year-end totals reached $ 128 billion in
2005, for 11 percent growth over 2004.
MP3 players remain the leader in the
audio market, forecasted to ship 33 million
units in 2006 and reach $5billion in sales.
"The mid-year numbers show continued robust growth in the CE industry, category to category," said CEA President/
CEO Gary Shapiro. " Consumers are
embracing new technologies in this digital age, as they make new or upgrade purchases for the home, the car, the office or
anywhere."
The report is free to CEA member
companies. Non-members may purchase
it for $499 at www.ebrain.org.

Bryant Leaves
ABC To Run
Pet Photo Firm
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DALLAS/FT. WORTH After pursuing
apet photography business part-time for
five years, Margaret Bryant, director of
engineering and technical operations for
ABC Radio, has left radio to devote her
energies to her photographic firm.
She is one of the few high-profile
female engineering executives in U.S.
radio.
Bryant has been in her position 12
years and in radio for 30. She came to
ABC after achief engineer stint at the
former WMAQ(AM), Chicago.
She said the timing of her departure is
not related to Citadel's purchase of ABC.
The demands of two jobs during the previous holiday season convinced her it
See NEWSWATCH, page 6
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COMMENTARY

DRM Moves Rapidly to Market
Explores Broadcasting in FM Band
by H. Donald Messer
The author is chairman of the Digital
Radio Mondiale Technical Committee.
Digital Radio Mondiale is an all-purpose, digital terrestrial broadcasting system. It has been developed, tested and
standardized for use in all the broadcasting bands below 30 MHz, and is being
augmented for use in the VHF broadcasting bands below 108 MHz, such as the
traditional FM radio band between 88
and 108 MHz.
Thus, what is currently available is a
capability in long-wave, the broadcasting
bands between 100 and 300 kHz; medium-wave, the traditional AM band; and
shortwave, a collection of broadcasting
bands between 3and 26 MHz.
The total bandwidth allocated is
roughly 5MHz. Considering that the frequency assignments in all these bands are
mainly 9 or 10 kHz channels, there are
several hundred channels available for
this type of digital broadcasting.
The applications that have been successfully tested (RW, Sept. 13, page 6)
and are now regularly broadcast include
"local broadcasts," meaning coverage

country, alistener can listen to long-range
DRM from other countries targeting
America. When local DRM broadcasting
comes to the U.S., the same receiver will
be able to decode these signals.
Since the radio frequencies used are
the same as those normally employed for
AM and FM broadcasts, much of the
receiver implementation, such as antenna
and front end will be the same technology as what currently goes into areceiver.
Applications, test results
I) " Local" broadcasting, with and
without "simulcast": DRM can be used
practically for local broadcasting in two
frequency bands — the traditional AM
band and the uppermost shortwave band
around 26 MHz. In the AM band, an
existing transmitter station or a new one
conforming to an unused but existing
assignment in the regional assignment
plan can be used.
In the latter case, this is a new, very
exciting possibility where a low-power
transmitter and a simple antenna can be
set up to cover a metropolitan area, or
any smaller territorial portion, in an
uncluttered band.
The 26 MHz band is 430 kHz wide,

coverage area that is dictated by the
choice of DRM average power and the
local noise level. For the simulcast cases,
the test results show that the DRM signal
did not interfere with its accompanying
AM signal, nor does it interfere with any
nearby AM broadcast within the local
assignment plan.

2) Long-distance and medium- wave
skywave broadcasts: DRM test and regular
broadcasts are continuously conducted for
the traditional use of cross border broadSee DRM, page 8

Courtesy RadioScape

Consortium Tests in United States and

As in the case of 26 MHz use, required
minimum signal-to-noise ratios are
around 15-20 dB.
These tests have been conducted in
Mexico, Brazil, the United States, New
Zealand, China, Russia and many
European countries.

A Roberts multi-standard, DRM-capable receiver.

Get the Best Prices from all the Popular Brands!

This is a new, very exciting possibility where
a low- power transmitter and a simple antenna
can be set up to cover a metropolitan area,
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or any smaller territorial portion, in an
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uncluttered band.

A Tejos Company

much like that of an FM station, and
"long-range/wide-area coverage" going
to planned coverage areas of up to thousands of kilometers away from the transmitting station — the usual application
for international shortwave broadcasting.
Since the DRM system was conceived
as ameans for any country in the world
to adapt the system's capability to its
need, the system includes a myriad of
options, such as audio quality depending
on the use of any of several codecs; error
protection levels; and channel bandwidths, ranging from 9kHz to 20 kHz at
the levels approved by the ITU for the
particular country and region.
Market progress
Consumer receivers at starter production levels are available in Europe. Mass
production of these and other models is
expected in the coming months.
All have standard AM and FM reception capability, and for Europe in particular there is aEureka- 147 digital companion that uses radio frequencies around
230 MHz with 1.5 MHz channel bandwidths for program multiplexing.
Receiver decoding of aDRM signal in
any of these receivers covers all the
broadcasting bands mentioned above. For
example, even if at the moment there are
no U.S. broadcasters using shortwave frequencies for local broadcasting in this

providing many potential 10 kHz channels. It turns out that this portion of the
shortwave broadcasting band is not used
by the international broadcasters for reasons of unreliable sky wave propagation
for long-range targeting.
DRM's digital technique, however,
provides "FM-like" quality, with robust
signals over short ranges using groundwave/line-of-sight propagation. Therefore, DRM has exploited this opportunity.
Tests have been conducted and reports
are available through DRM for tests
recently conducted in Mexico, Brazil and
several European countries. Typically,
signal-to-noise ratios of 15 to 20 dB are
all that are needed for perfect reception.
This compares with 30 dB or so for a
decent AM signal. Very generally, average power required ranges from tens of
watts to akilowatt or so, depending on
the coverage desired and the local noise
environment.
Medium-wave tests for local application have been done for a DRM 9 kHz
signal by itself and for a 9 or 10 kHz
DRM signal "simulcast" with an existing
AM signal at the same location with a
common transmitter/antenna. The DRM
signal frequency portion is either immediately above or immediately below the
AM portion.
In all cases, the DRM signal produces
"FM-like" quality, and is robust within a
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You Can ' See the Voice' in Washington
Last year about 2,000 people Strolled
through the tour at Voice of America
headquarters, asmall number considering
its location close to the U.S. Capitol.
VOA topped that in four months after
opening an improved studio tour this
spring. Itook anoontime tour to see how
the Voice is presenting itself to the taxpaying public and visitors from abroad.
Officials promote the tour as abehindthe-scenes look at a24-hour, international
multimedia news broadcast facility, featuring live broadcasting in radio, television
and the Internet.
"The Tour project was prompted by the
design of the VOA Newscenter, which
included the public spaces with views of
the studios, control rooms and
Newsroom," said Letitia King, chief of
media relations for the International
Broadcasting Bureau, which provides administrative and engineering support for U.S. governmentfunded non-military international
broadcast services. She hopes more
people will come as word gets out.
Our guide met us in the beautiful
Cohen lobby, which features apre-VOA

headsets so we could hear arecorded presentation as well as her live comments.
In a "historic hallway," we paused
beside aseries of photographs about the
history of VOA, including its Cold War
mission and brief clips of notable broadcasts. JFK is heard
on the 20th
anniversary, saluting the Voice of
"Ameri-ker," and
our audio commentary mentions
the massive global
audience for the
first moon landing.

Ben Shahn mural, "The Meaning of Social
Security," commissioned by the Works
Progress Administration/Federal Arts
Program in 1940. She explained that her
native tongue is Croatian and pointed out
the word "Welcome" written on glass in
44 languages; then she handed us wireless

eral times. The Voice charter, drafted in
1960 and made law in 1976, is inscribed
on awall; alarge map shows the many languages heard on VOA, and biographical
tablets provide background on employees
with dramatic personal stories.
'we

Paul J. McLane

Noreen Kinnavy takes visitors through a hallway
on the Cohen Building's main floor where
VOA history is encapsulated in picture panels.
This one notes VOAsbroadcast of jazz — 'the music
of freedom' — to Cold War audiences.

Visitors peer into one of several TV studios, beyond which
is the newsroom, one of the worlds largest.
Despite the fall of the Berlin Wall, we're
told, VOA's mission has continued through
Balkan conflicts, ethnic strife in Africa,
danger in the Middle East, regional flashpoints and the war on terror. "Balanced,
objective news where it's needed most" is
the organization's creed, emphasized sev-

From the Editor

A globe-shaped monitor explains "today's multimedia VOA" and makes reference to the changing nature of its distribution infrastructure: satellite, local radio/TV
and the Internet, while also noting shortwave's continuing if diminished role. The
guide mentions acurrent priority: dodging
Internet censors and filters in China.
We're then shown to windows that overlook several work areas: aTV studio and
control room; the 36,000-square-foot
newsroom; one of VOA's numerous radio
studios; and an intake center where content
is ingested. Journalists and producers work
behind the glass beneath signs noting their
functions, aware that we're watching them
and looking abit like NASA technicians
on launch day.
The tour concludes with avideo presentation on the role of VOA and anecdotes
that demonstrate its reach and impact.
The cost to design the tour, create the
exhibits and build out the space was
around $ 125 per square foot, or $620,000
total. By comparison, King said, the cost
in nearby museums is closer to $ 1,000 per

square foot.
"We worked with C&G Parters — formerly Cheimayeff and Geismar — of
New York City on the design, and with
Exhibitology of Patterson, N.J., on the
exhibit fabrication," King said. She called
the project a "wonderful collaborative
effort:'
Broadcast technical types are likely to
be left hungry for more; the tour is 45
minutes long and barely breaks the surface
of all there is to know about U.S. government broadcasting and the technology
behind it. As ahistory buff, Ialso would
have liked the chance to hear alot more
historic radio clips.
But for general audiences and students,
like the ones from George Washington
University who joined me on the tour, it's
an educational introduction into VOA's
mission and scope. As our tour guide
reminded us, VOA generally isn't heard in
this country, and many Americans know
nothing about it.
The tour is worth avisit. If you're in
Washington with your family and want to
impress them with an interesting slice of
broadcasting, give it atry. The experience
is recommended for ages 7and above, and
families are welcome. "We have some fun
surprises for our 'junior journalists' to
engage them in the tour," King said.
The Cohen Building is at 330 Independence Ave., S.W. Tours are offered weekdays at noon and 3p.m., except federal
holidays; if you wish to bring alarge
group, special tour times can be arranged.
Reservations are recommended and can be
made at www.voatouncom or call (202)
203-4990.
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Translators

Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D.C. 20554

In the Matter of
Petition for Rulemaking of the
National Association of Broadcasters to Permit
AM Radio Stations Use of FM Translators

RMMB Docket No.

PETITION FOR RULEMAKING OF THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS

The National Association of Broadcasters (" NAB"), pursuant to Section I.401(a) of the
Commission's rules, 47 C.F.R. § 1.401(a), hereby petitions the Commission to initiate a
rulernaking proceeding to amend its rules to allow AM broadcast stations to operate FM translator
stations. Specifically, NAB requests that AM stations be permitted to license and/or use FM
translators to retransmit their AM service as afill-in service, so long as no portion of the 60 dBu
contour of the FM translator exceeds the lesser of either the 2mV/m daytime contour of the AM
station or acircle with its center at the AM transmiuer site and aradius of 25 miles. This relief
would help AM stations to provide consistent service throughout their daytime operating contour.
NAB requests that the Commission modify 47 C.F.R. Of 74.1231, 74.1232, 74.1233, 74.1263,

located so that its predicted 60 dBu contour falls within the lesser of either the 2
mV/m daytime coverage area of that AM
station or acircle with its center at the
AM transmitter site and aradius of 25
miles. ...
NAB supports aclarification that the
maximum power of atranslator operated
by an AM licensee may not exceed alevel that would place the 60 dBu contour
beyond the daytime 2 mV/m contour, as
defined by the AM station's license.
Finally, because this request seeks
relief for all AM radio stations, daytimeonly AM stations will need the ability to

4,757 AM radio stations in the U.S. are
Class C AM stations, and all 1,120 of
these stations are located on only six of
the 116 channels on the AM frequency
band. Thus, a situation is created in
which almost 24 percent of all AM radio
stations are packed into only 5percent of
the AM band.
Even though almost all of these stations
are permitted to operate with the same
1,000 watts at night that they enjoy during
daytime hours, with an average of about

See TRANSLATORS, page 6

Broadcast Monitoring
'AM broadcasters are left to hope that their

RDS Datacasting

audience remembers to turn the radio dial back

Remote control and
Facilities Management

to their station in the morning.'
This predicament will become worse
starting in 2007, when recent actions by
Congress to extend Daylight Saving
Time (DST) become effective. ... DST
will begin three weeks earlier starting the
second Sunday of March 2007 and end
one week later starting the first Sunday in
November 2007. ...
Increasing technical challenges
Permitting AM broadcast stations to
operate FM translator stations as afill-in
service will mitigate many AM coverage
problems. A translator station would
allow an AM station to translate its signal
to the FM band where skywave propagation and its potential to cause harmful
interference do not exist. ...
(A)n FM translator can be used only
for the purpose of retransmitting the signals of aprimary FM radio broadcast station to areas in which direct reception is
unsatisfactory due to distance or intervening terrain barriers. These subsections
would need to be modified to include
AM broadcast stations as authorized primary signals that could be retransmitted
via FM translators.
Also, to reflect NAB's proposal that
AM stations be able to operate FM translators to provide consistent service only
over their 2 mV/m daytime contour,
Section 74.1231 would need to specify
that any such translator operated by an
authorized AM radio station must be

operate FM translators during nighttime
hours without running afoul of the commission's program origination rules.
Since 1970, FM translators have been
restricted to retransmitting the signals of
other FM stations, and not permitted to
originate their own programming except
to acknowledge or solicit financial support and to provide emergency warnings
of imminent danger.
NAB supports these limitations, and
has no desire to disturb this approach by
expanding or creating program origination rights for AM stations operating
translators, or any stations for that matter.
... NAB opposed a Petition for
Rulemaking
in
which
Miller
Communications, et al. requested that
FM translator stations be allowed to originate programming. ... We stated that
granting this request essentially would
turn asupplemental service — FM translator service — into a new full-service
broadcasting class, in direct conflict with
the commission's original purpose for
translators. ..
Replicating/completing
daytime coverage
Under NAB's proposal, AM broadcasters would be allowed to operate FM
translators to the extent needed to complete their daytime coverage areas and/or
replicate their daytime coverage at night.
Currently, approximately 1,120 of the
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200 stations per channel, the interferencefree nighttime coverage of these stations is
often limited to only a few miles from
their transmitter. /Idyl stations (Class Cs in
particular) often suffer interference from
other stations on the same channel that are
located hundreds of miles away, even
when the local AM station's nighttime
power level (e.g., one kilowatt) is the same
as it employs during the day. ...
NAB recognizes that the commission
has previously considered whether to permit AM stations to license or operate FM
translators, and chosen not to do so. In
1981, the commission rejected arequest
by agroup of rural AM broadcasters to
amend its rules to allow AM stations to
retransmit their signals on FM translators
in areas beyond the predicted 1mV/m
contour of existing stations.
The Rocky Mountain Broadcasters
stated that granting their request would
enable rural communities where there is
no local service to obtain a primary
reception service. The commission was
not persuaded, however, finding that the
propagation characteristics of AM signals
"normally do not leave service voids"
similar to those in the FM band. The
commission therefore concluded that
there is "generally no reason for AM
licensees to establish FM translators to
provide 'fill-in' service," and declined to
devote any of its limited resources to regulating such ascheme.
In 1990, the commission rejected
another proposal to allow AM stations to
operate FM translators. ...
NAB respectfully submits that the out-

Before the

Continued from page 1

mitter site and aradius of 25 miles. This
relief would help AM stations to provide
consistent service throughout their daytime operating contour. ...
Because of the propagation characteristics of the AM band, which cause substantially increased interference among
AM broadcasts at night, many AM stations are required by the FCC to reduce
their operating power during nighttime
hours, while some ( daytime-only stations) are prohibited from broadcasting at
all. As a result, at night many AM stations lose coverage at various locations
within their regular daytime coverage
area, listeners lose reception, and AM
broadcasters are left to hope that their
audience remembers to turn the radio dial
back to their station in the morning.
Stations that are not able to take
advantage of power reduction or directional signal patterns must sign off at
local sunset and remain off the air until
local sunrise. ... Several NAB members
with AM stations report coverage area
losses of 80 percent to 95 percent during
the nighttime hours because they must
protect clear channels often located hundreds of miles away.
Others indicate that while the directional patterns they must utilize at night
might reach certain portions of their daytime service area, at night they lose the
large swaths of their audience that are not
located in the directions in which their
nighttime signals must be beamed to
minimize interference to other co-channel or adjacent channel stations.
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Continued from page 5

of the instant petition should be
different. First, it is our experience that
the propagation characteristics of AM
radio signals often do result in service
voids. As described above, many AM stations lose significant portions of their
coverage areas, both during the daytime
and at night.
Daytime interference is caused by both
geological and man-made conditions,
including mountains, buildings, power
lines and utility poles, computers and fluorescent lighting. During nighttime
hours, the situation is even worse.
For example, KNCO(AM), Nevada
County, Calif., estimates that it loses
come

NEWS
roughly 25 percent of its coverage area
and 15 percent of its potential audience at
night due to a directional pattern that
nulls its signal to the east. KFMO(AM),
Flat River, Mo., experiences interference
and power restrictions that shrink its territory by about 66 percent.
WKPT(AM), Kingsport, Tenn., at
1,000 watts, can be heard up to 50 miles
away during the day; however, its nighttime interference-free signal at the same
power level covers aradius of less than
three miles at night. In fact, WKPT's
nighttime interference-free signal falls
short of covering its community of
license, Kingsport, Tenn. ...
Time to reexamine AM help
In this request, NAB proposes rules
and constraints to ensure that AM stations may not employ FM translators to

expand their service coverage areas,
including the restriction of such translators to locations inside the 2 mV/m daytime contour of the primary AM station,
instead of the 1mV/m contour proposed
in the Rocky Mountain Petition or the 0.5
mV/m contour that ACAMBA [ the
American Community AM Broadcasters
Association] suggested. Moreover, NAB
proposes that no portion of the 60 dBu
contour of the FM translator may exceed
the lesser of either the 2 mV/m daytime
contour of the AM station or acircle with
its center at the AM transmitter site and a
radius of 25 miles.
Under NAB's proposal, AM stations
will be able to restore service in any holes
in their coverage areas, but nothing more.
NAB also submits that in the seven
years since the ACAMBA Petition, not to
mention the 16 years since the Part 74

Locrtek knows audio routing.
With over 1.000 Audio Engine
routers in use around the
world. were hardly a
newcomer to the routing
market. Our routers are
flexible, versatile and
linkable—configurations can
run from as small as 12 x12
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proceeding and the 26 years since the
Rocky Mountain Broadcasters' request,
the continued pressures on AM radio warrant reexamination of this issue. ...
We also note that commission authorization of AM stations to use FM translators is not unprecedented. For instance, the
commission sometimes authorizes AM
radio stations in Alaska to operate FM
translators as ameans of helping these stations provide service in white areas.
The commission also has allowed
WAMB(AM), Donelson, Tenn., to operate an FM translator during nighttime
hours because the station had experienced substantial interference from an
AM station in Cuba.

e

News watch
Continued from page 2
was the time to make achange.
Asked how the industry can attract
more women to engineering, she said
there are no easy answers, but that good
salaries, respect and good benefits factor
into the solution.
As they implement HD Radio, Bryant
also said, stations must keep content
compelling and not become distracted by
aparticular delivery method.
Bryant's photos are displayed at her
studio and also at The Pooch Patio, 3811
Fairmount St., in Dallas (
info@thepoochpatio.com.)

FCC Okays
3 XM Mods
WASHINGTON XM Satellite Radio
hopes to have enough of three recently
approved FM modulator products on
store shelves this holiday season.
The FCC okayed changes for the
Audiovox Xpress, Delphi RoadyXT, and
XM Sportscaster and issued new grants
of authority for these products. The satcaster notified manufacturers to resume
production of these devices.
The commission flagged the three FM
modulated products in its review of products thought to exceed Part 15 emission
limits.
The satcaster has not said specifically
whether the products or their installation
instructions, or both, needed to be
redesigned.
Radio World has reported that XM
says shipments of five other products
were suspended earlier as it complies
with the FCC probe: the MyFi, Airware,
Tao, Roady 2and Delphi SkyFi2.
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compression program audio
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DETROIT General Motors lowered the
price of factory- installed XM Satellite
Radios to $ 199 for most of its model-year
2007 vehicles, a39 percent reduction. The
original price for the option was $325.
An executive cited economies of scale
and engineering efficiencies brought by
the pace of XM installations across the
automaker's product lineup for the price
decrease. More than 90 percent of GM's
model-year 2006 and 2007 vehicles offer
Console Router Systems
factory XM radios as an option or standard equipment.
GM has built about 4 million XMequipped vehicles since 2001.
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Steel
Continued from page 1

transmission lines — especially copper
and zinc for galvanizing — are affecting
capital project figures. Add in higher
transportation costs, and broadcasters are
faced with paying much more for new
tower construction, possibly tens of thousands of dollars more.
Despite the higher costs, the consensus
among some major broadcasters, at least,
appears to be that building towers, even
more expensive towers, is just the cost of
doing business.
Steel is now being priced at the time of
delivery, something industry observers
say hasn't happened much in three
decades. Angle iron and steel tubing have
all seen substantial price increases.
Steel, copper prices spike
Specifically, zinc, the main component
of galvanized steel, has dramatically
increased in price. Zinc was 57 cents per
pound in July 2005 on the London Metal
Exchange, the world center for non-ferrous metal trading. It was $ 1.60 apound
one year later.
Copper prices have nearly doubled
since 2005 and quintupled since 2001; this
has led several telecommunications companies to add acopper surcharge to the
price of transmission lines and cable products. Other suppliers have simply
announced price hikes.
Tower companies are struggling to keep
their prices stable. As with other commodities, like oil and gold, much of the spike in
metals prices is aconsequence of rising
global demand due to economic growth,
particularly in places like China and India,
according to those close to the issue.
Suppliers say they are looking for ways
to lower costs to customers, but when it
comes to broadcast towers, there is no
substitute for steel.
"We are seeing huge price fluctuations
in steel and other metals. Solid round bar
steel stock hasn't been as volatile, but steel
pipe products have been," said Dave
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Davies, director of structural products and
services for Electronics Research Inc.
"I'm hoping for some stability in prices,
but I'm not sure if it will be aprice point
everyone will be happy with:'
Andrew Corp. announced asurcharge
program in the spring to counteract dramatic increases in the cost of raw materials, specifically copper, in its cable products and grounding kits.

Metal Prices Prompt Alleged Thievery
RAYMOND, Maine Scrap metal prices are going up almost as fast as new steel
and copper; the situation has created a market for stolen metal.
Telecommunications equipment manufacturers are often targets.
According to reports in the Portland Press Herald, a former Dielectric
Communications employee was accused of stealing almost $ 10,000 worth of copper
from the company. Ralph Whalen, 50, was implicated after police in Mexico charged
him with stealing copper scraps from outside acommercial building in that country.
Two other Dielectric employees were charged this summer with stealing copper
from Dielectric's sprawling manufacturing facility, according to the Press Herald.
According to another published report, a female employee was charged in
August with allegedly stealing a half-ton copper rod. She is accused of using a
company forklift to load it in the back of her pickup truck and then leaving company property. Another Dielectric employee was charged with theft after he was
found in possession of 100 pounds of allegedly stolen copper.
Authorities are continuing their investigation into the thefts.
Dielectric officials declined to discuss specifics of the incidents.
— Randy J. Stine

A Valmont 700-foot guyed tower
in Mishawaka, Ind.
"As copper soars, we are taking aggressive steps in pricing and product development to continue to cost-effectively provide products to our customers," said John
DeSana, group president of its Antenna
and Cable Products Group.
Andrew is not alone in adding surcharges to protect margins. Dielectric
Communications placed a 12 percent surcharge on all transmission line components
in early June, citing higher copper costs.
Jay Martin, VP of sales for Dielectric
Communications said copper has nearly
tripled in price since early 2004.
"We are losing our margin on products
very quickly. What we thought was agood
margin eight weeks prior to delivery might

have been cut in half by the time we build
and deliver it," said Rollie Horton, vice
president/general manager of Rohn
Products Division.
Rohn, adivision of Radian Communication Services, has to be "much safer"
with its quotes, Horton said, and has
begun tying tower prices directly to the
price of zinc.
Meanwhile, broadcast tower projects
are being requoted more often to reflect
the true cost of materials. "We are telling
customers the materials price can fluctuate
right up until the time you place the
order:' Horton said.
Jeff Laudin, director of investor relations for Valmont Structures, said, "We as
manufacturers have had to add the inflation of steel to the cost of our products.
We haven't seen inflation like this since
the 1970s."
Valmont announced an increase of 5to
7percent for most of its products in May,
depending on material and finish.
Budgeting for 2007
The rapid runup in the price of raw steel
began in 2004 and the level has risen
approximately 25 percent since, Laudin
said; those higher costs have cycled
through the products Valmont produces.
Laudin said the rate of price increases

DRM
Continued from page 3
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casting. This skywave broadcasting presents the greatest challenge to broadcasting
because of the very difficult propagation
conditions for reception, one of the major
drawbacks of "short wave AM broadcasting" over the last several decades.
The original DRM technical challenge
was to overcome, as much as possible,
these difficulties. This has been done.
There is an ever-growing body of
transmission/reception data collected by
DRM monitoring networks that show,
when properly managed by selecting
DRM coding options, etc., that the same
"FM- like" quality and robustness as
DRM provides for local broadcasting
can be attained for the wide-area, longdistance coverage of millions of square
kilometers that skywave propagation
can provide. Signal-to-noise ratio
requirements are higher than for local
coverage. As a rule of thumb, they are
several dBs higher.
VHF bands under 108 MHz
There are two broadcasting bands
between 30 and 108 MHz. They are

for steel has slowed, "but it has stabilized
at ahigher plateau:'
Several broadcasters said they are still
budgeting now for 2007 tower projects
regardless of higher costs.
"Towers are anecessity and we continue
to be aggressive about realizing signal
upgrade opportunities. It's just acost of
doing business," said Steve Davis, Clear
Channel Radio senior vice president of
engineering. " We have not made any
adjustments in project schedules or timing."
Sterling Davis, vice president of engineering for Cox Radio, said, "We do have
projects needing copper transmission line
and that has gone through the roof.
However, we have not delayed any projects
because of that."
Price shopping has become more important than ever, some broadcasters say,
though price alone is not the deciding factor
when choosing products and distributors.
"That doesn't mean we don't seek the
best pricing on any project. However, we
would never say ' No' to atower project
with asignificant upside because of the
cost of materials," said Milford Smith, vice
president of engineering for Greater Media.
"Although we certainly do not wish to
pay any more than absolutely necessary,
generally we see the incremental costs as
part of doing business."
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slightly different in the Western and
Eastern Hemispheres. The more familiar
one for radio broadcasting is the standard
FM band from 88-108 MHz. The other
spans 47-72 MHz, which, in the United
States, includes the old lower channels
for analog TV.
The augmentation of the DRM system
is designed for use in both of these bands.
The major modification underway is to
expand the channel width to achoice of a
50 kHz or a 100 kHz channel. This is a
reduction from the need of FM in these
bands, although even the 50 kHz is adequate for CD-like quality reception.
Anticipated usage is similar to that of
DRM in the medium-wave band — that
is, (a) for DRM by itself in places where
there is ademand for more programming
and where there are adequate holes in the
use of the assigned and used spectrum
and (b) for simulcast with aFM signal.
For more information visit the DRM
Web site: www.dnn.org.
RW welcomes other points of view
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All talk and no action? That certainly doesn't describe any radio station we've ever seen. With
guest interviews, news and traffic feeds, live reports and listener calls to juggle, atalk studio is
one of the most active places on the planet. Seconds count, and there's no room for mistakes.
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Component Heat at the Transmitter
by John Bisset
Crawford's Cris Alexander was reading
the Aug. 16 Workbench, which brought to
mind another AM system maintenance tip.
His tip will help you spot problems before
they turn into disasters.
Immediately after shutting down the
transmitter after it has been operating into
the antenna system for awhile, disable the
transmitter and remove the tower J-plugs.
This inspection will be both visual and
tactile. You will visually inspect the components of the phasor and antenna tuning
unit, as shown in Fig. 1. First, look for any
discolored silver plating on coils and interconnecting tubing, especially at junction
points that are bolted together. Then, carefully feel all the capacitors and coils in the

phasor and ATUs
Any that are much above the ambient
temperature are dissipating power, reducing the efficiency of the system and possibly indicating an imminent failure. Hot
capacitors can indicate that the cap is
undersized for the amount of current, or
signal a loose or bad connection or that
there is something wrong with the cap.
Heat in acoil can indicate an undersized component, but more often it indicates abad connection. The discolored silver plating is another indicator of heating.
Either condition in acap or coil is aproblem and should be addressed before afailure (or fire) occurs.
It is, of course, safer to use an infrared
thermometer to check component temperatures, but the old "feel test" is just as m11-

able. Be careful and just use one finger
lightly, in case you encounter asurface hot
enough to burn.
This test is best performed at night. Sun
shining on tower ATUs can heat the components inside, and give afalse indication
of failure if the ATU box is hot.
So you don't want to stick your hand
into an ATU, even with the j-plugs pulled?
Then consider temperature indicator
strips. There are avariety of them on the
Web. A favorite is found at www.sanitationtools.com; search there for " 180F
Thermolabel."
A strip of this treated paper is applied
to the side of acapacitor. The paper turns
black when the temperature reaches 180
degrees. There are several temperature
ranges to choose from. At $ 13.49 for a

Fig. 1: Make a visual inspection of the site's phasor and ATU.

package of 24, it's a good investment.
These strips are sold to verify wash temperatures in commercial dishwashers!
Head to Ask.com and type in "temperature
indicator strips" for avariety of choices.
Cris adds that this same "heat inspection" test can be used in solid-state transmitters, particularly those with low voltage
and high current. Your first step is to make
the transmitter safe by removing primary
power, and opening the RF output connection. Then look and carefully feel the B—
(or B+) busses, conductors and connections. Any hot spots point to aproblem.
Since many of these connections are
usually insulated wire, look for darkened
or burned wire insulation or terminal lugs.
Whether you find indications of heating or
not, it's agood idea to tighten all of these
connections during this down time.
Cris Alexander is the director of engineering of Crawford Broadcasting, headSee WORKBENCH, page 12

Fig. 2: The umbrella increases an air conditioner's efficiency.
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audio over IP as adelivery method for radio
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Desperately Seeking Portable HD
Anyone in the radio business knows
that one of the medium's chief assets is
its portability. Radio broadcasts can originate from and be listened to almost anywhere. This immediacy and near-ubiquity
differentiates radio from other mass
media, and is largely responsible for its
resilience and sustained popularity.
Most of us can remember our first
"transistor radio," which the solid-state
revolution first enabled during the 1960s.
Radio was already well established in the
home and car by then, and this trend
added athird axis of use — the handheld,
pocket- sized, portable receiver. These
devices further leveraged the value of
radio's wireless delivery, and made
radio's popularity even stronger among
the key constituency of young listeners.
This not only fortified radio's current
audiences of the day but ensured its
future success, particularly for the thenfledging FM service, by capturing the
hearts and minds of future prime demographics.

The Big Picture

by Skip Pizzi

The big, bright screens
on the latest handheld
digital receivers may not
consume as much power
as their OFDM tuners do.
Portable receivers back then were not
without their challenges, though.
Antenna design (particularly for AM)
was tricky, and audio quality was well
below what radio listeners were used to

Workbench
Continued from page 10

quartered in Colorado, and afellow RW contributor. You can
reach him at crisa@crawfordbroadcasting.com.
***
After acrew thinned some of the trees around his transmitter
building, Greg Lynam of WNSH(AM) in Beverly, Mass., saw a

Shown, a Siemens
concept image.
at home or even in the car. Battery life
was also an issue, but the newly popular
9V brick battery provided a reasonable
and affordable solution. Headphone (or
"earplug") listening was not much in

loss of efficiency in his air conditioner. Although the transmitter building is well insulated, the "hole" in the canopy was literally letting the sun shine in, more than before.
Greg was advised of a substantial delivery delay in an
awning to shield the air conditioner from the sun, so he mounted the umbrella as a stopgap measure, shown in Fig. 2. It
worked so well that he's rethinking the awning idea.
Greg has been innovative inside the transmitter building, too.
Needing ashelf, he modified aplastic bracket from ahardware
store, drilling the bracket to fit 10x32 rack bolts. The result,
shown in Fig. 3, holds his remote control keyboard and mouse
— and at afraction of the cost of apull-out drawer.
***

Fig. 3: Drill a plastic shelf bracket to match rack bolt
spacing for an inexpensive shelf.

In the previous column, we reported about vandalism and
theft at transmitter sites. Although there are avariety of security
measures available to you, sometimes the simplest are the best
— and also least expensive.
Loud and Clean's Grady Moates notes that when subcontractors are working at the sites he manages, he insists they
close the property gate's combination lock after entering, and
reset the combo dials to 0-0-0.
Not only can someone steal an unlocked gate lock, but in
the case of combination locks, if the opening combination is
not changed a "smart" thief can simply write down the combination and return later. Grady admits the tips are simple, but the
object is to make access to your site difficult. Open gates are
inviting entry — especially at "out of the way" transmitter sites.
John Bisset is northeast regional sales manager for
Broadcast Electronics. Reach him at (571) 217-9386, or jbisset@bdcast.com. Faxed submissions can be sent to (603)
472-4944.
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vogue back then, so all portable radios
had a small speaker, and given both
speaker- size and amplifier-power constraints, fidelity was not impressive.
Nevertheless, portability was so important to consumers that the devices quickly became popular, and the handheld
audio device movement was born.
This form factor remained aradio-only
device until the late 1970s, when the
Sony Walkman added cassette playback.
After that, a sequence of other storage
formats — analog and digital — followed, but radio (usually AM/FM stereo)
often remained coupled to the device.
In the last few years, of course, the
computer-peripheral RAM device has
taken over this category, allowing cheap,
random-access high-fidelity storage of a
huge number of compressed digital audio
files, for playback on speakerless handhelds equipped with low-power, highquality amplifiers and efficient, highfidelity headphones.
While these devices' electronics consume somewhat more power than their
predecessors, optimized chip design and
advances in rechargeable battery technology such as nickel metal-hydride and
lithium-ion (driven mostly by the needs
of concurrently popular laptop computers) again provided viable solutions.
Their lack of motors or speakers also
helps moderate their power consumption.
But something was lost in translation:
the radio tuner. Very few among the current crop of RAM audio players include a
radio receiver of any kind. So just as the
transistor radios of the 1960s brought
new, young listeners into the radio camp,
broadcasters may rightly fear that trends
in today's handheld audio devices may be
pushing potential future listeners away
from the medium.
See PORTABLE, page 14
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Although the common wisdom
among consumer electronics manufacturers holds that tired old analog radio
has no place in slick new digital handhelds, arecent survey of handheld users
found that radio was their most wanted
additional feature. So it would make
perfect sense that nextgen handhelds
incorporate new digital radio formats,
and thus they could find their way into
the hearts and minds of future audiences. It all sounded great — except for
one big, and largely unforeseen problem: the heavy power consumption of
digital tuners.
This dirty little secret is simultaneously
being discovered in the terrestrial digital
broadcast, satellite radio and wireless telecom/mobile TV environments. The broadband OFDM receivers that virtually all of
these devices use are current hogs — at
least in their current implementations.
Put in its simplest terms, this is the
price paid for robustness in OFDM,
which achieves its magic by spreading
payload data across of hundreds or thousands of separate, narrowband, closely
spaced individual carriers within a
broadcast channel. The receiver necessarily requires significant parallel processing to demodulate and decode these
many separate small streams all at the
same time. There are plenty of available
microprocessor platforms that can handle
this today, but it's difficult to get them to
do it without sucking down alot of power in the bargain. It's simply a function
of the MIPS involved, and the need for
low latency in a real-time broadcast
receiver (i.e., you can't really serialize
your way around the process).
Initially OFDM tuners were developed
on generalized DSP platforms, which of
course weren't usable for battery-powered
application, and were never intended to
be. But even the subsequently developed
application- specific ( and format-optimized) OFDM tuner chips are relatively
power hungry. Naturally, this only
becomes an issue in handheld receivers,
but these are becoming an ever more
important sector of today's consumer electronics business — particularly for audioonly devices.
Solutions remain elusive
This is actually not anew discovery to
everyone. Several years ago it influenced
the development of new digital broadcast
standards, such as DVB-H, the handheld
variant of the European digital terrestrial
TV format known as DVB-T. Even
though DVB-T was from the start
designed for mobile reception, it required
an OFDM tuner with very high current
drain. So the DVB-H variant was created
with its primary design parameter being
the reduction in processing demands on
the receiver (accomplished by reducing
bandwidth, optimizing video for smallscreen display and "time-slicing," which
substantially reduces the duty cycle of
the receiver's operations).
Even with this effort, however, the first
generation of DVB-H receivers is not getting particularly high marks for battery
life.
Of course, most digital handhelds
include display screens, always known to
be prime battery killers. Some of these
screens are relatively large, bright, highresolution and full-color capable, so it's
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expected that they would put significant
strain on battery life.
However, given the huge marketplace
for such technologies ( the billions of
wireless phones sold each year now
include them), development of powerefficient screens has come a long way
lately, and technologies like the white
LED show even greater promise for the
near future. Also, these screens can be set
to shut off their backlights or turn off
entirely after afew seconds when not in
use (particularly in an audio-only device,
where the screen is used only for navigation/control), whereas the OFDM tuner
needs to stay on at essentially full power
whenever the radio is in use.
Power-efficient screen technology has
already progressed to the point that the
OFDM tuner is the highest power-consuming component in the most recent
handhelds. The screen is still up there, but
generally in second place (sometimes a
distant second, and trending lower still). In
any case, these two components together
make it difficult for a handheld digital
broadcast receiver to provide much more
than acouple of hours of continuous use
between charges.
One interesting result has been the
quoting of two different typical battery-life
specs for multipurpose devices (such as
satellite radio + MP3 players) — one with
the tuner in use, and one without. So far,
the latter number has ranged to about
twice the former.
Naturally it can be assumed that this
problem will be reduced over time, as
more efficient and portable-optimized
OFDM receiver designs are developed.
But as screens also continue to drop in
current drain, the OFDM tuner is likely to
remain at the top of the current budget for
these devices, which will do little to entice
consumer electronics manufacturers to
include alot of digital broadcast receivers
in their handheld products.
Moreover, the relatively small number
of developers working on HD Radio tuner
chipsets implies that ahandheld receiver
in this format remains many years away.
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Ti for the Broadcaster
Avoid Common Pitfalls When Designing
Your Station Remote Control System
by Ted Nahil
The author is broadcast channel
sales manager for Harris Networking
Solutions.
In the first installment of this series on
Ti service (RW, Sept. 13), we focused on
Ti basics. We compared Ti and El services and discussed different methods of
implementing aTi circuit using the telephone company, private microwave links,
spread spectrum radio links or fiber.
This installment will concentrate on
the advantages aTl based STL offers to
broadcasters.
Not your father's STL
The bidirectional nature of Ti links
means that, for a fixed cost, the broadcaster can utilize many different types of
services between each end of aTi circuit that are not possible with simplex
STL links. This gives the broadcaster
increased flexibility for moving information between ends of a Ti link. The
choice of an audio algorithm usually
determines the predominant amount of
bandwidth used, but with the right
choice, there is room for many other services on alink.
Type of Audio
Linear
MPEG
Enhanced apt-X

Data
Remote control systems require bidirectional communication between the
studio and the transmitter to send commands to the transmitter site, and get
readings and status back from the transmitter site. The use of either RS-232 or

Bandwidth Use

Latency

High

Very Low

Low

Low to Moderate

High

Moderate

Low to Moderate

Low

High

Cost

Fig. 1: Comparison of Audio Types

The most common broadcast use for
a Tl link is to connect a studio to a
Not a pretty picture
transmitter site. Another powerful
This is tough to swallow for radio, a implementation of a Ti link is to conmedium that has touted its ubiquity via nect two studio sites together, whether
easy portability of its receivers.
they're in the same city, the same state
In recent years, this trend has accelerator separated by hundreds or thousands
ed, with ever smaller and cheaper portable
of miles. A carefully planned system
analog radios becoming available. These
can yield incredible flexibility, all
AM/FM receivers are quite power effiacross the same circuit.
cient, as well, but the handheld form factor
is arguably the worst case for multipath Audio
interference, given the increased audibility
Since a Ti link is bidirectional,
of its distortion and stereo image instabiliduplex audio circuits are a snap. Not
ty when wearing headphones, and the typonly can we send audio from the studio
ical use of an often wildly moving headto the transmitter site, we can send audio
phone cord as the FM antenna.
back to the studio from the transmitter
So it is with great irony that while the
site. Now, instead of separate circuits to
handheld receiver provides perhaps the
bring satellite or RPU audio back to the
strongest argument for the value of HD
studio, we use the Ti circuit to provide
Radio's multipath immunity, such a high-quality return audio.
device remains just out of reach due to
Choosing an appropriate audio algobattery-life constraints.
rithm determines how much bandwidth
As aresult, the lack of handheld HD
remains on a circuit for other uses.
Radio receivers — at least for the next
Linear audio card sets use the most
few years — will keep the fledgling techbandwidth but deliver uncompressed
nology from becoming a player in the
audio. In the Harris Intraplex SU sysincreasingly important portable audio tems, 15 kHz stereo linear audio uses 17
industry. Given the strength and projected
(out of 24) time slots in one direction.
growth of that sector, this absence could There is still plenty of room on the cirhave significant impact on HD Radio's
cuit for other services.
success, as well as to the radio industry's
Remembering that the link is bidirecoverall relevance to future audiences.
tional, we can use the same cards in the
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of reverse direction to provide high-quality,
Radio World.
linear audio from the transmitter site to
Comment on this or any article. Write
the studio, and still have seven bidirecto radioworld@ imaspub.com.
tional time slots left for other use.
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Compressed audio algorithms use
much less bandwidth, with the trade-off
usually being cost. Harris Intraplex STL
systems can also utilize Enhanced apt-X
audio cards that allow the user to choose
between 16-, 20- or 24-bit audio at 15,
20 or 22.5 kHz frequency response.
Bandwidth consumption varies, but aset
of these cards never use more than nine
time slots (24-bit stereo audio at 22.5
kHz response). Typically, Enhanced aptX cards are used to provide high-quality,
20 kHz, 16-bit stereo audio to a transmitter site using only six time slots.
Almost all system manufacturers
offer MPEG audio cards as well. These
cards tend to be in the middle price
range and are usually bandwidth-efficient. They suffer from long coding
delays (latency) and are usually not suitable for use in real-time (live) audio situations. See Fig. 1for acomparison of
audio card types.

four- wire ( duplex, low- quality FSK
audio) cards — the most common methods of remote control communication —
provides a reliable and bandwidth-efficient means to connect each end of a
remote control system.
Since remote control systems like the
Burk ARC- 16 or Moseley 1620 run at
relatively slow data rates (9600 baud is
typical), they consume little bandwidth
— one time slot, or 64 kilobits — to give
the broadcaster a full-time connection
between the studio and transmitter.
RS-232 links and inexpensive external
interfaces ( like the Broadcast Tools
SRC-8III) are also used to move contact
closures from a satellite receiver at the
transmitter site back to adecoder at the
studio. Other uses for RS-232 communications include transporting RBDS data
to a transmitter site and controlling
external devices at the transmitter site —
for example, an audio processor.
In addition to FSK-based remote control systems, four-wire card sets — fullduplex telco cards that support E&M signaling — serve other useful, non-telco
functions in abroadcast Ti system. They
are perfect for moving IFB audio to a
transmitter site to feed asub-carrier generator for remotes; moving transmit and
receive as well as push-to-talk functions
to a two-way radio system; returning
EAS audio from aremote receiver; or for
confidence monitoring of other audio
circuits.
See TI, page 16

Sel&I and moody processing presets here

Omnia 6EXi

The Ultimate Upgrade.
Omnia-6 is the standard by which all other processors are measured. In the
last few years, thousands of leading stations in the world's top markets have
upgraded to Omnia. In fact, Omnia-6 has been so successful that some
competitors have just given up; others are mere shadows of their former selves.

So why do broadcasters love Omnia-6? The sound. The clean, pure,
crystal-clear sound ( bone-shakingly loud, if you want) that's become the choice
of # 1- rated stations in New York, Los Angeles, Tokyo, Paris, London, Rome,
Sydney and Beijing. The other guys tried to match its winning sound... and
failed. So they've settled instead for trying to copy its innovative features.

Features that Omnia pioneered — like dual, simultaneous processing paths for
HD Radio n" and conventional FM at no extra cost. The world's first non-aliasing
digital clipping system, with composite clipping for the ultimate in competitive
loudness. The high- precision Multi- Band Look-Ahead Limiter ( invented by
Omnia) for perfect HD Radio processing. The six- band limiter for conventional
FM, with adjustable crossovers for surgically- precise control over your signature sound. An integrated DorroughTM Loudness Meter. And of course, the
groundbreaking 96 kHz, 24- bit platform that delivers full 20 kHz bandwidth for
HD Radio broadcasts. Always innovating.

Which is why the new Omnia-6-EXi makes perfect sense. With integral
HD Radio Diversity Delay that helps digital broadcasters eliminate analog
connections to the HD exciter, ensuring independent analog and digital program
streams. And the exclusive new LoIMD Clipper that actually suppresses
intermodulation distortion to deliver audio that's cleaner, clearer and more
detailed than ever — no matter how aggressive your processing. ( If you already

O

n
A Telos
Cornpany

own an Omnia-6, don't worry — there's alow-cost upgrade to give your processor full-fledged Omnia-6EXi power.)

A lot of muscle? You bet. No wonder the competition is running scared.

OmniaAudio.com

Omria is a registe•ed trademark of TLS Corp. HD Radio is atrademark of iBiquity Digital Corp. Dorrough and Loudness Meter are trademat ks of Dorrough Electronics Inc.
© 2005. TLS Corp. All rights reserved.
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'You Have Three Minutes to Sign Off'
Avoid Common Pitfillls When Designing
Your Station Remote Control System
by Charles S. Fitch
In adiscussion of compliance in these
pages a year ago, we addressed our
industry's regulatory complexity. Readers
asked us to expand on this. Most of the
requests addressed radio station transmitter control systems.
In basic terms, remote control systems
are viewed as attended or unattended.
Attended control systems are operatorsupervised. They are described as semiautomated (the system does some of the
work) or not automated at all (you make
all decisions). Control points are fixed.
Other than the main studio and the transmitter, you have to notify the commission
where they are.
Fully automated, unattended transmission systems are, under normal conditions,
monitored, adjusted and status-reported by
their supervisory controller, typically a
computer. No human involvement is
called for moment to moment, other than a
log for EAS operations and achronology
log of when the station is radiating.
In one of those "Catch 22" situations
for which the federal government is so
legendary, you can legally operate your
station in completely automated unattended mode without any automation
control equipment at all, with the following stipulations:
l One, the system has to be stable
such that it meets all parameters for legal
operating limits reliably. At the present
state of the art (and as recognized by the
commission), broadcast transmission systems when properly designed and
installed are stable and reliable, the reason we can run unattended;

iTwo, you have to have "control" of
the system such that you can turn off the
transmitter if needed; '
be Three, you are not exempted from
EAS compliance, legal IDs, main studio
requirement, public file, local telephone
number, management presence etc. These
are separate issues not related to remote
control;
l Four, you must have aplan (best be
written to CYA) and implement that plan
to maintain technical compliance. It is
wise that your plan include items like
making and keeping arecord of periodic
system checks, an annotated responsible
person ( such as a contract engineer),
organized copies of required equipment
testing and proofs, etc.;
l Five, you'd best be compliant if you
are ever inspected.
Simple yet reliable
An example of a simple installation:
One of my clients has aClass A FM. Its
solid-state transmitter has sat exactly at
100 percent output 24/7 for 10 years now.
If the main exciter breaks lock — it never
has, but if it does — it toggles automatically to the backup. Radiation is controlled by the STL squelch.
On the complicated side of the ledger,
another client has 64 channels of teleme-

try, status and control in their unattended,
automated control system. The system
does agreat job of maintaining parameters and will page every technocrat associated with the station if there is an outof-tolerance situation. Beyond assuring
legal operation, the system will page the

HVAC company if the building temperature gets too high or the LP folks if the
generator fuel gets low.
From a regulatory standpoint, your
station has little to gain by not running
unattended. Regulatory complexity, the
manpower distraction and complications
of operations are less onerous. Having
less paperwork, in the present inspection
climate, translates into fewer potential
Notices of Apparent Liability.

Conceptual diagram of the ins and outs of a remote control
system — here, a Burk ARC Plus.

However, the trick is in achieving the
correct functionality of that unattended,
automatic system for compliance purposes and for your station's unique circumstances.
Many manufacturers make remote
control systems that are up to the task.
Personal taste and the best match to your
individual station needs usually motivate
the choice of system. Best for our purposes is to address generally the functional and regulatory issues and some
integration solutions.
Minimize failures
Because the system is programmed for
the unique needs of your station, special
instructions usually are kept in the micra
computer's memory. Protect that memory
with appropriate surge protectors; and
control electrical noise in the power that
supports your system.
Probably the best investment for your
remote control system is a dedicated,
high-end UPS with at least afew hours of
run time. The uninterruptible power supply also will provide site information
during power failures, whether expected
(such as utility work) or unexpected
(your generator fails to start).
The UPS also will keep the clock running. The clock's accuracy is critical
when the remote control changes powers
and/or antenna modes on atime basis.
Do not forget to put surge suppression
on the phone line as well.
Glitches, box failures and inadvertent
keystrokes can disrupt the system's programming. Keep acomplete and accurate
hard copy of the programming required
to keep your system functional. You'll
need that data often — usually at the
worst possible moment.
See CONTROL, page 19 >

Ti
> Continued from page 14

Telco service
Since Tl comes from the telephone
industry, what would aT1 system be if it
couldn't move telephone service from
one end to the other?
OPX extensions from the studio to the
transmitter site mean that recurring costs
for adial-up phone at asite can be eliminated and that service run over the T1
I
ink.
IP connectivity
The need to move LAN data to and
from atransmitter site is more prevalent
now than ever before. We'll discuss this
further in the final installment when we
concentrate on HD Radio requirements;
Card Type
Linear Audio
Linear Audio
RS-232
Telco OPX
LAN Extension

Time Slot Use Out
17
0
1
1
5

but regardless of that need, the ability to
move IP data between the studio and
transmitter means that the transmitter is no
longer shut off from the rest of the world.
With IP functionality, broadcasters can
extend their station LAN to the transmitter site. Access to e-mail, network administration functions and the Internet are a
click away. If you need amanual from a
manufacturer during an overnight maintenance program, having LAN access at the
transmitter site saves time and apossible
trip to get it.
Off- site back-ups are now easy to
implement as well. Place an unused computer at the transmitter site and, with the
appropriate software, perform incremental or differential backups of critical station files during the overnight and offpeak times. Disaster recovery can be
much less painful if critical station information has been preserved at an off-site
location.

Time Slot Use In
0
17
1
1
5

Function
Program audio to Tx
RPU audio from Tx
2-9600 RS-232 ports
Extend 1line to Tx
320 kilobit LAN circuit

Putting it together
Tl STL links• can move high-quality
program audio, serial data, four- wire
low-quality audio, telephone service and
IP data between ends. A typical STL system will perform almost all these functions.
The chart in Fig. 2 shows a typical
bidirectional linear audio system used to
feed program audio to an FM site, operate a remote control, feed RPU audio
back to the studio, extend a single telephone line to the transmitter site and
extend the station LAN, at 320 kilobits,
to the transmitter site.
Fig. 3 shows a typical multi- station,
bidirectional combination STL system.
This system feeds stereo program audio
for an FM and mono program audio for
an AM, brings return audio from asatellite receiver back to the studio, moves
RS-232 data for aremote control and the
satellite contact closures, extends asingle
telephone line to the transmitter, and still
extends the station LAN, at 192 kilobits,
to the transmitter site.

Looking forward
The flexibility of Tl systems means
that they are suited for use in the simplest
or most complex scenario. We've illusFig. 2: Single FM Station STL with ancillary functions
trated only afew possible configurations
of more typical STL systems, but the
Card Type
Time Slot Use Out
Time Slot Use In
Function
power of aT1 system is limited only by
Linear Audio
0
FM Program audio to Tx
17
your imagination.
Linear Audio
0
17
Satellite audio from Tx
In the final installment of this series,
Enhanced apt-X Audio
2
Mono AM Program to Tx
0
we'll
concentrate on what's required to
RS-232
I
1
2-9600 RS-232 ports
move all the HD Radio information from
1
1
Telco OPX
Extend 1line to Tx
LAN Extension
3
3
192 kilobit LAN circuit
the studio to the transmitter. We'll show
why aTi STL link is ideal for this critiFig. 3: Combo FM/AM Station STL with ancillary functions
cal station function.
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Aman iBrings
by Ken R.
"You're traveling through another dimension, a
dimension not only of sight and sound, but of mind; a
journey into awondrous land whose boundaries are that
of the imagination. Next stop, the Twilight Zone."
Well, that part is easy enough to translate to the
radio. But how do you show agremlin on the wings of
an airplane as depicted in the original TV drama
"Nightmare at 20,000 Feet?" That's the kind of weekly challenge faced by Carl Aman, CEO of Falcon
Picture Group, and his team of actors and audio professionals.
"My favorite TV show was always ' The Twilight
Zone,' which Iknew was owned by CBS," said Aman.
"I had a good relationship with the executives there
from my previous career syndicating classic radio
shows, including some of theirs. Iasked them if Icould
license the rights to 'The Twilight Zone' and create new
radio dramas from the old scripts."
CBS gave him the go-ahead as well as the original
musical background scores, which had been recorded
over 40 years ago by top film composers such as Jerry
Goldsmith and Bernard Herrmann. Digital recording
studios were built in Schaumburg, Ill., to record the
actors. Amanicontacted a casting director in nearby
Chicago who could grab big stars as they hit town to
appear in theatre locally. And in 2002, before you could
say, "Submitted for your approval," aclassic TV show
was reborn on the radio.
People in the zone
Creator Rod Serling narrated the original TV version
of "The Twilight Zone" in adistinctive low-key but oddly clenched manner during its run from 1959-1964.
Amari's first task was to hire ahost who could bring the
same quiet intensity to the radio version. His choice was
Stacy Keach Jr.
Stacy Keach and Carl Amani
"I knew his father, who had created an old radio show
called 'Tales of the Texas Rangers,' which Ihad syndicated," said Aman. "When Iwas visiting him in Los
Also appearing in the radio series are actors like
Angeles Imet his son, and that great, deep voice stuck
Jason Alexander, Jane Seymour, Morgan Brittany, Blair
in my head. When Igot this opportunity Stacy Keach Jr.
Underwood, Ed Begley Jr. and comedy veteran Stan
was the first guy Ithought of."
Freberg. When the desired actors are not available in the
Keach described his approach to Radio World.
Chicago area, they are recorded at Pacific Ocean Post, a
"Serling's unique style of delivery was fodder for
studio in Santa Monica, Calif. Their voice tracks are
impressionists and actors for the duration of its success
shipped to Amanion CD for mixing those of the rest of
and afterwards," said Keach. "And quite frankly every
the cast.
time Isaid, 'The Twilight Zone,' Icould hear a little
voice in the back of my head that sounded kind of
Writing and recording
twangy and terse, like the man himself.
All- new episodes are based on the original teleplays,
"Even though Ihave established my own style over
which makes the adapting abit tricky. Each radio show
the years, Iwanted to pay homage to Mr. Serling so I runs 43 minutes so that stations can fill out the hour with
opted for a similar rhythm at certain intervals. When
commercials and news. This means dialog has to be cresomething is as identifiable as Rod Serling's delivery, it
atively extended or invented.
would be folly to try and completely avoid it."
"The key was hiring agreat writer," said Aman. "We
were lucky to get Dennis Etchison, an award-winning
sci-fi writer with along list of credits including working
A Twilight Actor
with Stephen King. Of course some stories work better
than
others on the radio, but everything starts with the
Then and Now
written word."
H.M. Wynant is the only man to have acted in the
While Amanihas his own staff record the actors in
original TV version of "The Twilight Zone" as well
Schaumburg, aChicago firm, Cerny American Creative,
as the current radio series. He shared his thoughts
assembles each show.
from his home in California.
"We edit and mix on Pro Tools and use several Sound
"I starred in three of the radio dramas, ' Of Late I
Ideas sound effects libraries," said Michael Slaboch, an
Think of Cliffordville,"The Trade Ins' and ' Death's
engineer at Cerny. "Bob Benson, Craig Lee and myself
Head Revisited, — he said. "Aman and company did
each work on one aspect of the show, dialogue, music or
amazing work. The transfer from aTV script to a
effects. Then we bring our sessions together for the final
radio script was absolutely first-rate. Ihad to put alot
mix and radio edit."
of faith in the postproduction team as Irecorded my
"Foley," the Hollywood term for live sound effects
roles in a vacuum about 2,000 miles away. They
such as walking and door slams, is also done at Cerny.
knew what they were doing because the end result
The studio is equipped with several different Foley pits
was nothing short of brilliant."
including linoleum/wood, ceramic tiles, gravel/dirt and
Wynant's "Twilight Zone" TV episode was "The
cement as well as an arsenal of various objects to soniHowling Man," which aired Nov. 4, 1960. In it he
cally suspend audience disbelief.
played the part of David Ellington, a man who gets
"It takes about two weeks to put a show together,"
caught in a storm and takes refuge in a monastery.
said Slaboch. "Editing music has been the most chalThere he inadvertently unleashes the devil, whom he
lenging aspect. We use the tremendous themes from the
spends the rest of his life trying to recapture.
TV show, which was post-scored and tends to take dramatic turns in mood and tempo. We spend quite abit of

time editing and looping the tracks, trying out various
pieces until we establish afew musical motifs throughout the show."
Slaboch said that audio processing and microphone
choice depend on the dramatic content.
"We typically use aSennheiser 416 (mic) for Foley,
but occasionally aNeumann U 87 if we are looking for a
warmer sound," he said. " Some shows have sound
design that is reliant on reverb, pitch shift and EQ."
But no matter what technical methods are used, the
key to bringing these scripts to life is the ability to help
the listener create amental image.
"Twilight Zone' and radio are perfectly suited to one
another in that they both inhabit the world of imagina-

Sarah Wayne Callies works the mic in the
episode Ring-A-Ding Girl.'
tion," said Keach. "In a sense, they both speak to the
subconscious in the course of unfolding astory.
"One of my primary responsibilities as narrator is to
direct the listener to the unseen surprises that lie ahead,
to establish a tone or mood that helps to frame the
events that will follow:'
Numbers behind the zone
"The Twilight Zone" is heard on about 125 stations
that air the show on abarter basis. It is also heard on
XM and Sirius. Each episode has slots for local commercials; there are national commercials for clients such
as Sears and Bayer Aspirin which are inserted into the
programs. The latter are sold by Jones Media America, a
New York media broker.
The Twilight Zone radio show is owned by CBS and
Falcon Picture Group, Amari's company. The budget on
paper for each show is about $30,000, but as Aman does
not pay himself for his time involved in the show and his
studios are already paid for, the actual weekly cost is
less than that. Besides the revenue from national spots,
Aman isells CDs of the show through his Web site,
www.twilightzoneradio.com.
"The actors love doing the show," he adds. "On radio
they don't have to wear make-up or memorize lines."
Ken R. was 10 when he first saw that guy in the diner
with the third eye, May 26, 1961. The episode was " Will
the Real Martian Please Stand Up."
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Control
Continued from page 16

Do not let anyone make an industry
out of programming your remote system
or let them place your station in jeopardy
by not supplying you with acopy of the
programming data or keeping it current.
Without this data, you'll have to start
from scratch every time problems erupt.
And they will.
Change entry codes at least every year;
whenever you acquire a station; and
immediately if anything "funny" happens
involving the remote control system.
Avoid " cute" station- related pass
codes. Recently Inoted aremote control
phone number on a wall telco punchdown; just for curiosity Icalled the system on my cell. Upon entering the station
frequency, Iwas into that system. Ihad
control! Dumb to be that simple.
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the former. A drop below 90 percent output from aslow output tube failure is an
example of the latter.
Roughly speaking, you have three
minutes to correct the first, three hours to
correct the second.
For AM stations, daypart change in
output power or antenna configuration
requires immediate correction. For this
category of fault, set up your system to
respond automatically.
Most modern exciters use areference
oscillator and AFC to set the output frequency. When AFC lock is lost, most
exciters issue an error signal (many use
this to mute output as well). A simple
logic circuit to bring on the standby
exciter (assumed to be on frequency) is
an automatic solution that takes seconds.
Required tower lighting is alittle more
complicated, as both the FCC and the

FAA have an oar in the water on this one.
In far northern winter locations, the tower
lights will come on and go off all day
long during overcast weather. However,
the requirement to check the lights is
only for nighttime periods.
Might Isuggest this simple automatic
differentiating system: Enable your
alarms with a sensor that will activate
when the outside light falls below 5footcandle. Such achange normally occurs
within the 20-minute time window after
darkness falls, during which you must
check your tower lights by rule.
With alight failure status input, most
remote control systems can be programmed to start notifying the appropriate
personnel; those station folks can notify
the FAA and get the repairs scheduled.
By the way, please do not wire any
voltage higher than 24 volts through your

Monitor and control
What should you monitor and control?
Foremost, you have to be able to turn
off the transmitter.
One way of turning it off could be simply to shut off the Sl'L transmitter. The
squelch relay contacts should activate a
timer so that, a minute or two later, the
timer turns off the transmitter. This avoids
carrier bounce if the squelch stutters.
As noted, if your system is stable
enough in critical parameters, strictly
speaking you do not need automatic cor-

One of my clients

I Radio World

control systems. Those little relays usually can't handle the fault current and none
of us like the shock when we unexpectedly encounter these lethal voltage.
Let us know your tips and questions
about compliance. If readers are interested, we can explore specific programming
(alarm windows, action sequences, etc.)
and related circuits (if and when needed)
in afuture article to address the requirements we've covered.
Comment on this or any article to
radioworlde imaspub.com.
Charles S. Fitch, W2IPI, is a registered
professional consultant engineer; member
of the AFCCE, senior member of the SBE,
lifetime CPBE with AMD, licensed electrical contractor, former station owner and
former director of engineering of
WTIC(TV) in Hartford, Conn., and
WHSH(TV) in Marlborough, Mass. e
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rection in place. However, most modern
remote control equipment has tremendous capability; it can regulate output
power, turn off HDAM at sundown, even
turn on backup air conditioning if the
building gets too hot. Why not use it?
Most folks elect to use aPOTS line to
access transmitter controls. One of the
clearest directives from the FCC is that if
the remote control system is accessed by
telephone for control, adedicated phone
line must be connected to it.
This POTS line can be the only phone
in the transmitter building, and you can
use the phone when you're in the building for other purposes ( like ordering a
pizza) because you are then in local command. Otherwise, however, the verdict is
that each remote control system box has
its own POTS line, and no other non-station personnel or device can use it even
to order apizza.
Problems in your transmission system
can be divided into two universes: those
that affect other stations and those that
affect only yours. Loss of automatic frequency control (AFC) in your FM exciter
with the station walking up the dial onto
other station channels is an example of
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All the Advantages of HD Radio
In aBE Tube Transmitter
Introducing BE's FMi TSeries for High Power HD Radio
These highly-efficient, cost-effective transmitters can help you harness HD Radio's revenue enhancing
potentials, such as multicasting and Messagecasting. Based on BE's field- proven TSeries,
they feature Class Coperation and our patented folded half-wave technology.
No company designs and builds amore complete range of analog and digital radio transmission
options than BE. And, thanks to Essential Spectral Precorrection'' ( ESP) and other proprietary
BE innovations, no HD Radio system outperforms the combination of
BE FXi HD+ FM Exciters and HD Radio transmitters.

Broadcast Electronics, Inc. • 4100 North 24th Street, Quincy, Illinois 62305
Telephone: ( 217) 224-9600 • Fax ( 217) 224-9607 • E- Mail: bdcast(ii/bdcast.con)
Broadca5t Electronics and the it lojo arc reyi:Aered trademarks, Tc/al Radio oatrademark; and tvlessageca,ting is a5e,iCc mark
of Broadcast Electronics Inc. HD Radio o, atrademark of , Biquity Digital Corporation.
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HD- R Delay Needn't Be aPain
by Paul Shulins
The author is director of technical
operations for Greater Media, Boston.

Frequency Coordination SN IC111

BOSTON As many broadcasters have
realized, one of the undesirable side
effects of HD Radio transmission is the
buffer time required in the receiver for
error correction, and the resulting latency
or delay inherent in the transmission system resulting in an overall delay of about
eight seconds in the main HD-R channel.
In order to make possible a seamless
blend, broadcasters are now forced into
delaying their analog signal in order to
match the digital signal. When broadcasters implement this delay, there are several considerations that come into play.

Greater Boston Frequency Coordination System
ROOS

Please Select a Frequency from the list on the left to view the schedule
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The problem
All stations actually broadcast in
delay. In many cases the delay is not
intentional.
For example it may be abyproduct of
the audio processing, studio-transmitter
link, or AM or FM exciter. In most cases
this "unintentional delay" is not noticeable and does not get asecond thought.
When the on-air talent is actually listening to the off-air product via an air
monitor, and the delay exceeds 10 to 15
milliseconds, the effect becomes irritating, and the talent may no longer be able
to concentrate on what he or she is saying, due to the difference in what is
coming back in the headphones or the
speakers.
Many stations may be already broadcasting in delay. For example, talk format
stations traditionally have used aseven-or
eight-second profanity delay. These stations understand what it takes to implement adelay.
However with the advent of HD Radio
and its incumbent eight- second delay,
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Boston broadcasters designed avoluntary RPU Frequency Coordination
System six years ago. It has become more relevant today with the advent
of HD Radio. The Web or dial-up system allows stations to see what
frequencies are in use on a certain day.
many if not all stations will soon need to
come up with aplan to implement the
delay.
Greater Media has been broadcasting
HD Radio for all five of its FM stations
in Boston since January of 2004. Four of
our five stations are music stations and
the remaining one airs atalk format.
Since the talk station had already
implemented aprofanity delay, the HD-R
interval just added eight more seconds to
the intentional delay for atotal slowdown
of 16 seconds. The other music stations
had no intentional delay so HD Radio
presented anew challenge for them.
The first thing to remember is that,

since your operators cannot listen to the
on-air product directly, you must provide
an alternate live source for them to listen
to. This could be as simple as providing a
distributed and isolated feed from the
program bus of the console.
In many cases, the talent will not be
happy with this feed because it's raw and
unprocessed. A popular method is to run
the isolated program feed thorough some
kind of audio processor, to simulate the
compressed or limited sound the talent
may be accustomed to hearing.
This solves the immediate problem,
but presents another issue. If there is a
problem or failure of the studio to trans-

mitter link or the transmitter or antenna
or anything in between, the operator will
be unaware, and may not realize he or
she is off the air until somebody calls in.
One way to help combat this is to employ
asilence sense unit on atuner that listens
to the delayed off air product.
After a silence sense alarm occurs,
some kind of light or other enunciator
must be displayed in plain view of the
operator. It could be alight, strobe or an
electronic LED sign spelling out "Off
The Air!" Whatever you choose, make
sure the operator can see and interpret the
indication properly.
One thing the silence sense cannot
detect is poor audio quality. If there is
noise, distortion or other glitches that distort the signal, remember that the silence
sense will continue to be satisfied, and
that this system is not perfect. Today, the
only practical way to detect jittery or
chopped audio, for example, is to keep an
ear on the station from time to time, to
make sure the product sounds okay.
Many stations employ some kind of
house monitoring system in the building
for monitoring the stations in the hallways, restrooms or telephone systems'
music on hold. If your current systems are
fed by an off air-tuner, you will most likely want to change that so the feed is from
aprogram or processed program bus.
Otherwise, you may look through a
window, only to find the lips of the talent
and the on-air light are not in sync with
what you are hearing through the hallway
speaker.
If you use a recording skimmer,
remember that those are keyed by acontact closure. Be sure to record the program
feed or processed program feed instead of
the feed from an off-air monitor, or else
the recorded audio will be clipped off at
the end because of the delay.
Remember that the delay associated
with HD Radio cannot be used in place
of aprofanity delay. Any extra delay to
catch offensive program content must be
See DELAY, page 22
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Superior HD Radio is aThing of the Past.
And Present. And Future.
No HD Radio system outperforms the combination of BE EX' HD+FM Exciters and Fhili transmitters.
Essential Spectral Precorrection - ( ESP) is integrated system-wide for unprecedented spectral integrity.
And no FX1 owner has paid to replace his exciter because the original FXi continues to meet the
demands of multicasting and updated HD Radio architectures.
We got it right from the start. That's Total Radio. Guaranteed.
Broadcast Electronics Inc

Tel: ( 217) 224-9600 • Web: www.bdcast.com • E- Mall: bdcast@bdcast.com
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AM STATIONS ON WITH HD RADIO

(by frequency)

Call Sign

nareet

'reg.

Owner

Call Sign

!ferret

freq.

Owner

Call Sign

Market

Freq.

Orner

KTSA

San Antonio, TO

550

CBS

KrIXE

1.01 Angeles, CA

830

Radiovisa

ARTO

Chicago, IL

1200

Univision Radio

KFYI

Phoenix, AZ

550

Clear Channel

KXNT

Las Vegas, NV

840

CBS

KLVZ

Denver- Boulder, CO

1220

Crawford

560

Beasley

WHAS

Louisville, KY

840

Clear Channel

WZOK

Keene, NH

1220

Saga

ABA

Denver- Boulder, CO

850

Clear Channel

NECK

Buffalo- Niagara Falls, NY

1230

COS

Seattle- Tacoma, WA

650

Clear Channel

WTPG

Coluebus, OH

1230

Clear Channel

Wind

Lau.-hollywood, FL

WHOM

Springfield, MA

560

Clear Channel

KLZ

Denver- Boulder, CO

560

Crawford

WRDT

lietroit, MI

560

Crawford

WXJC

Bireinghae, AL

850

Crawford

WJOI

Norfolk Va Beach-N'port News, VA1230

CLAC

Los Angeles, CA

570

Clear Channel

KFUO

St. Louis, MO

850

Lutheran Church

OUR

Cape Cod, MA

1240

Boston University

OINT

Washington, 11C

570

Clear Channel

MAE(

Atlanta, GA

860

Beasley

(MOL

Billings, MT

1240

Elenbaas Media, Inc.

WGAC

Augusta, GA

580

Beasley

(MAP

Phoenix, AZ

860

Bonneville

OKI

Boston, MA

1260

ABC Radio

(MI

Fresno, CA

580

CBS

WCAR

Lansing- E. Lansing, MI

870

Michigan State Univ.

WNIIE

Indianapolis, IN

1260

Clear Channel

@TAG

Worcester, MA

580

Clear Channel

liCBS

New York, NY

880

(BS

DIODE

Bireinghaw, AL

1260

Crawford

OCAO

Baltieore, MI

600

Clear Channel

if SF

Detroit, MI

910

ABC Radio

WINT

New River Valley, VA

1260

Virginia Tech

ARE(

Memphis, TN

600

Clear Channel

WRNL

Richiond, VA

910

Clear Channel

WXYT

Detroit, MI

1270

CBS

K060

San Diego, CA

600

Clear Channel

KNEU

San Francisco, CA

910

Clear Channel

WITIC

Rochester, NY

1280

Clear Channel

SIP

Philadelphia, PA

610

COS

KPOF

Denver- Boulder, CO

910

Pillar of Fire

Kliall

Stockton, CA

1280

Clear Channel

WTV11

Coluebus, OH

610

Clear Channel

WSUI

Iowa City, IA

910

University of Iowa

NABO

New York, NY

1280

Univision Radio

KOJM

Havre, MT

610

New Media

WAY

Milwaukee- Racine, WI

920

Clear Channel

WTMI

Hartford- New Britain.M.town, CT 1290

Marlin Broadcasting

KMKI

Dallas- Ft. Worth, TX

620

ABC Radio

liMJJ

Providence-Warwick-Paet, RI

920

Clear Channel

KAKC

Tulsa, OK

1300

Clear Channel

KTAR

Phoenix, AZ

620

Bonneville

NAb

Detroit, MI

950

CBS

KT«

Dallas- Ft. Worth, TX

1310

Cumulus Media

WTMJ

Milwaukee- Racine, WI

620

Journal

WPEN

Philadelphia, PA

950

Greater Media

Wilt

Dayton, OH

1340

Clear Channel

ORO

Providenceliarwick-Paw't, RI

630

Citadel

KUM

Denver- Boulder, CO

950

Lincoln Financial Media

KCFR

Denver - Boulder, CO

1340

Colorado Public Radio

KHOU

Denver- Boulder, CO

630

Clear Channel

COKE

San Francisco, CA

960

Clear Channel

WM

betroit, MI

1340

Crawford

WINZ

Philadelphia, PA

640

AB( Radio

Sink

Taepa-St. Pete- C1 aaaaa ter, FL

970

Clear Channel

OJT!

Milwaukee- Racine, WI

1340

Saga

HIS

Oklahoea City, OK

640

Citadel

ANA

Madison, WI

970

Wis. Public Radio

KABd

Albuquerque, NM

1350

Clear Channel

NINA

A. Pale Beach- Boca, FL

640

Crystal Boynton Sc.

WHSR

Miami- Ft. Lau- Hollywood, FL

960

Beasley

MAI

Cincinnati, OH

1360

Clear Channel

RANI

Anchorage, AK

650

Clear Channel

WOFX

Albany- Schenectady- Troy, NY

980

Clear Channel

(RUS

Tulsa, OK

1380

ABC Radio

AMAN

New York, NY

660

CBS

MUM

Washington, DC

980

Clear Channel

CHET

El Paso, TX

1380

Clear Channel

WSCR

Chicago, IL

670

CBS

WhYM

Miaei-Ft. Lau- Hollywood, FL

990

ABC Radio

WGRB

Chicago, IL

1390

Clear Channel

KITT

Denver- Boulder, CO

670

Crawford

UTZ

Orlando, FL

990

ABC Radio

WCOS

Coluebie, SC

1400

Clear Channel

WO%

Bireinghae, AL

690

Citadel

ALGO

Rochester, NY

990

Crawford

NIL)

Bireinghae. AL

1400

Richardson Broadcasting

ALA

Cincinnati, OH

700

Clear Channel

ETNA

Los Angeles, CA

1020

Univision Radio

WVAE

Biddeford, ME

1400

Saga

KSPN

Los Angeles, CA

710

ABC Radio

ABS

Boston, MA

1030

(BS

WXKS

Boston, MA

1430

Clear Channel

NOR

New York, NO

710

Buckley

WHO

Des Moines, IA

1040

Clear Channel

KTB/

Tulsa, OK

1430

Clear Channel

AUN

Chicago, IL

720

11164 Continental

(CAR

Colorado Springs, CO

1040

DRJ Broadcasting, LLC

MU

New Orleans, LA

1450

ABC Radio

CURL

Billings, MT

730

(tentais Media, Ir,

KNX

Los Angeles, CA

1070

CBS

KfIRY

Cedar Rapids, IA

1450

Sellers Bract • ( MU

MKIIL

Washington, DC

730

Mega Comnications

ASIA

Meephis, TN

1070

Clear Channel

KIII

Sacraeento, CA

1470

AB( Radio

WSBR

W. Pale Beach- Boca, FL

740

Beasley

SUE

Indianapolis, IN

1070

WYNN

Miami- Ft. Lau-hollywood, FL

1470

Beasley

KCBS

San Francisco, CA

740

CBS

KRLD

Dallas- Ft. Worth, TX

1080

CBS

WKAP

Allentown.Bethlehee, PA

1470

Clear Channel

KART

Los Angeles, CA

740

Crawford

KMXA

Denver- Boulder, CO

1090

Entravision

ASAS

Philadelphia, PA

1480

Clear Channel

KOAL

Price, UT

750

Eastern Utah

WILD

Boston, MA

1090

Radio One Inc.

KCFC

Denver- Boulder, CO

1490

Colorado Public Radio

AIR

Detroit, MI

760

ABC Radio

WINE

Atlanta, GA

1100

Beasley

WJMO

Cleveland, Oh

1490

Radio One Inc.

KKZN

Denver- Boulder, CO

760

Clear Channe

(BIS

Los Angeles, CA

1110

ABC Radio

ABBE

Portland, ME

1490

Saga

WABC

New York, NY

770

ABC Radio

KFAB

Oeahe-Council Bluffs, NE.IA

1110

Clear Channel

WOLF

Syracuse, NY

1490

woLF Radio

WWCN

Ft. Myers- Naples- Marco 1st, FL

770

Beasley

MOO

St. Louis, MO

1120

CBS

MUD

Washington, DC

1500

Bonneville

KAAM

Dallas- Ft. Worth, TO

770

Crawford

INN

Detroit, MI

1130

Clear Channel

MLA(

Nashville, TN

1510

Clear Channel

KCBC

Modesto, Ci

770

Crawford

(FAN

Minneapolis- St. Paul, MN

1130

Clear Channel

liCKY

Cincinnati, OH

1530

Clear Channel

WEIBM

Chicago, IL

780

CBS

WRVA

Richecind, VA

1140

Clear Channel

((MN

Colorado Springs, CO

1530

DRJ Broadcasting

KABC

Los Angeles, CA

790

ABC Radio

WdBA

Riad Mt. Lau- Hollywood, FL

1140

Univision Radio

WED

Albany- Schenectady- Troy, NY

1540

Crawl Ord

WGY

Albany- Schenectady- Troy, NY

810

Clear Channel

ARLB

Atlanta, GA

1160

Atlanta Area Brdcst

KUR

Stockton, ( A

1570

Entravision

KLDC

Denver- Boulder, CO

810

Crawford

(SL

Salt Lake City- Ogden- Provo, UT

1160

Bonneville

NILO

frankfort, IN

1570

Kasper Broadcestirg

KUTP

Salt Lake City- Ogden- Provo, UT

820

Bonneville

(MUS

Dallas- Ft. Worth, TO

1160

First Broadcasting

KIIIC

Houston- Galveston, TX

1590

ABC Radio

10166

Time- St. Pete- C1 aaaaa ter, FL

820

Mega Coesunications

WHAM

Rochester, NY

1180

Clear Channel

WRIII

Augusta, GA

1630

Beasley

( oluebus, OM

820

Ohio State Univ.

KEX

Portland, OR

1190

Clear Channel

WKSH

Milwaukee- Racine, III

1640

ABC Radio

New York, NY

820

WNYC Radio

110110

Ft. Mayne, IN

1190

Federated Media

KDDI

Denver- Boulder, CO

1690

ABC Radio

San Antonio, 'Y

1200

Clear Channel

dRLL

Chicago, IL

MOSU
WNYC
WC(0
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Delay
Continued from page 20

inserted prior to the transmission system,
where you can control it.
RDS & PAD
RDS and program- associated data
generally take afew seconds to transmit.
Consider that if your RDS and PAD
propagate quickly to the transmission
system, the text of asong title, for example, may be displayed on the receiver
before the corresponding audio.
In this case, you may want to consider
delaying the data by software control for
afew seconds to better match the audio.
Remotes
Live remote broadcasts need to be
thought out differently if your station
broadcasts with adelay. At the remote
site, it is no longer practical to listen to
an off-the-air source such as atuner.

Remember that the
delay associated
with HD Radio
cannot be used
in place of a
profanity delay.

Instead, a pre-delay mix- minus feed
needs to be sent to the remote site so that
the talent can hear the commercials,
music or callers in real time. In addition,
this mix- minus feed needs to be one that
has a minimal delay, so that real-time
interaction and cuing is possible.
In some cases, two discrete return
feeds are required going back to the
remote site. One feed for the mixminus/IFB to the talent, and a second

feed without the IFB cuing audio to drive
apublic address system at the venue.
All of this requires resources — in
some cases, more resources than we may
be accustomed to.
One popular solution for remote
broadcasts has been the use of ISDN
codees at the studio and the remote end.
ISDN can provide multiple channels of
broadcast quality audio in both directions, making it agood choice for radio
stations doing remotes, and requiring two
discrete return feeds as described above.
Another method includes the use of
POTS codees.
Many stations have invested in small
radio transmitters commonly on VHF or
UHF frequencies to get the audio back to
the studio from aremote site. Commonly
referred to as Marti or RPU units, these
devices operate within a limited range
and the audio paths are unidirectional.
This usually leaves no resources available to get a mix-minus IFB or PA feed
back to the remote site. In this case, the
engineer must identify a method to get
one or two return paths back to the
remote site.
Some solutions might include traditional analog subcarriers; additional RPU
feeds in the opposite direction; cellular
phone links; POTS or ISDN codees; or
traditional telephone toll lines. There is a
new breed of digital SCA generators for
the analog FM signal on the market that
seem promising; these can handle up to
10 audio feeds.
Limited spectrum
In the cases where the stations elect to
use UHF or VHF transmitters to get the
main feed from the remote broadcast
back to the studio, and also the reverse
feed(s) from the studio to the remote
venue, up to three different RF frequencies may be used. In congested markets,
these frequencies may not be available to
the broadcaster due to the increased
demand, and because in some markets,
certain stations may have exclusive rights
to use certain UHF and VHF frequencies.
One solution that we have begun to
implement in Boston is avoluntary RPU

le

Printable Heat shrink tubing

With Greater Media's five FM stations transmitting both analog and digital
signals, there are 25 elements to monitor: FM analog signal, HD primary
signal, HD2 data, Internet streaming for primary analog and primary
HD program and Internet streaming for HD2 data. To keep his patch cords
straight for all 25, Shulins uses printable heat shrink tubing available from
Hawk Label. He says it keeps him from pulling a patch cord,
only to find out 8 seconds later it was the wrong one.
Frequency Coordination System. Due to
the higher demand for the spectrum
because of HD Radio, stations in this
market have started to make more efficient use of the spectrum, by using atelephone system and Web-based coordination system to inform other broadcasters
where and when certain VHF and UHF
frequencies are being used.
The blend
Another aspect of the delay associated
with HD Radio is the blend of the analog
signal to digital after the receiver has
acquired the HD-R signal. The old analog signal and the new digital signal will
need to be carefully time-aligned at the
transmitter, so the blend at the receive
end will be seamless.
With equipment just now showing up
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Take the AEQ PAW 12
PROFESSIONAL RECORDER
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Like mobile telephones, the latest AEQ digital recorder fits
comfortable in your hand and in your pocket! The PAW 120 is the ultimate digital recorder for journalists who value comfort and quality!
-

PAW 120's main features:
• Record, play and edit Linear PCM and MPEG compressed audio Built-in speaker.
• Built-in microphone and XLR adapter, with connections for mono or stereo external dynamic or
condenser microphone, including phantom power.
• Stereo or Mono Line Input and Output. Appears as USB removable external device compatible with
both Windows and Mac OS.
• Support of BWF file format, allowing for easy integration with radio automation systems.
• Uses two AA dry cells or rechargeable batteries.
AEQ also offers excellent communication and audio equipment:
• Digital consoles and audio routers for radio and TV • The latest in RPU Technology is Stationary and portable ISDN
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on the market within the last few months,
the broadcaster finally has some precision tools to allow time alignment to
within a digital frame, and amplitude
matching to within a tenth of adecibel.
This is fortunate and necessary because
while an occasional " imperfect" blend
may not be noticeable to the casual listener, in amobile environment where the
signal is variable, the receiver may "vote"
between the two signals more than a
dozen times in aone minute period.
The best way to delay
Many of the first stations to embrace
HD Radio did not have many options
when it came to generating the delay on
the analog side in order to match the digital. Many of the HD- R RF equipment
manufacturers produced gear not only to
generate the IBOC signal, but also to
delay the analog.
This meant running the "precious analog" through abrand-new computer-based
unit that had the potential to take both the
analog and digital off the air if it failed.
Suddenly, facilities that had spent so much
effort on redundancy had asingle point of
failure that could affect both signals.
In some cases careful thought went
into away around this potential problem
that could be implemented remotely, or
better yet automatically.
As newer analog audio processors
were designed with HD-R in mind, many
included the ability to add adelay of up
to eight seconds that was precisely
adjustable down to the frame. This new
feature allowed stations to start keeping
the analog and digital signals completely
independent with little chance of one failing and having an impact on the other.
This article has been adapted with
permission of the author and NAB. The
original was published by the NAB
Broadcast Engineering Conference,
2006.

Audio Codecs and Telephone Hybrids • Advanced Multi- Channel Talk Show System • Multiplexers, Analogue Mixing
Consoles, AD Converters, Monitors, and Digital Commentary System for large sport events.

Phone: + I954-581-7999
Flee: 1-800-728-0536 (US only)
e-mail: sales@ameroadcast..com
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Harris is your end-to-end radio solution provider.
AM/FM Analog or HD Radio"'
High Power AM

Audio Consoles

Systems and Service

Broadcast Studios

Intraplex Transport

HD RadioTM is atademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation

Harris PR&E NetWave console with optional networking.
Available in 8-16-24 channel frames, all with fully
slUFP,
e.
modular construction.
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ZX1000, 1 kW tri mode FM/FM-HD
or digital only transmitter. FM
transmitters available from 250 W
to 70 kW, in analog or HD Radio.

Destiny 3DX-50,
50 kW medium wave
direct digital drive high
efficiency, high reliability
AM transmitter. AM
transmitters from 1 kW
to 2 megawatts, all fully
compatible with HD Radio.

FlexStar HDx exciter-the gold-standard
for FM and FM- HD exciters, featuring
RTAC (Real Time Adaptive Correction for
best mask compliance) and Exgine, the
latest iBiquity platform in HD Radio.
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OPTIMOD 9400-AM Digital
No-compromise, independent, multiband processing
for analog AM and digital radio—in one box!
For over 20 years, OPTIMOD-AM has dominated the sound
of major- market AM radio. Orban's new 9400 offers even
better analog AM processing, while its unified analog and digital
design substantially reduces costs compared to a two-box configuration.
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Contact Harris at 800-622-0022 or email autoconfirm@harris.com
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DIGEST

Generators Need Extra Rack Space
by W.C. Alexander

and to accommodate it, the chassis has
to, likewise, be long.

This is the third in aseries of hands-on
tips about HD Radio implementation.
Past tips are archived at radioworld.com.
Many engineers who find themselves
faced with either an FM or AM HD Radio
conversion process are more than alittle
surprised when the IBOC generator arrives.
These folks have no doubt done a
great job of planning the installation,
right down to the number of rack spaces
needed for the IBOC generator, HD
audio processor and other equipment.
The surprise comes when they realize
that the depth of the IBOC generator
exceeds the depth of the transmitter site
equipment rack.
That leaves them faced with two
choices: leave the back door off the rack
and let the unit hang out the back if there
is enough side clearance in the back of
the rack to permit that option, or replace
the equipment rack with one that has sufficient depth.
The issue is that the IBOC generator is
really an industrial computer, complete
with motherboard, CPU, RAM, hard drive, CD-ROM drive and several plug-in
boards. The generator/computer also
includes sound cards and the all-important, Ibiquity-made digital up-converter
called the DUC and pronounced "duck."
That DUC is long, and Imean long;

Easier up front
Another rack depth question is the
UPS that you will need to keep the IBOC
generator, audio processor, GPS receiver
and other ancillary items humming along.
Most stations are using 1,000 kVA
rack-mount UPS units, which are about 2
RU high, but, like the IBOC generator, are
long. The weight of these units really
requires some sort of rear support as well.
Knowing all this in advance, you can

floor space, is to simply add a deep
equipment rack rather than replacing the
existing rack, but in most installations,
there simply isn't room.
When the new rack is in place, check
the manufacturer's specifications for the
number of rack units the IBOC generator
and any ancillary rack-mount items will
require. Plan your rack layout so that the
IBOC generator and audio processor are at
acomfortable viewing height, at or around
eye level. You will control the IBOC generator with its LCD touch screen.
Even though none of the IBOC gener-

Ihave found that a rack with a 32-inch depth
and adjustable rear rails works great for
HD Radio installations.

address the equipment rack issue right up
front, long before the IBOC generator
arrives and the pressure is on to get the
HD Radio signal on the air. Ihave found
that a rack with a 32- inch depth and
adjustable rear rails works great for HD
Radio installations.
Changing out an equipment rack, particularly in an older installation, can be
more painful that aquad wisdom tooth
extraction, so careful planning is amust.
Of course abetter option, if you have the

"Who says

ators 1have seen provide for connections
to rear mounting rails, because the generators are so long it is advisable to provide
some sort of rear support. A quick and
easy way to address this is a 1RU blank
panel installed across the rear rails immediately below the IBOC generator.
The rear of the unit can then rest on the
blank panel, relieving pressure and eliminating the bending movement on the front
panel. Mount the UPS in the bottom of the
rack and secure it to front and rear rails.
One other item to consider is the
optional keyboard and mouse. IBOC gen-

Rack equipment for a typical HD
Radio installation, including IBOC
generator and audio processor.
erator operation is much easier if you use
akeyboard and mouse to communicate
with the unit.
While you're ordering your new deep
rack, order a keyboard shelf. Either a
fixed unit that mounts to the front of the
rack or a sliding drawer that mounts
inside the rack will work.
The fixed unit will be less expensive
but it may shadow equipment mounted
below it.
Got asuggestion for afuture topic? Email crisa@crawfordbroadcasting.com.
Cris Alexander is director of engineering for Crawford Broadcasting.
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for linear, high- resolution audio.
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WASHINGTON More noncommercial stations can now tpuy HD Radio equipment.
The Corporation for Public Broadcasting awarded $7./4 million in grants to the
noncoms to help those stations convert to IBOC. The total includes 49 that serve rural
and minority audiences.
The grants are the latest in aseries. Since 2002, CPB has distributed digital transition grants to 540 public radio and 324 public TV stations.
These conversion grants are funded through $220 million Congress has provided to
CPB.
To see the list of stations, go to www.cpb.otg.

Directed to Acquire Polk
For $ 136 Million
VISTA, Calif. The $ 136 million cash acquisition of Polk Audio by Directed
Electronics is expected to close in the third quarter.
Baltimore-based Polk is the maker of the I-Sonic tabletop HD Radio that began
shipping to Tweeter locations in August. The I-Sonic product also receives XM; Polk
is touting the product as the first that can receive both HD-R and satellite radio.
The acquisition would not affect Polk's broadcaster affiliate program for the ISonic (RW Sept. 13, page 20), aspokesman told Radio World.
Directed also sells several Sirius FM modulated products recently flagged by the
FCC in its emissions probe.
Polk management and staff will join the Directed staff after the acquisition, DE
President/CEO Jim Minarik told investors in announcing the deal in August. Cofounders Matthew Polk and George Klopfer will serve in consultant roles.
Minarik said the companies are agood fit and the acquisition complements DE's
product line. Directed has what it considers asolid position in the satellite radio
aftermarket niche because of its Sirius products, while Polk has expanded its home
audio speaker line to complement home theaters. The deal will allow DE to expand
its home audio business and create shareholder value, he said.
Founded in 1972, Polk sells to customers such as Circuit City, Tweeter, Fry's
Electronics, Crutchfield and AVAD Distributors.
Including Polk Audio's approximately $86 million in net sales for year ended June
30, Directed's net sales would have been approximately $435 million for the period.
— Leslie Stimson

NEW Audioarts Networkable
Digital Consoles (NEvno

AUD1OARTS ENGINEERING

The Au dioarts D-75N: The standalone audio console that
NETWORKS with others!
The future is here from Audioarts and BSW!! The industry's finest digital consoles are now networkable via
Cat- 5with he Audioarts Digital Audio Network System!! And BSW has it at the lowest price!!
The NEW D-75N is an enhanced version of Audioarts'established D-75 digital audio console that permits
integration with the Audioarts NET Digital Router, as well as the Audioarts OC16 Digital Audio I/O
Center. It allows the D-75 (normally astandalone audio console) to access adigital audio network system
on six of its input faders (other inputs continue to operate independently) thus providing considerable
networked flexibility to an individual studio (the best of both worlds"). Where standalone input channels
have an A/8 dual source select switch, networked inputs have eight character Source displays, aSource
Select encoder knob and aTake button, which allow selection of any source made available to the D- 75N
console via i:s Cat- 5network connector cable.
The NET Dçital Router is ahigh-speed central switch that links multiple studios (via Cat-5cable) with
your technic' operations center. Each of its eight inks can handle 64 secure bi-directional data paths
with embedded control signals, allowing you to centralize shared audio resources and integrate eight
separate D- 75N digital audio consoles as aworking network. An Ethernet link handles administrative
tasks, and aClock port allows synchronization to an external master clock.
The 10C 16 audio input/output center acts as anetworked intermediate link between aD- 75N digital
audio consc eand the central NET routerTHEI0C-16 chassis rear accepts
plug-in card modules for aclean and easy wiring installation.
LowestPrice@bswusa.com

I.

OR CALL: 1-800-426-8434

CALL FOR CriSTOM PRICE QUOTE TODAY ON THE NEW D- 75N SYSTEM.

Crown D-75A
Power Amplifier
The Crown D- 75A has been
serving broadcast professionals since the 1970s.Thiis amplifier is excellent for any kind of critical listening and it's
built to last. . there's nearly 30 years of proven performance behind this workhorse. The D- 75A features 40 watts of
power/charnel into 8ohms; level controls; power and distortion indicators; active balanced inputs with XLR-1/4"
combination connectors; barrier strip output connectors; and <.001% harmonic distortion at full power.
D75A

List $ 925.00

LowestPrice

only $439!

gcrown

Mackie Onyx-Satellite Firewire Audio Interface

(NEW!)

Its got killer mic pre's and acool base station that keeps your wiring
intact, but lets you take the pod with you in asecond or less. Just grab
it from its base station and go (leaving all your meticulous studio
sitact!). Get it today at BSW for only $ 399.99!
wiring fully .

LowestPrice

PR40
List ., 375.00
Accessories:
HEIL-5M2 Cha ,npagne shockmount
WS140
Foam windshield

MUSICK ME

Behringer
2031P
Passive
Monitors
Sony
Closed-Ear Headphones
Sony make. some of the most popular headphonu
SONY:
in the woild, and at these low prices now is the
time to replace your old, battered set. All models include a
miniplug connector with 1/4" screw- on adapter and low 24 ohm
impedance The Sony MDR 7506 headphone is abest-seller at
BSW. It delivers awide frequency response of 10 Hz-20 kHz in a
comfortable, sealed-ear format that provides excellent isolation.
The MDR 7502 is afavorite economy headphone with surprisingly
rich sound.frequency response is 60 Hz- 16 kHz.
7506 ...st $ 130.00
7502
- st $65.00

'99'
'49»

LowestPrice

from $49!

Heil Dynamic Broadcast Mic
Get that signature sound you want tor your broadcast. This dynamic
microphones boast an innovative design along with top- shelf
components to deliver asound that rivals condenser microphones, but
without that all- too-common background noise and need for external
enhancements. The Heil PR-40 offers flat response from 28 Hz up through
18 kHz with alush mid range rse for crystalline vocal articulation. The
double-layered screens protect against breath blasts. It's ideal for vocals
and broadcast voice-overs. Inc udes stand adaptor and cherry wood box.
FEATURES:
•Dynamic element with neodymium magnet structure
•End- fire cardioic pattern; large aluminum diaphragm
•Wide frequency response; natural articulation
•Anodized chamdagne matte finish

FEATURES
•Dual Onyx mit preamps for superior clarity, detail and dynamic range
•Satellite pad with with 2balanced combo Neutrik XLR/1/4"TRS inputs
•Satellite hase station features 8various inputs ( 2active at any time)
•Functions include Talkback, with onboard mit, and A/B monitoring switching
•Includes Mackie Tracktion2 software (PC and Mac compatible)
ONYX- SATELLITE List $ 519.99

BSW Now Carries
Heil Mics!!

Amazing price!
These great-sounding
Behringer monitors feature large
8.75" woofers, 1" tweeters, 150 watts
power handling and binding post inputs.
Priced as apair for only $ 159.99!!!
B2031 P List $ 239.99

LowestPrice

only $1
5999 pair!

only $325!

List $ 115.00 '95'
List $ 25.00 521"

Broadcast CD and MP3
Player
With XLRs
Only $ 19995 !
Nuntark

Numark MP1 02

This rackmounta-ble CD playergives you incredible music playback in avariety of
applications. It plays standard audio CDs and MP3 CDs and provides buffered memory
protection for consistent music playback. It sports asolid EQ section and features balanced
XLR outputs, ste•eo RCA and digital S/PDIF outputs for versatile connectivity.

New Product Alert #Trois

For those Franco-American broadcasts
where you don't actually have someone
who speaks French, we present the "Eiffel'
an antenna tower that translates for you.
Just speak! Bon!

FEATURES:
•Buffered Instant Start
•Abilit4,to create seamless loops from both CDs and MP3 discs
•Easy-to- read, backlit LCD that includes text display
•Pitch bend capability via the jog wheel
•Supports continuous playback and is track sequence programmable
MP102

List $ 399.00

LowestPrice

only $19995 !

Lowest Prices on everything at: www.bswusa.com
B
SW •

Same Day Shipping

Knowledgeable Staff

Free Shipping on Most Web orders over $ 189
vmt

LowestPrice cbbswusa.com

1-800-426-8434
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HD-R Car Converters
Coming in 04
Remember FM car converters? HD Radio proponents
do, and they believe the devices were so successful in
the rise of the FM band that they're betting on the
devices doing the same for IBOC.
Several HD Radio car converters are expected to
come on the market beginning in November.
They will be offered to consumers by auto dealerships and in radio promotions, according to Peter
Ferrara, president/CEO of the HD Digital Radio
Alliance.
The devices, made by DICE as previously reported
here as well as by other manufacturers, are meant to
bridge the gap between OEM factory- installed HD
Radios and the automotive aftermarket IBOC radios.
They allow most in- dash radios, whether analog
AM/FM or satellite radio, to receive HD- R signals.

ASSOCIATES

• CD quality FM radio, FM quality
radio
II Direct connection to factory car radig
• Digital broadcasts, multiple station
600-stations
No su
Available soon for 100+ cars

e

888.DICE.999

www.diceelectronics.com

HD- DICE

The world's first HD Radio integration kit for your OEM car radio system'
DICE Electronics exhibited its converter in January at CES.

SERVING THE
BROADCAST INDUSTRY
FOR OVER 25 YEARS

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

Your complete source for all your consulting
engineering and site related needs.
•FCC Applications
•FCC Rule Makings
•Drive Testing
•Site Acquisitions
•Zoning/Land Use
•Coverage Assessment
for Improvements

September 27, 2006
HD Radio is now available in more
BMWs as an option or standard equipment. In mid- 2007, the industry will
start to see HD Radios in more vehicles;
proponents have said eight additional
automakers have agreed to install HD
Radios in some 49 models within the
next 17 to 23 months.
Ferrara likens the new devices to the
converters used during the emergence of
FM.
"There was a lot of excitement and
buzz about this great new, better-sounding and ' lots of new choices' medium by
consumers," Ferrara told Radio World.
"As soon as the automotive companies
realized what a boon FM was, they
accelerated their efforts to offer FM in
their vehicles.
"HD Radio is all that and more, and
we expect these HD Radio converters
will do the same thing as they come to
market."
Ferrara said the devices have been in
the works for a while and are not a
response to Apple's move to work with
some U.S. automakers to install iPod
adapters in cars.
As a prelude to the converter announcement, Ibiquity Digital has
expanded its automotive team, based in
Pontiac, Mich., to meet what it said are
increasing demands for support of HD
Radio implementation in new vehicles.
"We are working with virtually every
OEM manufacturer doing business in
North America," stated Ibiquity Digital
President/CEO Robert Struble.
Ibiquity's automotive team is working
with several other U.S., European and
Japanese automakers besides BMW,
including Volkswagen, Audi, MercedesBenz, Porsche, Volvo, and also Europeanbased suppliers like Bosch and Siemens,
which works with Chrysler, Hyundai,
Honda, Toyota and Nissan.
OEM manufacturers making HD
Radios are Alpine, BeckerHarman,
Clarion, Daewoo Electric, Delphi, FujitsuTen, Hyundai Autonet, Mitsubishi,
Panasonic, Pioneer, Sanyo, Siemens
VDO and Visteon.
— Leslie Stimson

Niles Audio
Brings HD-R to
Entire Home

205.618.2020
fax 205.618.2029
www.reynoldstechnical.com

MIAMI Niles Audio Corp. introduced an HD Radio module for the
company's whole- house distributed
audio system at the Custom
Electronic Design & Installation
Association Expo in Denver. The
module ships to Niles dealers in early
2007.
Called IntelliControl ICS, the module lets a user listen to HD Radio
main and HD2 channels through a
distributed audio system while viewing IBOC datacast information on the
system's wireless iRemote, touchscreens and wall- mounted displays.
Niles Audio says this is the first
IBOC-enabled wireless product to
display HD-R datacasting on a wireless user interface.
Using the IntelliControl ICS system, listeners can also hear their satellite radio programming, or programming from their iPods, CDs or
IP-based music players.
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Who: The AES in 2005
attiracd 20.260 attendees and
452 e,ihibitors to New York
" Haw: tru .w.aes.(,e;

by Carl Lindemann
The Audio Engineering Society has
been providing aforum for radio professionals to get together and assess the current state of the industry for 56 years via
annual conventions in the United States
and Europe. The U.S. show, Oct 5-8,
returns to San Francisco's Moscone
Convention Center for the fifth time and
again promises ample opportunity for
engineers and audiophiles to discuss the
wash of new technologies that continue
to reshape the soundscape.
This is the nineteenth year that David
Bialik has organized sessions as
Broadcast Events Chair. Bialik said this
may prove to be apivotal one as IBOC
comes into its own while other competing audio media both enhance and fragment the traditional over-the-air broadcast business.
"When Ifirst organized the AES
broadcast symposium, IBOC [had just
been] introduced. We've seen [its status]
evolve over the course of the seminars at
AES through the years along with many
other innovations that are coming forward," Bialik said.
Bialik has gathered together an
intriguing slate of sessions with amix of
participants from arange of industry segments to provide for lively discussion.
Additionally, each session will include
opportunities for attendees to join the discussion with panelists by way of aQ&A
that follows presentations.
He feels AES offers broadcasters a
"much more intimate atmosphere" than
the annual NAB show. "And so it will be
easy to address individual interests and
ask questions. It is important at this transitional time to provide such opportunities."
Build-outs, loudness
Thursday's broadcast events include
"Considerations for Facility Design," a
session scheduled for 9-11:30 a.m. and
featuring panelists David Prentice of
VCA Fusion, John Storyk of WaltersStoryk Design Group, Bice C. Wilson of
Meridian Design and XM Radio's Tony
Masiello. Also, Thursday includes a

Loudness Workshop at 4:30 p.m.
"Tony has built XM's studios, and so
will provide his insights about that
process," said Bialik. "David [ Prentiss]'s
perspective from an equipment vendor
gives adifferent take including the one of
the most essential elements that people
too often overlook: budgeting."
Emil Torrick is scheduled to moderate
the Loudness Workshop. According to
Torrick, the vast proliferation of new
media for audio share the need for appreciating the role loudness plays.
"Loudness is common to all the mediums," said Torrick. "What sets broadcasting apart is concerns for modulation.
There are legal limits, and so broadcasters have an implied competition to have
the loudest signal. So they try to cram in
as much loudness as they can."
The session will look at how best to
"tweak" loudness and address special
concerns for utilizing it most effectively.
Industry experts including Frank Foti and
Bob Orban will weigh in on the loudness
discussion as well as the emerging guidelines for it.
Friday's broadcast sessions include
"Innovations in Digital Radio," which
Bialik will moderate. The panel is scheduled from 9 a.m. to noon. Topics are
expected to include multicast, translators,
watermarking, satellite transmissions, the
introduction of recorders and awealth of
innovations surrounding IBOC.
"Everyone knows that IBOC is here
now, and so we'll focus on how this is playing out. We're seeing agreat deal of adoption in the U.S., and the receiver manufacturers are coming around," said Bialik.
After lunch, "Audio Transport for
Broadcast Over Distance" takes place
from 12:30-2:30 p.m. According to
Bialik, this session has returned to the
lineup after many years because of the
vast changes in phone, Internet and satellite communications.
"How to get sound 'from there to here'
was crucial when we first discussed this
15 years ago when analog audio was on its
way out," he said. "Now, as digital audio
is changing, we need to revisit this."
The session may — or may not — be a

requiem for ISDN. "Is it or isn't it defunct?
It's getting very hard to get special services
even in New York," said Bialik.

Friday broadcast sessions close with
"Surround Sound for Digital Radio" from
See AES, page 28

Two 40-A2 meters in an optional dual rack

Today's audio requires careful attention to precise level control...
Simultaneous display of Peak & Average. See the actual loudness of program
content with the Dorrough ballistics based on Time and Amplitude.
Select from 6 different models including AES/EBU meters.

Features common to all models:
Peak hold functions • Sum/Difference • Alarms for audio loss and full scale
Scale selection for 14dB and 20dB of headroom
AES/EBU includes more features

A wired remote for accessing
phase from the 280 analog and 280
digital reading meters.
Display the functions of L/ R,
Sum/Diff, Phase. Overs
Display/Overs Reset, 3 sec. Peak
Hold, Peak Hold Permanent, and
Reference Mode. Red alarm status
lights for Phase. BSC, and Full
Scale.

Please visit our web site
www dorrough.com

Model RW-100

Dorrough Electronics Ins. 5221 Collier Place • Woodland Hills CA 401364
Tel: ( 818) 998-2824 Fez: ( 818) 998-1507

/TO
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radio's excellence to raise the level of
engineering expertise across the system
to avery high level." This event is open
to all attendees.
Saturday also offers the 4:30 p.m.
broadcast tutorial, "Introducing 5.1 in
Commercial Radio," to be chaired by
NRSC Chairman and Radio World
Contributing Editor Skip Pizzi.

AES
Continued from page 27

3-6 p.m. The panel includes industry
leaders Steve Lyman of Dolby Labs,
Stefan Geyersberger of Fraunhaufer,
Alan Kraemer of SRS and Mike Lyons of
Ibiquity.
The case study of 5.1 surround's
arrival in commercial radio will give a
look at what the radio soundscape may
be in the near future. "WZLX is the first
24/7 surround service in the United
States," said Denny Sanders, managing
director for Telos.
"We're in the process of doing the conversion now, and it will not only be available on HD transmission using the MPEG
system developed in part by Fraunhaufer,
but also online worldwide so engineers and
station managers can get to hear what this
sounds like," said Sanders.
Though WZLX's coverage area doesn't include San Francisco, AES attendees
will be able to sample the new sound.
"It will be simulcast on the Internet in
surround via Internet stream so that
everyday listeners as well as engineers
and radio managers can get a taste of
what amajor radio station sounds like in
surround," said Sanders.
APRE takes off
On Saturday from noon to 2 p.m., the
newly launched Association of Public
Radio Engineers is gathering for ameeting to help organize the group, an effort
to bring together engineering talent scattered throughout the larger pubcast community, from NPR affiliates to community radio stations.
According to Dan Mansergh, director
of engineering for KQED(FM) Public
Radio, the APRE consolidates and
expands on previous efforts on the part of
NPR and the National Federation of
Community Broadcasters.
"We've needed to reach out beyond
the NPR umbrella to include community
stations to bring up the level of technical
expertise and support as well as to look
where next generation of engineers are
coming from," said Mansergh. "We need
all of public radio to share in public

September 27, 2006
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Internet is changing the way broadcasters
do business as well as who they are competing with. Issues to be considered
include streaming, automated playback,
control and delivery.
"In some ways, this session will be
the flip side of the ' Innovations in
Digital Radio' session," said Layer. "[It]
will be both about IP as a technology

How to get sound 'from there to here' was
crucial when we first discussed this 15 years
ago, when analog audio was on its way
out. Now as digital audio is changing,
we need to revisit this.
NABS David Layer will preside over
Sunday's Broadcasting in the IP Age.'
Layer said he hopes to explore how
the Internet is changing the way
broadcasters do business.

— David Bialik, on the return of Audio
Transport for Broadcast Over Distance' session

NAB's David Layer will preside over
Sunday's "Broadcasting in the IP Age,"
which features an assortment of panelists,
such as Radio Systems President Dan
Braverman, XM's Masiello and Axia
President Michael "Catfish" Dosch, looking at IP technology as both abroadcast
infrastructure and a mode of transport.
Layer says he hopes to explore how the
PRODUCT

supporting traditional broadcast as well
as a new medium of transport that can
both enhance and compete with traditional broadcast."
At press time, final details about AES
broadcast sessions were still being finalized. For an updated listing and schedule,
please visit: www.aes.org/events/I21/
broadcastevents/.
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H3-D Has Five
Multidirectional Elements

Emil Tot-rick will moderate Thursday's
Loudness Workshop. Loudness is
common to all the mediums,' he said.
What sets broadcasting apart is
concerns for modulation.'

Control Solutions

Model RFC- 1,
B Remote Facilites Controller
• control transmiter from any telephone
• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
• programmable control by date and time

Toronto-based Holophone, a division
of Rising Sun Productions Ltd., says its
(-)3
H3- D portable multichannel surround
LOPHOFFE
sound microphone is suitable for professional broadcast applications, and delivers 5.1 channels with no external mixing
or signal manipulation required.
The H3- D supports surround sound
recording devices, and has a multidirectional pickup pattern with 20 Hz-20 kHz
frequency response on five perimeter
channels and adiscrete LFE microphone
located inside. The microphone is phantom powered with an LED indicator.
Attached to the H3- D is a 15- foot
Monster cable that terminates in asix-pin
Neutrik XLR connector. A windscreen
and pistol grip are optional accessories.
The H3-D retails for $ 1,695.
For more information, contact
Holophone in Toronto at (416) 362-7790 or visit www.holophone.com.

tr.
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• optional printer and modem adapters
• programmable telemetry alarms

TG-X 48 Has Integrated

• integrated rack panel

Pop Shield
The TG-X 48 dynamic microphone from
beyerdynamic features a supercardioid polar
pattern and an integrated pop shield to reduce
pop noise associated with close vocal miking.
The company says it offers high gain-beforefeedback characteristics, and its metal housing is coated with asoft lacquer on the barrel
for optimal handling.
The TG-X 48 comes with amic clamp and
pouch. The retail price is $ 124.
For more information, contact beyerdynamic in New York at (631) 293-3200 or visit
www.beyerdynamic-usa.com.

Model RAK-1 Intelligent Rack Adapter
• parallel printer interface
• internal modem for data transfer
• front panel status indicators
• battery backed power supply
• rack mountable chassis
• accessory package for RFC- 1/B

«e

Sine Systems n,

615.228.3500
iermation: www.sunesystems com
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'Audio: The Movie' Teaches With Humor
by Tom Vernon
Broadcast engineers need to be in a
continuous state of learning to stay ahead
of the curve. Sadly, there is no one-stop
clearinghouse for relevant technical training materials, and an engineer's educational program must be stitched together
one piece at atime.
Tracer Technologies' recent release of
the DVD "Audio: The Movie" is an
excellent "piece" from which to learn the
fundamentals of audio and digital audio
in afun and non-threatening way.
The company is perhaps better known
for its DC Six software and related audio
restoration products. This DVD is the outgrowth of its Forensics Audio Course,
which is presented yearly to law enforcement officials from local, state and national
organizations, as well as private citizens.
"Audio: The Movie" is intended as an
introduction to sound in the digital world,
and includes chapters on amplitude, bit
width, sample rate, frequency domain,
aliasing, dithering, quantization and compression. The intent of the DVD is to further the understanding of these topics for
anyone interested in audio, while bypassing much of the mathematical content,
which some would find intimidating.
Learning curve
The DVD's introduction recommends
avoiding information overload by viewing
only one chapter at atime. After viewing,
users can read achapter summary in the
test booklet, take the test and get an explanation of the correct answers. Most of the
questions don't check for memorization of
facts, rather they stress understanding of
concepts.
For example, aquestion on how 0dB is
defined in the real world is correctly
answered as the sound of a mosquito
buzzing 10 feet away. This is presumably
the threshold of human hearing for those
whose auditory senses haven't been
degraded by age or exposure to too many
rock concerts.
"Audio: The Movie" succeeds in
putting content across largely through the

The DVD's conclusion notes that the
topics of digital audio and audio restoration are vast and deep.
DVD, and it's related to
and the user is directed to
computer memory limiTracer Technologies'
tations and broadcast
Web site for additional
The Biome
television standards of
reading and references on
the late ' 70s when Sony
these topics. The promoand Philips were develtional materials suggest
oping the standards for
that users can view the
CDs.
DVD in about two hours,
While the DVD puralthough most folks will
rn
ports to have no matheprobably take a bit
Audi(' Without Th.
matics, acertain amount
longer.
e
inevitably sneaks in
Many educational
when the topics of bit width and sampling
multimedia products suffer from one of
rates are introduced. Anyone who survived
two maladies. Some have well- struchigh school math, however, should have no
tured educational content, but kill off
trouble following the explanations given.
See MOVIE, page 31
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Tracer Technologies' Educational DVD Stresses
Understanding of Concepts, Not Memorization
use of graphics, humor and rather unusual
analogies and examples. When the dB as a
unit of measurement is introduced, logarithmic scales are compared to nautilus
shells and the shape of the Milky Way. In
alater chapter the concept of aliasing is
explained by likening it to wagon wheels
in old movies, where the spokes appear to
stand still or rotate backwards.
Those who burn their own CDs may
have wondered how 44.1 kHz was chosen
as the sampling rate. The answer is in this
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NAB RADIO SHOW
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BOOTH # 705
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In times of
change....

With all the news and hoopla over dMarc
lately, the news striking home was no
doubt our strong commitment to leadership in static n automation technology.
Not only is the commitment as strong as
ever, but it's growing ever stronger.

Our commitment
stands firm.

dMarc spends more money on

R&D

perfecting

our industry- leading digital automation systems
than do all the other automation companies
combined. For our client stations, that means true

Product Capsu le:

peace of mind knowing that not only do you have
the best digital olutions in the industry, but the

Tracer Technologies'
"Audio: The Movie"

inside track to even better technology in the
future.

Thumbs Up

The best digital systems.
The best broadcasting solutions.

Good balance of content

The best serv-ce

and humor
/ Avoids information overload

ALL FROM DAR(. STILL.

/ No fuzzy math

1-888-438-7268
Thumbs Down

www.dMarc.net

Some parts may be too basic
/ Time estimate given for completion
is optimistic
PRICE: $ 39
CONTACT: Tracer Technologies in
Pennsylvania at (866) 260-6376 or
visit www.tracertek.com.
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Perception 100 Offers Tight Tolerances
by Ty Ford
In a move that follows AudioTechnica's last year, AKG has developed
a relationship with a manufacturer in
China.
Over the last eight years, cheaper labor
there has resulted in entrepreneurs flooding the "prosumer" audio market here
with small- and large-capsule condenser
mics at increasingly lower prices.
Because these smaller importers haven't
been able to create the leverage required
to maintain quality control, their offerings have been cheap, but erratic.
AKG is a major player in the audio
marketplace. It has both the technology
and leverage to ensure the quality control
required to turn out aconsistent product.
It is a new era for the Chinese and for
AKG.
The romantic vision of a cherished,
bespectacled workman bent over abench
while hand-assembling amicrophone that
is both aprecise technical instrument and
awork of art is fading. New manufacturing techniques capable of equal or tighter
tolerances have turned the tide. The AKG
Perception 100 is an example of the second wave of this technology and it is formidable.
Specs
The AKG Perception 100 ($ 199) is
part of the Perception line that includes
the 200 ($319) and 400 ($559), both of
which include a metal case and spider
mount. Both the 200 and 400 have a
high-pass filter and pad. The 200 is acardioid; the 400 is athree-pattern mic.
The Perception 100 cardioid comes
with a simpler but rugged metal swivel
clip and uses aone-inch, FET, externally
polarized, center-tapped, pressure gradient condenser capsule. This is a200-ohm
microphone that requires 48 V DC phantom power. Sensitivity is listed at 18

response and less self-noise. The hefty
Perception 100 body is mildly but not
unusually resonant. For many applications the standard clip will do. An optional spider mount also is available.
In use
The Perception 100's more conservative low end will make it more easy to use
for close mic voice work. Iwas able to
get as close as two inches from it before

tools

acks?

problem solvers
test gear
& much more

www.systemsstore.com

1 Bargain price
=

1 Heavy-duty construction
Conservative low end eases close
mic voice work

Thumbs Down
1 Slightly edgy

PRICE: S199

À

CONTACT: AKG Acoustics in Nashville ,
at 16151 620-3823 or visit .' ..
www.akgusa.com.

(2

the proximity effect began to cloud the
audio. Serious mic huggers may require
some EQ help. While it's not exceptionally pop-sensitive, afoam windscreen will
trim down some of the high-frequency
boost and reduce popping.
Unlike dynamic microphones found in
so many radio stations that don't have
much of atop end, condenser mics have
enough to get you into trouble if the mic
is operated in ahighly reflective environment. If you're thinking of trading in
your RE20, you have to consider the

and it is formidable.

cables & connectors
racks

Thumbs Up
t

No suspension mount

the second wave of manufacturing technology

,e

Condenser Microphone

defined, and with no need for EQ.
The data sheet's 16 dB-A self- noise
figure seems abit high for how quiet this
mic actually is. While not as quiet as the
more expensive Neumann TLM 103, it's
certainly more than quiet enough for
broadcast and studio work and quieter
than a lot of the Chinese imports from
other companies.
Knowing that different mics can sound
noticeably different when connected to

1 No pad or EC/

The AKG Perception 100 is an example of

mV/Pa (-35 dBV). Maximum SPL is 135
dB (for k = 0.5 percent). Equivalent noise
is 16 dB-A. Current consumption is less
than 2 mA. Net weight is under two
pounds. The body is just over six inches
long and two inches in diameter.
The frequency response graph shows
the mic to be relatively flat from 100 Hz
to 4000 Hz. Below 100 Hz the response
drops off to about —4dB at 50 Hz. Above
4000 Hz the response rises slowly to
about +3 dB at 10 kHz. Then it drops
back to 0 dB at 15 kHz and continues
downward to —6dB at 20 kHz.
High frequency response- wise, the
Perception 100 has alot in common with
the Neumann TLM 103. While both mics
are relatively bright, the TLM 103 has
slightly more low- and high-frequency

Product Capsule:
AKG Perception 100 Cardioid

acoustical environment. Any good condenser will hear more room reflections.
Not so much because of awider pattern,
but because it hears more high frequencies. If you go that way, you may have to
budget for some acoustical treatment to
absorb some of those reflections.
The Perception 100 through my GML
studio preamps has aslight edge to it that
brought my voice forward and sounded a
bit too processed, although that may be
what you like best about it. Iuse amoderate amount of compression and limiting
in my work and that edge gets more pronounced with more processing.
The first-generation Chinese mics I've
tried all have too much edge to survive my
process. Over time the edge causes listening fatigue. Adding a foam pop filter
smoothed the top edge and Iresumed
working at adistance of about two or three
inches. While that edge was astill little
too pronounced in my peaky Sony MDR7506 headphones, playback from my Pro
Tools system through my JBL L100 studio
monitors was acceptable, clear and

different preamps, Iwent downscale and
plugged the Perception 100 into my
Mackie 1604 VLZ Pro mixer and fed that
to the analog inputs of my Digi 002. This
time the Perception 100 was even more
aggressive, slightly too much for me even
with the foam pop filter.
Icould not help but compare the
Perception 100 to its older and more

revered sibling, the AKG C414 B-ULS.
Through the GML preamps, the 414 was
much thicker, less edgy and not as bright
as the Perception 100; no chance in confusing the two.
It's obvious that AKG has been reinventing its approach to microphones.
With the three Perception mics, and at
their price points, they have taken adecisive step to regrade the playing field. And
the steps must be carefully taken. Were
AKG to make amic that sounds as good
as one of their upscale mics, it would
detract from their upscale market.
They probably would never have considered the Perception 100, 200 and 400
before forces in the market made that a
wise move. They have, and in fine style.
Ty Ford is afrequent contributor to
Radio World. He may be reached at
www.tyford.com.

•

HBE Is a Reseller of
Prophet in India
Prophet Systems has entered into a business relationship with Horizon
Broadcast Electronics, aprovider of audio broadcast systems throughout India.
HBE is now areseller for Prophet in India.
Prophet says it is eager to expand its services in India stations are already
using its products. For more information visit www.prophetsys.com.
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MXL.006 Connects
To PC Without
Mic Preamps
MXL Microphones debuted the
MXL.006 USB/cardioid condenser mic,
which features alarge gold diaphragm. It
is a USB instrument that connects to a computer without the
need for external
mic
preamps,
allowing broadcasters to record
music or dialogue by connecting to astandard USB port.
The company
says the mic is
suitable
for
recording instruments or voice,
as well as podcasting or adding
dialogue to presentations and
other multimedia
projects.
In addition to
the large gold
diaphragm, the
analog section of the MXL.006 features a
20 Hz-20 kHz frequency response, pressure- gradient condenser capsule and a
three-position switchable attenuation pad
with settings for Hi (0 dB), Medium (-5
dB) and Lo (- 10 dB), which the company says eases configuration of the mic to
the sound source.
The digital section features a 16- bit
Delta Sigma A/D converter with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and 48 kHz. A
wire mesh grille with an integrated pop
filter protects the instrument's capsule.
The MXL.006 also has a red LED
behind the grille that informs the user
that the mic is active and correctly oriented toward the user. The mic ships with a
travel case, desktop mic stand, 10 foot
USB cable, windscreen and owner's
manual.
The MXL.006 retails for $ 169.95.
For more information, contact MXL in
California at ( 800) 800-6608 or visit
www.mxlmics.com.
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Human Speech

Continued from page 29

the users with boredom, others try and make learning
fun, yet offer little of educational value. "Audio: The
Movie" strikes the right balance, giving a good understanding of audio, and the digital techniques related to
audio while leaving viewers with asmile on their faces.
It should make users eager for the next Tracer
Technologies DVD, "Audio Restoration: The Movie,"
due for release towards the end of this year.
"Audio: The Movie" lists for $39 and is available for
purchase directly from Tracer Technologies. The package includes abinder, which holds the DVD and the test
booklet. More information is available at www.tracertek.com.
Tom Vernon is a frequent contributor to Radio
World.

e

Most Of The Energy Of Human Speech Is
Limited To The Range of 150 Hz to 6kHz

ett,

High Quality: Very Listenable

Telephone Quaaty Is A Subset Of Our Total
Hearmp, About 300 Hz to 3kHz

Less Qualizy: Very Listenable

A Screen Clip From 'Audio: The Movie'

all the audio
and communications
for broadcasters

AEQ

BROADCAST AUDIO CONSOLES

EQUIPMENT FOR REMOTES

PAW 120
Palm-size digital recorder. New and improved design.
ARENA Console\
Ultimate digital audio console.

Swing
Portable codec, audio mixer and telephone hybrid.
BC 300
Analogue audio console with built-in telephone hybrid
and power amplifier at incredibly low price.
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Eagle
ISDN audiocodec with phone hybrid capabilities at a
great value!

Letters to the Editor
Radio World welcomes your point
of view on any topic related to the
U.S. radio broadcast industry.
Letters should be 100 to 300
words long; the shorter the letter, the
better chance it will be published in
full. We reserve the right to edit
material for space. Longer commentaries are welcome but may not reach
print as quickly.
Include your name, address and
contact information, as well as your
job title and company if appropriate.
Send letters via e-mail to
radioworld@imaspub.com, with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject
field; fax to (703) 820-3245; or mail
to Reader's Forum, Radio World,
P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA
22041.

BC 500
Cost effective analogue audio console with
built-in digital telephone hybrid.
V
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Course
The COURSE, a4-unit chassis, with control software and dual
power supplies accommodates up to 10 communication
boards: dual channel ISDN codec, Digital Hybrid (analog line)
or V35/X2 I, and soon to be released IP codec.

1

Il•

BC 2500
Top level analogue audio console.
AEQ USA
Phone: + 19M-581-7999
Toll Free: 1-800-728-0536 (US only)
e-mail: sales@aegbroadcastcom

Th 02
Digital telephone hybrid with frequency extender.

For more information please visit us at
www-seqbroadcast-com
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ATM Offers 'Continuous' Recording, Playback
25-7 Systems says its Audio Time Manager time compression device also offers recording and playback functionality. The company says it is a "continuous" stereo
recorder with the distinction of allowing broadcasters to
playback audio faster than it comes in.
Users can pause anetwork or remote feed, insert content and then return to where the program left off, either
catching up in real time or shifting atime deficit to the
next local break. Time compression rates can be adjusted
on the fly, or the user can adjust when the unit should rejoin real
time according to the clock.
ATM says its time compression algorithms do not remove
important content, change pitch, damage inflection or create
artifacts. The unit continually records for up to one hour, so
users can cue up playback to any point in the system's buffer.
The company says stations are using the ATM to solve problems such as controlling live events with no hard start time,

inserting severe weather statements or dropping IDs into continuous programs without losing content, extending breaks to create space or moving hard posts when local air requires.
The front panel offers two-button operation with a large
display. Remote control is available through an 8x8 GPIO or
RS-232.
For more information, contact 25-Seven Systems in Boston at
(888)257-2578 or visit www.25-seven.com.

Connect to
ANY DEVICE, ANYWHERE.
An Affordable FM-based Early System
That Protects Your Citizens!
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Soundelux Features
Switchable U99
Soundelux has debuted the U99S, a
switchable version of the U99 microphone. It combines
two high-grade tube
condenser mics in a
single unit, which
gives
users
the
choice of selecting
Normal or Brite sonic signatures.
The
company
says recent modifications made to vintage mics remove the
low-pass filter circuit in order to
achieve amore open
high-end sound, and
that the U99S delivers that performance
characteristic by switching to the Brite
mode. In Normal mode, ahigh-frequency
rolloff is introduced that replicates the performance of the original vintage mic.
The U99S uses the P99 linear power
supply, which is derived from the original
vintage technology. In addition, the unit
features a handmade, 1- inch-diameter
dual-symmetrical backplate and adualmembrane kk67-type capsule tensioned
for warmth and clarity. The company says
it avoids the 5 kHz rise common to some
vintage microphones to produce a less
"peaky" mid-range response.
Other highlights include high gain, flat
mids and acontrolled proximity effect.
The U99S retails for $3,250.
Soundelux Microphones are distributed by TransAudio Group in Nevada.
For more information, visit www.trans
audiogroup.com or call ( 702) 365-5155.

Barix Encodes,
Decodes for
Multiple Ops

Global Security Systems Network ( GSS-NET). which utilizes digital FM subcarriers to
transmit data to emergency providers. Global Security Systems holds acontract with the
states in the US affected by Hurricane Katrina as part of GSS-NET's nationwide network

The Instreamer and Exstreamer audio
encoding and decoding systems from
Barix offer scalability for IP audio decoding, distribution, encoding and monitoring by using IP links and standard protocols for audio streaming and delivery.

and is building aglobal digital emergency alert network. In times of crisis, GSS-NET
chips incorporated into personal receivers, pagers. cell phones and other electronic
devices can access critical data when other communications systems are disrupted.

AGlobal Digital Emergency Alert Network
•Smoke Detectors • CellPhones • Mobile Devices

www.gssnet.us • 228.255.7220 • info@gssnet.us

I]

The Instreamer-100 encodes audio
from analog and digital devices into MP3
format in real-time for point-to-point or
multipoint delivery over the Internet or
IP-based systems.
The Exstreamer-100 decodes the audio
at the receiving address. It is a networkbased audio decoder that pulls digital
audio from an IP network and converts it
to music or voice.
The Exstreamer 100 retails for $ 195,
and the Instreamer 100 retails for $395.
For more information, contact Barix
Technology Inc. in Minnesota at (866)
815-0866 or visit www.barix.com.
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Two- Track Recorders
by Mike Rivers
With most recording and mixing performed inside a computer these days,
two- track recorders seem mundane or
redundant. But at times, a dedicated
recorder is just the ticket.
Engineers are still getting good
mileage out of two-track recorders in the
studio and in the field. Let's look at
today's technology, and revisit recorders
that have been forgotten and some we'd
like to forget. This is abroad-brush survey and not a collection of detailed
reviews.
Today we usually think first of location recording when we talk of two-track
recorders. " What is best for location
sound? Define location sound," said Klay
Anderson of Klay Anderson Audio.
"Stealthing at arock show? Your limitations are budget and size. ENG? Again
budget, but postproduction and speed are
the criteria. Maranta seems to be taking it
pretty seriously, but it has owned the
reporters' market with cassettes for
decades. All it has done [with its current
solid-state media recorders] is upgraded
that reliable concept, made it solid-state
and good sounding."
Creative musicians are using portable
stereo recorders to sample environmental
and ambient sounds for use in their compositions and productions, and there's no
simpler way to record band rehearsals or
gigs than to set up a stereo mic and a
pocket-sized recorder. While professional
on- location productions are recorded
multi-track today, small-budget local or
noncommercial broadcast projects are
often recorded straight to stereo, generally using a fairly "professional" quality
recorder.
In the studio, it's not uncommon to
find one or more two-track recorders for
mixdown, backup and clients who want
to take home acassette for reference.
Categcrizing the
two-track recorder
With today's multitude of products,
you can almost always find the right tool
for the job, but what's the best choice? A
tight budget usually dictates digital
recording due to the minimal media cost,
but there are several digital media
options, as well as different levels of
what we, with some reservation, call
"professional features." Sometimes size
matters, and that's another category. User
interface is important and some of
today's digital recorders can get pretty
complex. Let's take a look at some of
these issues in terms of what's available.
Flash memory media recorders
Flash memory recorders are all the
rage, and for good reasons. Eliminating
moving parts such as atape transport or
disk drive greatly increases the potential
for reliability and ruggedness as well as

Inside

Lest We Forget

reducing size, weight and cost. But while
aflash memory recorder can be remarkably inexpensive, the cost of the removable memory cards that most of these
devices eat for lunch is still high enough
so that media management must be considered in the project budget.

Fostex FR-2
A $ 100 4 GB ( gigabyte) Compact
Flash card can hold an impressive 70
hours of audio at 64 kbps MP3 compression (rough speech quality), 14 hours at
320 kbps ( good cassette quality), 6.5
hours at 16-bit/44.1 kHz uncompressed
PCM (CD standard) or barely an hour at
24-bit/192 kHz. While even major broadcast networks today seem to accept the
tizzy or phasey sound for news reporting
that results from aggressive data compression, you really don't want to record
your music masters in that mode.
The usual working mode with aflash
memory recorder is to own acard large
enough for your gig, transfer the recording to another medium as soon as you get
back to home base, then re-use the card
on the next project. With the concept of
preserving (at least as long as the project
is active) the first-generation recording
gone out the window, we now rely on the
"perfect digital copy" as our master.
It's interesting to note that there is no
specialized storage system for flash
memory cards, and there's barely enough
clear space on the card's surface to write
any identification data, so you really need
to do something with the data as soon as
possible after the session. Most flash
memory recorders provide a USB or
IEEE 1394 (Fire Wire) port for data transfer between the memory and acomputer,
although slipping the card into areader
attached to the computer is common
because most models have removable
memory cards.
The top shelf ($3,000+) for professional flash memory field recorders
includes the Nagra Aies and the Sound
Devices 7 series. The Nagra Ares-C, a
broadcast-oriented recorder, uses MPEG2data compression but no PCM uncompressed format. The Nagra Ares- BB+
records PCM with MPEG compression
optional. Sound Devices answered the
demand for a lower-cost version of their
722 hard-disk field recorder by leaving
out the disk drive and offering the flash-

only 702. While the Sound Devices 702
utilizes common Compact Flash memory
cards, the Nagra recorders use PCMCIA
form factor memory cards. Both are
available in SMPTE time code versions
for working with film and video projects
and both have XLR mic inputs with 48 V
phantom power.
The Tascam HD- P2 and Fostex FR-2
($1,000 range) are typical mid-range professional flash memory field recorders.
Both use the Compact Flash card format
(presently available up to 8 GB) and
record at all standard sample rates up to
192 kHz at 16 and 24-bit resolution, but
offer no MP3 compressed formats. Both
have XLR mic inputs with 48 V phantom
power and are SMPTE timecode-capable.
In addition to its Compact Flash memory slot, the FR-2accommodates aPCMCIA form factor hard disk. The hard disk
alternative was a good idea when the
recorder was first introduced and gigabyte-sized flash memory was barely on
the horizon. But today, solid-state memory has left the PCMCIA disk in the dust.
The Sony PCM-Dl is far too nice to
be considered aconsumer model, but it
lacks some features that are important for
certain professional applications. For
many situations, its built-in XY con-
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denser microphone pair will suffice, but
should you want to use external mics or a
line level input from a mixer, you'll be
dealing with unbalanced inputs on stereo
mini phone jacks, and no phantom power.
The PCM-Dl has 4GB of flash memory
built in, and accommodates a Sony
Memory Stick Pro for additional memory. Recording is PCM-only, 16- or 24-bit,
up to 96 kHz sample rate. The Nagra
Ares-M is similar in concept — aonehand quick recording solution, incorporating amicrophone (an external tie-tack
external mic also is supplied) and internal
1GB memory for uncompressed 16-bit
recording up to 48 kHz or MP3 compression up to 384 kbps.
The Marantz PMD670 and 671 are the
21st century replacements for the
PMD200 series cassette recorders so
popular with broadcast journalists
through the 1990s. The 670 records 16
bits up to 48 kHz plus several levels of
MP3 compression while the 671 extends
resolution to 24-bit and sample rates up
to 96 kHz. The 660 is anew small-budget
family member in a smaller case. All
models feature phantom powered XLR
mic inputs and the classic cassette
recorder controls.
The sub-$500 M-Audio MicroTrack
24/96 and Edirol R-1 and R-09 straddle
that wide fence between professional
See RECORDERS, page 35

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
Promises, Promises?
Ifs easy to promise results. Anyone can do it.
p.
And many frequently do. Much to our disappointment.
Because dekvering on those promises is what really matters.
OBS doesn't make em ty promises. OBS does guarantee .
your satisfaction. Our
time customers rely on OBS Sales Boosters
to increase their monthly hilling. Often substantially Our :30- and :
60-second
radio features help radio advertising saleseople sell more advertising, in less time,
and with greater ease and effectiveness, than they would otherwise. Why not visit
our website, see if you don't find something to make abuck with today...
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Questions? Call

ATTENTION
PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to
Radio WorldS readers.
Reach Radio Station
owners/managers and
engineers with your message.
For information on affordable
advertising call Claudia at
1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.
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toll-tree ( 888)47 2-2388.

www.gracebroadcast.com

Sound Ideas for BuildIng Bu.stneasm

"Just want you to know how
successful our "SHOP AT HOME"
Campaign is. So far, we have sold
29 packages at 8500 each...." - FL .
S

I

"SHOP YOUR
IWN MERCHANTS"
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FULLY PRODUCED • MARKET EXCLUSIVE
READY TO SELL & AIR RIGHT Now!
:30-SECOND FEATURES - $ 399

FREE DEMOS & INFO

www.gracebroadcastcom

E-mail Claudia Van Veen at cvanveenOimaspub.com
or call 1-703-998-7600 x 154 to reserve your space.
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PMD560 Records Directly to Compact Flash
Marantz Professional says its PMD560 is
intended to replace media such as cassette decks
and MiniDisc recorders in the broadcast studio.
The solid-state recorder mounts into a 1RU
space and records audio directly to aCompact
Flash card. It records uncompressed 16-bit PCM
WAV files at 44.1 kHz or 48 kHz, mono MP3
files at 64 kbps and stereo MP3 files at 128 kbps.
Three programmable presets allow configuration of the recording format. The PMD560 can be configured to record mono or stereo in uncompressed and MP3 formats.
RS-232 is provided for machine control and automation. Editing and playlist creation can be done from the front panel.
Additionally, the unit features aUSB connector on the front panel to facilitate transfer of sound files to the PC.
The Virtual Track mode lets users make their edits and playlists directly on the PMD560. It allows the creation of up to 99 virtual tracks or internal playlists of audio segments without altering the original file or using more card memory.
The PMD560 retails for $799.
For more information, contact D&M Professional in Illinois at (630)741-0330 or visit www.d-mpro.com.
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"Logitek makes audio distribution abreeze."

September 27, 2006

Numark MP102
Designed for
Mobile DJs
Numark's MP102 rackmount MP3
CD player is suitable for mobile DJs, and
plays standard CD audio and MP3 CDs.
It provides buffered Anti-Shock memory
protection, and includes looping, pitch

control with a pitch bend wheel, and
stereo RCA and digital outputs among its
features. Additionally, it has balanced
outputs and an EQ section.
A large backlit LCD includes a text
display for identifying song names, BPM
counters and other pertinent information.
The MP102 also offers +8/-16 percent
pitch bend capability via its pitch
bend/jog wheel. For programming music
sets, it supports continuous playback and
also is track sequence programmable.
The locating and identifying of tracks
is eased by the unit's support for folders
and ID3 tags.
The suggested retail price for the
MP102 is $399.
For more information, contact Numark
in Rhode Island at (401) 658-3131 or visit www.numark.com.

"WFLS needed alot of flexibility in
audio routing and mixing, and we
wanted it at areasonable price.
Logitek was our answer. With the
Audio Engine router and some
easy-to-use control heads, it's
simple to access audio in six
studios for the four radio stations
at our site. We can move audio
everywhere and it's so much easier
than what we were doing before.
"Our Logitek installation included

MasterLink
Features CD24
Technology,
Editing Tools
The Alesis MasterLink ML-9600 is an
integrated standalone system that combines hard-disk recording, digital signal
processing, audio editing and compact
disc creation/playback. The company

aMosaic digital console in the
WFLS studio. It was amazingly
simple to install and all of our
jocks loved it right away.
"Logitek's customer support is
impeccable—it's the best
customer support we have had
from any company, bar none."
Chris Wilk
Engineer, WFLS
Fredericksburg, Virginia

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081
info@logitekaudio.com
© 2006 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc

1.800.231.5870
713.664.4470
www.logitekaudio.com

Logitek
Console Router Systems

says it provides an affordable, all-inclusive solution for high-resolution mixdown, mastering and CD burning. It supports formats such as 16-bit, 44.1 kHz
(standard Red Book format) to 24-bit, 96
kHz. The 4.3 GB hard drive stores up to
five hours of digital audio.
MasterLink features CD24 technology,
which allows users to record and play
CDs with up to 24-bit, 96 kHz resolution
using readily available CD-R media.
The unit's editing, mastering and finishing tools enable the setting of start and
end points for each track, and let users
apply real-time DSP functions such as
compression, equalization, limiting and
normalization. Additionally, users have
control over song order, track gain, fadeins and fade-outs, and can compile 16
playlists with up to 99 songs each.
For more information, contact Alesis
Corp. in California at (800) 5 -ALESIS
(525-3747) or visit www.alesis.com.
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and consumer, built like mass- market
consumer products while finding their
way into some professional applications.
Both are barely hand-sized with the corresponding plusses and minuses ( flyweight, limited battery life, cramped
controls, miniature connectors to the
outside world) but both are capable of
making good quality recordings. Radio
stations are starting to use these as
replacements for MiniDisc field interview recorders, and both are popular
among musicians for recording live
shows.
While most of the flash memory
action is in the portable area, the
Marantz PMD560 and 570 are rackmount units designed for installed sound
and broadcast production rooms. These
are the kind of units you'd look to as a
replacement for a cassette deck when
assembling or updating arack for atheater or house of worship installation.
Both can be controlled through an RS232 port for programmed playback of
prerecorded announcements, or for
remote control.

alive. King of the currently available
portable hard-disk two-track recorders
is the Sound Devices 722, cousin of the
702 flash card recorder. The 722
records 16- or 24-bit PCM up to 192
kHz sample rate or MP3 compressed
formats to either an internal 40 GB disk
drive, Compact Flash memory or both.
Either medium can be used to back up
the other. Mic ( XLR, phantom powered), line and AES/EBU inputs are
provided.
Hand-sized units from Creative Labs,
Archos and iRiver, while primarily
designed for playback of MP3 files
loaded from acomputer, offered decent
recording quality. These have almost
entirely disappeared from the current
marketplace but second-hand units are
readily available. With 20 GB to 60 GB
of disk space, there's plenty of recording time for aweekend gig without having to worry about when you'll run out
of media. Mic preamps on these devices
range from blah to barely functional, so
it's best to feed them aline- level signal
from an outboard preamp or mixer. The
mini I/O jacks, aconsequence of small
size and low cost, are worrisome, but
recording quality is surprisingly good.
An open source development group to
create completely new firmware for

THE WORLD'S FIRST
DIGITAL RECORDING MICROPHONE

Forget tapes, discs,
cards and cables.
Just pick up a
FlashMic and go.
Combining abroadcast-quality Flash
recorder with aSennheiser mic capsule,
HHB's new FlashMic is perfect for
interviewing, journalism and
any type of voice recording.

Now that CD- R drives for computers cost less

One button press is all it takes
to st2rt recording in either
linear or MPEG 2formats.
1GB of built-in memory
stores amassive i8
hours/999 tracks of
recordings and it's easy
and qukk to transfer files
for editmg or onward transmission via
FlashMic's built-in USB interface.

than twenty bucks, there isn't a lot of call for a
dedicated CD recorder, but there are still some
standalone CD recorders on the market.

Hard-disk recorders
For field recording, hard disks have
almost completely been replaced by
flash memory, but at the fully professional level, hard-disk recorders are still

several of these "Jukebox" recorders
has sprung up. If you're into eBay-diving, check out the Rockbox Project at
www.rockbox.org for models that can be
upgraded.
The Alesis MasterLink ML-9600, still
in production after seven years, is adedicated tabletop hard-disk recorder with a
built-in CD drive. Initially conceived as
a studio mixdown recorder, the
MasterLink records from line-level analog or AES/EBU digital inputs to its
internal 40 GB hard disk at 16 or 24 bits,
up to 96 kHz sample rate. A playlist
from recordings can be assembled directly on the MasterLink, and it will create a
Red Book CD, applying sample rate and
word length conversion if required.
While most of this work is routinely
done on a computer today, the
MasterLink is still asolid performer and
a no- haywire solution for mixdown,
backup or remote two-track recording.
CD and DVD recorders
Not too many years ago, Yamaha
introduced the first standalone CD
recorder for about $20,000. Now that
CD-R drives for computers cost less than
twenty bucks, there isn't alot of call for a
dedicated CD recorder, but they still have
some applications, and there are still
some standalone CD recorders on the
market.
Whether the gig is a remote music
recording or a conference lecture, it's
convenient to be able to hand the customer aCD immediately, with no intermediate steps. The market for dedicated
CD recorders cooled off for awhile, but
See RECORDERS, page 36

Power comes from standard AA
batteries and the included
FlashMic Manager software
makes it easy for individual users
or news organizations
to configure single or
multiple FlashMics
for particular
applications
and file naming
protocols.
FlashMic is all you need for
broadcast-quality recording.
So just pick up aFlashMic and go.

FlashMic shown actual size

Another player in the market is
AEQ's PAW- 120 handheld digital field
recorder, which offers microphone cells
and optional external stereo microphones, in addition to aspeaker and 512
MB of flash memory. The Palm Audio
Workstation lets the user record, playback and cut Musicam, BWF and WAV
formats, and also can connect to aPC via
USB interface to upload or download
audio files.The 512 MB memory holds
roughly nine hours of voice recording at
128 kbps of MPEG 1Layer II in mono in
FM quality, and about five hours of
music recording at 256 kbps of MPEG 1
Layer II in stereo in FM quality.
Ihave to cheat abit here (it's mono,
hence not two- track), but the HHB
FlashMic is just too cool not to include
in a Flash memory recorder survey. It's
awhole recorder built into the body of a
Sennheiser omni mic — no cables, and
up to eight hours of recording time on a
pair of AA batteries. The internal (fixed)
1GB flash memory provides up to three
hours of 16- bit PCM recording, or
extended recording times with MPEG
compression. There are alot of settings
and asmall built-in display, but once set
up, recording is as simple as pressing a
button. A 10- second prerecord buffer
lets you catch those phrases when you're
abit slow on the button. There's aheadphone jack for playback, and aUSB port
for data transfer.

www.flashmicinfo

FIRST WE LISTEN

Distributed in the USA and Latin America by:
Sennheiser Electronic Corp.,
1Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CT 06371 USA • Tel: 860-434-9190 • Fax: 860-434-1759 • www.hhbusa.com
Latin America: Telqphone: 52-55-5639-0956 • Fax: 52-55-5639-9482
Distributed in Canada by FIHB Canada: Tel: 416-867-9000 Fax: 416-867-1080
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there's a new interest with the growing
practice of offering CDs of a show for
sale while the band is signing autographs
and packing up. Inexpensive multibay
CD duplicators require aCD as amaster,
and there's no quicker way to make one
than to record it directly. The Tascam CD
RW402 and Marantz DN-055OR are both
dual-transport models equipped with one
recording and one playback transport,
which can function as a duplicator as
well as arecorder. Both companies offer
several models of single-transport CD
recorders optimized for various applications and budgets.
The Marantz CDR300 is the CD version of the company's venerable portable
cassette recorder line. About the size and
weight of a pack of printer paper, the
CDR300 features direct recording to CDR from mic (XLR, phantom powered) or
line inputs. For lecture or conference
recording, the CDR300 offers a handy
mode that generates atrack index each
minute. The CDR420, similar in I/O and
form factor to the CDR200, records either
MP3 or 16-bit 44.1 kHz PCM to a20 GB
hard disk, from which one can burn aCD
on its internal drive. Like the MasterLink,
rudimentary editing is offered, so it's
handy for field production.
The Tascam DV-RA1000 is the first,
and so far only, standalone two- track
DVD recorder. The DV-RA1000 offers a
range of recording modes from CD up
through 24-bit 196 kHz PCM on DVD,
as well as DSD. In addition to making
high-resolution stereo recordings, it's a
good tool for delivering DSD masters for
SACD audio replication.
MiniDisc
Sony introduced the MiniDisc over 10
years ago, intending to replace the consumer grade "Walkman" portable cassette recorder/player. The original design
used a proprietary perceptual encoding
data reduction technique known as
ATRAC that offered 60 minutes of stereo
recording on atiny magneto-optical disk.
The format became popular among those
recording live shows and the MD started
to creep into the broadcast industry for
field work.
Over the years ATRAC compression
has improved both in efficiency and perceived sound quality, resulting in wider
acceptance for music applications. In
2004, Sony introduced the Hi-MD format, using a 1GB disc to record 90 minutes of 16-bit, 44.1 kHz uncompressed
PCM audio as well as up to 34 hours
using ATRAC3plus data reduction. A Hi
MD recorder also can reformat astandard
MiniDisc to double its capacity.
The new Sony MZ-M200 Hi- MD
recorder is aimed squarely at the professional market. While its tiny size precludes pro- style I/O connections, Sony
has taken the user interface astep above
other MD recorders currently on the market, providing larger and better spaced
controls for us fumble- fingered users,
and an uncluttered visual display with
excellent record level metering. While
cables & connectors
racks
tools

're?

problem solvers
test gear
& much more

www.systemsstore.com
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Tascam CD-RW402
it's still necessary to navigate through
menus for setup, one-button recording is
asnap. The MZ-M200 is supplied with a
remote control and aT-style stereo mic
that can be plugged directly into the
recorder or used like atie-tack with the
provided accessory extension cable.
For the production room or installed
sound applications, Tascam's rack-mount
MD-350 standard MiniDisc recorder provides flexible interfacing, track editing
and cueing.
While most MD recorders are
equipped with a USB port, the original
intent was to provide away to load music
from the computer to adisk. For many
years, copying an original MD recording
from recorder to computer was prohibited by special file transfer software, making the use of the MD recorder inconvenient in the production environment. This
restriction has gone away with the current HiMD implementation.
There are far too many MD recorders
to list here, but the fountainhead for
information, models available and user
reviews is the MiniDisc Community web
page www.minidisc.org.
Compact cassette
This is the format we love to hate.
There are so many reasons for it not to
work very well — low speed, narrow
tracks, minimal guiding — but the bottom line is that the cassette format is
still alive and kicking, blank media is
still in production, and with care and
good equipment, recordings can sound
quite good. The compact cassette format
is about as bulletproof as it gets, and
someone new to field recording, with
just a little training, can always bring
back ausable recording.
The Marantz PMD222 deserves mention even though it's mono, being the
last of the professional-oriented portable
cassette recorders that were the workhorses of field broadcast journalists for
many years.
While out of production for several
years, many good board tapes have been
made with Sony's WM-D6 pocket-sized
stereo cassette recorder and the company's larger but seriously professionaloriented TC-D5.
The rack- mount Tascam 112 MkIl
has been a workhorse standard in production rooms and studios, with the 102
being a lighter-duty lower-cost model.
Tascam 202 MkIII and 322 are dualtransport cassette decks for copying or
continuous recording. Marantz offers
the DRM-555P, a single- transport
rugged rack- mount cassette deck suitable for studio or installed sound use, as
well as three dual- transport cassette
decks differing mostly in control functions. The DRW-585 offers automatic
bias adjustment, the PMD-505 offers
variable pitch and wireless remote control ( wired remote optional), and the
DN-780R offers RS-232 remote control

and redundant recording to both decks
simultaneously.
DAT
Like the cassette, Digital Audio Tape
started out as aconsumer format but it
was embraced early on by the professional community as acost-effective primary digital recording and mixdown
medium.
With the exception of the Tascam
DA-45HR, which offered an optional
24- bit interlaced
double- speed format, DAT was limited to 16-bit 44.1
or 48 kHz recording. There are no
longer any DAT
recorders being
made,
though
many remain in
service, primarily
for playback and
backup recording.
To obtain a DAT
recorder today,
you'll have to
haunt the used
market. They're
inexpensive to purchase but expensive
(and sometimes impossible) to repair, so
don't expect along life, and be prepared
to buy another one when yours dies.
Major manufacturers were Sony,
Tascam, Panasonic and Fostex, and
they're all about equal in quality and
functionality. Be aware, though, that
Panasonic's implementation of the
AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital inputs
requires proper selection of DIP switches to get it working correctly. Get a
manual.
Of particular note are the Sony TCDD10, HHB PortaDAT and Tascam DAP1
portable DAT recorders, all solid performers offering professional I/O and battery
operation. Sony offered several DATs in
the Walkman series that were popular for
(often stealth) concert recording.
Hybrids ( some accessorizing
needed)
The Core Sound PDAudio System is
an S/PDIF input-only interface that plugs
into the Compact Flash slot of a PDA.
With the appropriate software and external A/D converter, the PDA can become
aportable recorder capable of up to 24bit 192 kHz operation. Recordings are
stored on aCF memory card in the PDA's
second card slot. As acompanion to the
PDAudio card, Core Sound offers the
Mic2496 mic preamp with A/D converter, or you can use your own favorite.
The iKey Plus from Gemini (the DJ
people) is abridge between analog audio
and aUSB mass storage device. Connect
it to aUSB disk drive, an iPod or even a
USB memory stick and you've got a
PCM or MP3 recorder. This is new and
evolving, but it's apretty cool idea.

The good or days
ln this digital age, people still crave
"that warm analog sound" and are finding that there's nothing like tape to produce it.
Otan, a longtime supplier of analog
recorders for studio and broadcast applications, has discontinued most of its analog product line, but the industry workhorse 1/4-inch two-track MX-5050BIII is
still available. Tascam, another long-time
recorder manufacturer for both the professional and project studio, just recently
discontinued manufacture of its last
stereo analog recorder, the BR-20, but
there are still some new ones to be had.
Although it's been many years since an
analog tape recorder has been manufactured in the U.S., dumpster divers and
eBay haunters can find great bargains in
old-but-not-dead-yet, fully professional
AG-440 and 350 models from Ampex
and the JH-110 from MCI. Many are
ready to roll while others need some
work, or head refurbishment. They're
large and heavy ( beware of shipping
costs if you're not buying local) but

Sony MZ-M200
they're glorious.
ATR Service specializes in complete
overhaul of Ampex recorders, making
them better than new with custom heads,
custom electronics and precision
mechanical parts and alignment. Its refurbished ATR-102 recorders are revered
mastering machines. ATR Service owner
Mike Spitz has so much faith in the
future of analog recording as a professional medium that he's begun manufacturing ahigh-performance recording tape
and teaches regularly scheduled analog
recorder alignment seminars.
"The audio palette is so much greater
with an analog recorder than with digital," said Spitz. "There's no one analog'
sound, but you can get whatever sound
you're after if you learn how to use and
adjust your recorder."
John French, proprietor of JRF
Magnetic Sciences and frequent collaborator with Spitz, is the go-to guy for analog tape head refurbishment. A professional-grade recorder, built for many
years of hard service, can almost always
be put into first-class shape for just afew
hundred dollars. And many a home studio experimenter is digging grandfather's
Sony out of the attic and using it much in
the same was as an effect processor.
In auniverse where it's rare for audio
to leave the computer in anything but finished "master" form, recording direct-tostereo is becoming less common. But it's
a quick setup, there are no hours of
tweaking the mix and it's achallenge to
get it right the first time. Try it. You
might like it.
Mike Rivers has worked in and around
audio and electronic engineering for over
40 years.
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APHEX MODEL 230 MASTER VOICE CHANNEL
Introducing the Aphex Model 230 Master Voice Channel, the most powerful processor ever designed spedfically for yoke.
Voices will be bigger, more present, more intimate, more intelligible and more consistent. Its comprehensive complement of exclusive
proprietary features brings these benefits to any voice - from athundering bombast to awhispering wof - without changing its essential quality.
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Every element of the Model 230 is superior to any other voice processor's similar function...
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•The RPA tube preamplifier provides warmth, image and detail.
•The Easyrider® Compressor controls output levels without pumping or breathirg.
•The Logic-Assisted Gate won't false trigger or cut off words.
•The Split Band De-esser effectively cuts sibilance without dulling.
•The Big Bottom— and Aural Exciter add resonance, depth, presence and clari -y.
•The parametric E0 takes care of any frequency anomalies with surgical precision.
•Post- processing insert point, - 10dBV and + 4dBu analog outputs, 24/ 96 digital outputs on AES3,
S/PDIF and Optical, word clock I/O, and acough swità with soft mute allow the Model 230 to
be easily interfaced into any system.
So if you are looking to touch your listeners, you should be looking at the Aphex Model 230.
See us at AES booth #813

www.aDhex.com

© 2005 Aphex Systems. All Rights Reserved. Designed and manufactured in the USA
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AM

without the surprises.

RF Systems...

LBA Technology is aproven supplier of innovative,
digital ready AM antenna systems. With an array
or products, we continue to emerge as an industry
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powerhouse with products including; antenna
tuning units, HD radio, directional antenna systems,

The DR- 10 is aDial- Up remote control with telephone
audio inout and output for remote broadcasting.

multiplexers, folded unipoles and components for
every power level.

D If your automation

works with satellite networks, you
can use the DR-10's relay outputs to fire commercials.

With over 40 years of worldwide radio experience,
we offer unequalled depth and breadth of products

liners. etc. Save SS with no staff needed at the studio!

to ensure you're working as smoothly as possible.

Db Use the JPDT relays to insert the phone audio directly
into the program path when necessary. especially for
emergencies or to bypass your automation sysytem.

Go to www.LI3Agroup.com and take alook at why
hundreds of broadcasters look to us to help them...
every day.

D When

used with our Silencer Option. the DR-10 is the
ONLY product available that completely removes DTWIF
control tones from the audio path for clean remotes.

Get the DR-10 Er start
saving money now!
www.circuitwerkes.corn 4:
,.
CirCultWerkec -

LBA Technology, Inc.

rcvvl

Expert AM RF systems for the experts.

• www.LBAgroup.com • 3400 Tupper Drive • Greenville, NC 27835
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Buy simplicity,
reliability and service

Equipment is in stock for
immediate delivery!

Price S1750.00
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

Phone 740-593-3150

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

FAX 740-592-3898

A Great Place to Advertise!

Radio World's Products
and Services Showcase
provides aperfect medium for
marketing your products and services.

• 5two-way RS-232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboard & character generator
•6audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs • 2year warranty
are transformer isolated from encoder-decoder board
• 2minutes of digital audio storage
•Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended
operation
• 4line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting

For more information contact
jcasey@imaspub.com ( Eastern US)
dtucker@imaspub.com ( Western US)
to request amedia kit.

• 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
• 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

• 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set
•BNC fitting with 600ohm balanced audio out
for second transmitter
input levels
•Will handshake with automation equipment limgegorman-redlich.bom Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com

Thanks for Reading Radio World.'

Efficient
Effective

THERE ARE LIMITS
TO MIC AMPS
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Designed and manufactured by Sonifex to the highest
specifications, Redbox is comprised of a range

RADIO WORLD'S
Products and Services Showcase
provides aperfect medium for
marketing your products and services.

of analog and digital audio interfaces for

Twin Mono, Or Stereo,
Limiter

stations, TV studios, home
studios, video suites,

Redbox RB-ML2

production houses and

Stereo Microphone
& Line Level Limiter

recording studios.

For more information. contact
laudia Van Veen
at 703-998-7600 ext. 154
to request a media

Redbox RB-S12

use in a multitude of professional audio
applications, including installations at radio

Redbox RB-MA2
Dual Microphone
Amplifier

Redbox RB-MA1

Single Microphone
Amplifier

INDEPENDENT

AUDIO

T:207 773 2424
E: i
nfo eindep en denta udio.com

www.sonifex.co.0

www.independentaudio.com

1$
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FlashMic Lets
Journalists
Interview
On the Fly
HHB says its
FlashMic DRM85
digital recording
microphone is suitable
for
voice
recording applications, in particular
broadcast and press
interviews.
The
unit combines a
Sennheiser omnidirectional condenser
capsule with 1GB
of flash recording
memory, and uses
no cables or connectors.
Either WAV linear or MPEG 1
Layer 2 encoded
files can be transferred at up to 90 x
real time via USB
to Macintosh or PC
computers and laptops for editing and
onward transmission. A Date/Time
stamp is stored
along with the file, with the internal realtime clock set/synchronized by the host
computer.
The FlashMic is powered for more
than six hours by apair of AA batteries,
with the remaining battery power displayed along with time, level and status
information in a backlit LCD on the
microphone body. Additionally, a visual
low battery warning alerts the user to the
imminent need to change batteries.
Users can operate the FlashMic out of
the box using default settings, or create
and store nine custom configurations
using the supplied FlashMic Manager
software. Parameters include Audio
Mode ( six settings with a maximum
record time of more than 18 heurs), AGC
on/off, Record Level, Pre- Record Buffer
(0-10 seconds) and High- Pass Filter
on/off, and can be individually adjusted.
Expert Mode allows variable parameters to be accessed directly from the
FlashMic body.
FlashMic operates at 48 kHz/16-bit,
which the company says enables quality
recordings. Recordings can be played
back under independent level control on
headphones connected via asocket on the
base of the unit.
For more information, contact HHB's
distributor
Sennheiser
USA
in
Connecticut at (860) 434-9190 or visit
www.sennheiserusa.com.

Coming up in

Buyer's Guide
Automation and Digital
Asset Management
October 25
Signal Monitoring,
Remote Control and Test
November 22

Portable, Quiet Event Is Suitable for Studio
Rain Recording released the Event digital media workstation, a portable media
center with record, playback, edit, burn and transport functionality. Hardware
includes an Intel Core Duo 1.83 GHz processor and a 100 GB internal SATA hard
drive. The addition of a USB or Fire Wire sound card enables the produ cti on ofpro fessional audio projects.
The company says Event's small footprint makes it suitable for use in abroadcast
studio, and its quiet operation allows broadcasters to place it within three feet of a

reall11111
_

broadcast microphone without concern of computer noise leaking into the mic.
The company says being able to place Event within arm's length of engineers and DJs offers peace of mind to broadcasters, as
it can be costly to cable and maintain acomputer in adistant remote location, in addition to problems such as keeping the system
cool or having to go back and forth to install software.
Other highlights include the ability to load and play sound bite WAV files; and the ability to create audio sequences via the
included SONAR LE multitrack audio production software. Users also can create and play back MIDI controlled samples via a
MIDI controller by way of software like Tascam's GigaStudio.
Event retails for $ 1,595.
For more information, contact Rain Recording in New Jersey at (877) MIX RAIN (649-7246) or visit www.rainrecording.com.

STUD101-11A+
eAS"fl PIG rAi I
"It just made sense using the CAT-5scenario to go with StudioHub
and use it throughout the plant. It allows us to reconfigure things
on the fly faster and alot easier than ever before."
"A lot of people questioned me when I
first suggested using a
CAT-5wiring system and now they all look at it and see how really
convenient it is. This really works well. We've been very pleased."
"As with any new installation, we've had to make changes and
reroute signals. Rewiring things was alaborious task and on a
punch block. You start moving wires and after awhile things get
very disorganized. But with StudioHub, it's very easy to reconfigure something. We can easily move stuff around without ever having to pull out punch block wiring charts."
"There's no punch tools needed. If you have to move something
around, it is very easy just to — it's like unplugging atelephone
cable- you just unplug it from one jack and plug it into another
jack. Things are labeled well. It's avery flexible system."

stuchoe ÷
CONNECT EVERYTHING

THE CAT-5 STUDIO WIRING SOLUTION

Join acast of thousands who now count on StudioHub+,
THE broadcast wiring solution.
StudioHub+ is the CAT-5wiring system that lets you plug
and play all your studio and rack-room equipment with an
elegant system of pre-made cables and adapters.
StudioHub+ is the universal analog and digital approach to
wiring all your broadcast gear.
See the Movie!
Log on to www.studiohub.com/themovie
to view scenes of WXPN and hear the
whole WXPN/StudioHub+ story from
Jay Goldman, Technical Director, WXPN
and the sequel from 8other StudioHub+
sites around the US.
Radio Systems, Inc. • 6os Heron Drive • Logan Township, NJ 08085
Phone: 856-467-8000 • Fax: 856-467-3ovi • www.studiohub.com
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UPDATES

Zaxcom Deva V Adds
Variable Folder Sizes
Zaxcom added features to its
Deva V hard- disk recorder
including playback from the
internal DVD-RAM drive, and
variable folder sizes on the hard
drive, which allows users to have
a smaller folder if they have a
shorter recording segment.
The Deva V is suitable for 24bit, 10-track 192 kHz location recording, and offers direct-to-hard-disk recording with
backup to DVD. It simultaneously records to multiple disks, which allows users to
record all disk copies required by post at the same time as the original recordings.
Features include a 16-channel digital audio mixer, 10-second pre-record buffer,
sample rate conversion and surround recording.
The Deva system lets users keep recorded audio on the set, allowing production to
immediately reference previous recordings. The company points out that disputes
with post regarding recording issues can be quickly cleared up and extra copies of
recorded audio can be produced in the case of lost, damaged or stolen material.
For more information, contact Zaxcom in New Jersey at (973) 835-5000 or visit
www.zaxcom.com.

Gemini CDT-05 Turntable

Tascam CD-RW901 Has
Balanced XLR, Wired Remote
Tascam's CDRW901
professional CD recorder
has the features of
its predecessor, the
CD-RW900, and
adds XLR balanced analog I/O
and
a wired
remote. Additionally, it features AES/EBU digital I/O, RS-232 serial control and a
timed track increment, selectable from one to 10 minutes, for adding CD track ID
markers during recording.
The balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA ins and outs have dedicated input level
controls for instant changes. Digital inputs (AES/EBU and S/PDIF) are equipped with
automatic sample rate conversion for compatibility with most signals. The CDRW901 also plays back MP3 files with ID3 titles.
Pitch control is standard, and allows up to +I- 16 percent control over playback.
The Key Original function changes the playback speed without affecting the pitch.
The PS/2 keyboard input offers the ability to name tracks using CD text, and gives the
user one-key access to frequently accessed menu functions.
Additional highlights include 2RU design, Trim function, fade in/fade out and Poweron Play, which starts CD playback when power is applied for installed applications.
The CD-RW901 retails for $ 1,125.
For more information, contact Tascam in California at (323) 726-0303 or visit
www.tascam.com.

Plays CDs, Vinyl
Gemini's CDT-05 hybrid turntable combines turntable functionality with the ability to
play both CDs and vinyl. Additionally, the
company says it plays CDs with the control of
afull-size direct drive platter.
The CDT- 05 features a skip- resistant
straight tone-arm system and aCPU-controlled
high-torque direct drive motor, which drives
the unit's aluminum platter. A Mix mode
allows users to simultaneously play CDs and vinyl records.
In both analog and digital modes, DJs have variable pitch control, with selectable
ranges of 4, 8, 16 or 50 percent, along with pitch bend and master tempo functionality. Three DSP effects — Filter, Zoom and Echo — with variable parameter and aforward/reverse switch can be accessed in either mode.
The company says that during CD playback, the CDT-05 affords three hot starts,
frame-accurate cue and seamless loop for digital flexibility. The motor can be disengaged for DJs who prefer CD decks with apassive, non-motor driven platter.
The CDT-05 also provides MP3 CD support and features independent outputs for
the CD and turntable.
It retails for $ 1,179.
For more information, contact Gemini in New Jersey at ( 732) 738-9003 or visit
www.geminidj.com.

Henry Adds InGenius to
Matchbox, Match Plus
Henry Engineering has added
THAT Corp.'s InGenius servobalanced input stage to its USB
Matchbox and USB Match Plus
USB-to-XLR interface units,
which are used in place of a PC
soundcard.
USB MatchPlus
The company says THAT
Corp.'s InGenius servo-differential
input amplifiers enhance the products by providing CMRR noise rejection performance
that is equivalent to that of atransformer. This ensures that common-mode hum or noise
does not affect recordings made with the USB Matchbox or USB Match Plus.
The units are suitable for use where the analog inputs are fed from along cable
run, such as abroadcast facility, as CMRR performance is not affected by the balance
or symmetry of the source. CMRR performance remains constant over a wide frequency range and under cases of asymmetry, such as an accidental ground.
The USB Matchbox and USB Match Plus also offer Burr-Brown ADC/DAC audio
performance. The analog filter design yields atransient response without the harshness the company says is typical of inexpensive sound cards.
The USB Matchbox is abasic unit; the USB Match Plus adds level metering and a
reference-grade headphone amplifier for critical monitoring. Both units are USBpowered. The new versions are identified with the InGenius logo on the front panel.
For more information, contact Henry Engineering in California at (626) 355-3656
or visit www.henryeng.com.

Sound Devices Expands 7-Series
With 702, 702T
Sound Devices added
two models to its 7-Series
line of portable digital
recorders, the 702 and
7021. The two- channel
recorders share the chassis design of the 722 and
744T digital recorders,
and are Compact Flashonly recorders.
The 702 is afile-based
device that records and plays back audio to removable Compact Flash cards, which
the company says eases field recording. It writes and reads uncompressed PCM audio
at 16 or 24 bits with sampling rates between 32 kHz and 192 kHz. Compressed (MP3)
audio playback also is supported.
The 702 implements an audio path that includes Sound Devices' next-generation
microphone preamplifiers, which the company says are designed for high bandwidth
and high bit rate digital recording.
Features include AES3 (XLR) or AFS3id (unbalanced AES on BNC) digital inputs
and AES3id outputs; programmable, sunlight- viewable LED level metering; and
FireWire (IEEE- 1394) port for high-speed computer access to the Compact Flash card.
The 702T recorder offers Time Code, which the company says is suitable for dualsystem video or film production applications.
The 702 and 702T are available and have asuggested retail price of $2,175 and
$2,650 respectively.
For more information, contact Sound Devices in Wisconsin at (608) 524-0625 or
visit www.sounddevices.com.

WE GIVE YOU BISSET
ame: John Bisset
Occupation: Northeast regional sales manager for Broadcast Electronics
Experience: Four decades in the industry SBE Certification; presenter of NAB
Transmitter Workshop; speaker at numerous conventions; contributor to
NAB Radio Handbook
Mentors: Lamar Newcomb, Ray Gill, Steve Dana, John Cunningham, Charlie
Wright, John Mullaney Sr. and Jr., Mitch Montgomery Morgan Burrow, Jim Weitzman,
Alan Pendleton, Mortis Blum, Milford Smith, Tom Giglio, Scott Beeler.
Favorite memories: Early days of AM improvement; demonstrating the Splatter Monitor to the FCC with tel
Delta employee Tom Wright; development of Workbench into RW's most popular feature.
Quote to live by: "Few things are more persistent and intimidating than our fears and our worries ...
especially when we face them in our own strength." — Swindoll
Radio World's pages are home to the finest writers and columnists in the industry.
Like John Bisset. Just one more reason we're the newspaper for radio managers and engineers.

W4wild

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
WANT TO SELL

C

Acousticsrirsr
=,•888-765-2900

Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination,
www.acousticsfirst.com
_ANTENNAS/
TCWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL

AM Ground Systems
Reliable, On- time Installation
Quality Workmanship
, Ground System Evaluation

j

and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com
1 - 877-766-2999

ERI 2- Bay Antenna, 6months in
service and ERI 4- Bay, 10 years
in service. Both tuned to 97.5.
Contact Robert Mahaffey at
800-725-9180

DANGER
Á ,...RFVOLTALIS

NO ENTRY FOR ANY PURPOSE
RIF TRAINED

KRSOINFI ONLY

DC
TINIER
PO TMUM

Arrakis 011-600, Arrakis GMI600, Arrakis TS- 8C-600
Just
taken out of service. Contact
Robert Mahaffey at 800-725-9180
Now available, radio automation
for the Linux operating system.
Schedule music, voice track, create
shells, auto or announcer assist
mode, set intro and ending cues,
hit the vocal every time with your
voice tracks, execute exact time
events, join networks, and more.
The software is free, there is a
small duplication fee. For more
info call 406.665.1832.
CART MACHINES
WANT TO BUY
BE 53018 ( mono) triple deck cart
player
or
plug
in
cards.
kentverbeck@yahoo.com.
Cart - R/P Deck - Stereo/Mono in
good condition with manual - Call
Bob Wilkinson 610-353-7425 or
email rcw3512@yahoo.com
CASES/RACKS
WANT TO SELL
Two ( 2) Borg-Warner 19 inch x5
feet equipment racks. Asking
$100.00 each or $200.00 for the
pair. ( Must be picked up @
location) Call Jim 850- 878-5746
vintageradio@unr2.net

ASR or Phone Number

FCC Signs for AM and FM towers
Guy Wire Protectors- Antenna Tags
Antenna ID Products
610-458-8418
antennalDemsn.com
www.antennalD.com

WANT TO BUY
3 1/8" And 1 5/8" Coaxial
Relayscontinental
Comroanications 314-664-4497,
Contcomm@SbcglobalNet

Four 7 ft open steel equipment
racks for sale. Standard 19"
mount. Comes
with
one
removable door. Was used to hold
radio equipment but we have
downsized.
Pictures available.
$200 each cash obo. Los Angeles
area. Please call ( 562) 427-7773
or email kfrn@familyradio.com.

Ampex AM-10 mixer in operating
condition. Bill Cook, 719-6876357.
LIMITERS/AUDIO
PROCESSING
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec E0's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
MICROPHONES
WANT TO SELL
AKG D12E, unused, with carrying
case, in original case w/papers $400 email glen.kippel@gmail.com
or call KWXY 760-328-1104
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's. any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
MISCELLANEOUS
MINIM 1110A1BOS MD RANI MODOCENS
new & rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA, CSI,
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Monderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Non-profit
radio
station/
organization seeks donations of
radio equipment. We specifically
need a console, a P3 or higher
computer,
studio
and
field
microphones, mic
processor,
studio monitors, CD players, a
hard-drive based field recorder and
atelephone audio interface. Email:
ColinCruz@TheBlast.FM

FACILITIES
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON-AIR)
WANT TO SELL
Orban
9200 /
u Serial
#8051802481- $2100 + shipping
-as is condition. Call Gary Hayes
at 440-466-9559
Stanton Model 310 turntable
pre- amps.
Please
e-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org or call
Mike at ( 704) 523-5555 for price.
AUDIO
PRODUCTION
WANT TO SELL
AECI 8C 300 Audio Control Board SlOCO +shipping - as is condition.
Call Gary Hayes at 440-466-9559
AUTOMATION

WANT TO SELL

Thre: RDS Rack- Mount Phantom
Automation
Systems. Each
system records and plays in the
following formats: MPEG, CDI-C
4:1, ADPCMe 4:1, ADPCM1 4:1,
PCM 16- bit (WAV), Each system
includes keyboard, monitor, and
Broadcast Tools SS8.2 dual stereo
crosspoint switcher. $ 1600/ per
system. Contact Greg Garrett 864414-4140.

OWN YOUR OWN!! FM Duopoly
within 200 miles of Atlanta,
Owner retiring! New Fulltime AM
sleeper with real estate and
limited competition...great terms!
RETIRE
DOWN
SOUTH- CALL
DAVE HEDRICK-256-613-2630

SWE RENT FOR LESS S

Professional Software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.
Gè Create stunning ''realworld" coverage maps and
interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP, FCC,
ITU-R P.1546- -, and Okamurailiata with Probe 3rm

SELL OR TRADE FM TRANSLATOR
CPs in Montpelier Idaho on 95.7;
Salmon Idaho on 101.1: West
Yellowstone Montana on 105.7 &
Bozeman Montana on 105.5. Call
208-709-2694 & ask for Max.

fi Search for FM .
sannets under spacings and
contour to contour protection using FMComniandernA
Prepare AM skrorave and groundwave allocation
studies and map FCC contours with AM-Pron.
4. Plot STL paths over 3D terrain with Terrain-3D 11'

Profitable Small City AM. NEast,
Canadian Border, comes with
Transmitter Site and CP for upgrade.
$225K. salesgroup@beld.net or
781-848-4201
STUDIO

Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consulting available.
www.v-soft.com (800)743-3684

SUPPORT

Scala PR- 950 STL Antenna, Likenew. Contact Robert Mahaffey at
800-725-91 80

WANT TO SELL

TAPES/CARTU

Six bulk tape demagnetizers.
$12.00 each "as is" includes shipping
E-mail mraley@bbnradio.org for a
picture

REELS/CDs

ACCESSORIES/

TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/
TRANSLATORS

STUDIOTRANSMITTER

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO SELL
900 Plus 45 Records Broadcast
quality - Mostly 70s & 80s $400
plus shipping. Call Peter Russell
207-833-5473

FM Translator at 104.5 Manchester, KY Call Joey Kesler
606-843-9999
RangeMaster Transmitters
LPA/A MA band radio station

LINKS ( STL) AND

919-367-0607

WANT TO BUS'

RPU
WANT TO SELL
Starline, Moseley T-1 - used 10
months. Like Brand new. $6500 call Jerry Evans 775-884-8000

Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions
or
12"
transcriptions, not commercial
LPs. Bill Cook, 719-687-6M7.

License free rel 1-2 mile range' Great
WYNI

Semi
am1000rangerrester corn

Rodie Wterld

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY
COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALS-

Blueboxes

FM Exciters

Zephyrs

FM Power Amps

POTS Codecs

STL's

RF/Audio Gear

Test Equipment

If we don't have it. we will get it
SCMS. INC. ( BOO) 438-6040

RANSC
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television

'
You Know We Know Radio"

Used FM Transmitters

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-8040
"You Know We Know Redo -

CONSOLES/MIXERS
WANT TO SELL
RDS Millennium 12 CH Analog
console, StudioHub cards and
adapters,
AudioVault
Audio
Interface cards, Telos 1A2 Interface,
ADC Jack bays. Call or fax for
complete list. 513-619-6219.

EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL

1k full time AM for sale in
central New York with property
included as well
as
FM
translators in Bradenton, Fl and
central South Carolina. Visit
www.bbnradio.org/sale
for
specifics.

&

MICROWAVE

poft
The Leader in Broadcast
Vf.Engineering Software

WANT TO SELL

NEED DONATION

REMOTE
COMPLETE

STATIONS

WANT TO BUY
Marti RPU Equipment Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
Contcomm@Sbcglobal.Net
SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT

3.5 KW
7+180C

10
20
20
25
50

KW
KW
KW
KW
KW

1983

1999
1984
1986

2005
2001
1985
1989
1980
1982

WANT TO SELL
Satellite
C/KU
Reception
Parts - www.davefant.com
479-471-0751

WANT TO BUY
Sparta A-20, A-20-2, AS- 30, or A15 Mid 1970s 'lift-top" Sparta Grey
and Silver console. Should be in
working condition and complete.
Prefer S/N 191 through 303. Prefer
you send me information on your
unit and your price to my email
accountDuane
Williams,
djwillia@libby.org but you can also
call me at 406-293-6234.

1.5 KW

2 KW
2.5 KW

SCA/SUBCARRIERS
PRODUCTS/SERVICES
WANT TO BUY
Modulation Sciences SCA-186
sub carrier generator - used.
Please contact: Lisa Bordner, Radio
Reading Service , 7615 DiSalle
Blvd., Fort Wayne, IN 46825
Phone: ( 260) 421-1376 Email:
NEIRRS@acpl.info

BE FM 1.5A
Crown FM2000A
Continental 814R-1
Harris HT 3.5
Harris Z16 HD
Henry 10,0000-95
Harris FM2OK
0E1 FMO 20,00013
CSI-T-25- FA (Amp Only)
Harris Combiner w/auto excitertransmitter switcher
Used AM Transmitters

1KW
1KW
1KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
10 KW
10 KW
50 KW

1980
1999
1983
1996
1974
1982
1987
1985
1982
1985

Continental 314R1
Harris Gates 1Solid State
Harris MW1A Solid State
Continental 315D Solid State
Continental 315F1
Harris MW5A
Harris MW5B
Continental 316F1
Harris MW10A
Continental 317C2

Exciters
Used Continental 802A Exciter
'New' 20 w & 30W Synthesized exciters
New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB & Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL
1
5
55
55

KW
KW
KW
KW

Used TV Transmitters
UHF Axcerra 832A, CH 28
UHF Harris Diamond CD Solid State
UHF GE 759B, CH 25
UHF RCA TTU-55B, CH 25
Used Misc. EauMment

Bird RF Thruline Wattmeter, 50S
Patch Panel, 3Port, 1-5/8"
Denon 72OR cassette NEW
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digital 2Twr
Soo Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA s-phase
Please visit our »bete for current listings.

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX. + 1-215-938-7361
www.fmamtv.com • E-mail. tranecom@fmamtv.com
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

BEE
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
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The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

• Frequenc s Sean hi, and ( oonitnanon
•I fsu

rest 1.11)i( (

and 1tie Ite.tn UFO

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
•
mail infovirosyleng.3ont

6517847445

Fax (651) 784-7541

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55128

REYNOLDS
)TECHNICAL

C
OMAUNICATIONS TECHISDLOG

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

FCC Applications • FCC Rule Makings • Drive Testing
Site Acquisition • Zoning/Land Use

Clarence IA Beverage • Laura PA. Polizrahi

6930 Cahaba Valley Rd. , Suite 202, B'ham, AL 35242
205.618.2020
Fax 205.618.2029
www.reynoldstechnical.com

P.0 K. ' 1
Maillon, NJ 08053 Fax. (856)985-b'

Full Sers se Foin, Allwation lit
)peratit

High Performance Engineering
for Maximum Coverage

Doug Vernier

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.
Sk ASSOCIATES, P.C.

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FIVITTV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction

ALLOCATION STUDIES

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A

9049 Shady Grove Co
Gaithersburg. MD 70877
(301)921-0115
ricer'. Ine.
Fax ( 301)590 9)57
leIrrnber AiCCE
Mullanerenutlefiqr.(orr

ANIVIA4/1N/Al'X Scrrict•s.

Fick' Mint: Antenna and

engineering
and am:writing experience

Ol'er 45 rears

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www.grailamnrock.com

Real Time 3-D Displays
Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

y13111. on the ed. at V.v., radeonnh.con,
101 Demotes,

• E Drenorrst SA

Are You a
Distributor?

Since 1970
FM Engineering - FCC Applications
Upgrades, Maps, Frequency Search

e

ADVERTISE HERE!
Space is available

Allocation FM Studies $ 149.00
812-738-3482

ELECTROACOLISTICS
OSHA measurements

Call 703-998-7600

krcisingeotherside.corn

30a-258-7921 • Fax 304-258-71W

Structural Analysis

PROMOTE YOUR

Rodio Wadd

BUSINESS!

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

MI6- ma- 2725

Technical Consultants

ft
rothira n
réfirr
your
r

Electronics Research, Inc.

ADVERTISE!
For more information, call
Claudia Van Veen
at 703.998.7600, ext. 154.

Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

Look no further, you're in the right place!

11111111111b

I. leirld.

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

Call today for current rates ano
703-998-7600, ext. 154

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2006

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

1x

Gx

13x

26x

$ 110

105

100

95

85

75

65

10-19 col inch ( per inch) $95

jek

web: ‘
Nww.surcoin.com

FASTER__
MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

Scieat¡fic Broadcast

FIELD WORK ASPECIALITY

km
4,11

Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

c-inail: link«, . urcom.com
,

•Fully integrated databases

Facilities DA-Nign

FCC application preparation

Cos

Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420

,www.comnitechrf.cor 1

BROADCAST TICHNICAL CONSULTANTS

REALcoverage.com

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

Serving Broadcaster,
Since 1948

1.7wmwmaimmate

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.

The Coverage Map Store

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

210 S Main St .
WI 63092. 1262) 242-6000. FAX (
2621 242 6045
http %now evansassoc corn
Member AFCCE

AM, FM, TV coverage & Upgrao ,
be. Broadcast transmission facility
design
FCC applications preparation construction permit and license

Nfi

FROM STOCK

EXPERTS IN
T./ • EiTs' )1
.),, , sifiui • 1f.'

FROM STOCK

The Industry Source
for Consulting Engineering
and Site Related Needs
for Over 25 Years.

Telec.rnimmIcation Consultants

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

• ANti m-CATV-If IS-11 ,TV

Distributor Directory

$135

130

125

120

Professional Card

$105

100

95

90

Station/Studio Services

$200

170

145

123

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

rwonline.com Line ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$16 additional

Call Claudia Van Veen, at 703-998-7600 ext. 154, to
reserve space in the next issue.

Use your credit card

to pay, we now accept VISA,
MASTERCARD and American Express.

www.rwonline.com
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ECONCO NEIN TUBES

TEL: 800-532-6625
INTL: + 1-530-662-7553

New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at

FAX: + 1-530-666-7760

our award winning facility in Woodland California!

www.econco.com

Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

quality power tube rebuilding.
TRANMITTERS/
EXCITERS/
TRANSLATORS WTS
(Cont.)

Bext Model LEX 25 FM Stereo
Process & Exciter. Will sell as is
for $300.00 plus S&H. Please
contact mraley@bbnradio.org for
pictures
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

CCA 25 KW FM Transmitter w/new
tubes, new spare tubes, original
manuals, LPF Reliable unit in above
average condition. No exciter. Easy
t.equency change. $11,000 Call
bob Hawkins 812-587-5637.
Elcom Bauer 2.5 Kw transmitter.
Excellent concition with new Bext
Exciter — grequency agile - $4000 —
call Jerry Evans 775-884-8000

/FM/TV
Transmitters
AM

Broadcast Equipment
ff

COM

941-720-74

92

•••••••••••••••••••••••

CSI FM12000E tuned to 90.7 FM
in Summerville, SC. Installed at
1984 but is running at full power.
Buyer will need to remove
transmitter when replacement is
installed
mid
August. Price
$2500.00 "as
is". E-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org or call Mike
at ( 704)
523-5555.
Visit
www.bbradio.org/sale
S
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STEs FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

Used 0E1 FM0 10000 in fair
condition. Unit has bad IPA and
combiner and can only make 80%
power. Will let go for only $4250.00
and buyer is responsible for removal
and shipping. Please e-mail Mike at
mraley@bbnradio.org for pictures
and information. Transmitter was
built in March of 1994 and is
located in Ashland, Virginia. Visit
www.bbradio.org/sale
!Bert Model FR 1000 solid state
FM transmitter. This needs repair
on the final output and will only
make 25%. Will let go "as is" for
$3000.00
plus
S&H. E-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org for pictures
and information.

0E1 Quantum 3.5 tuned to 91.7FM
in Decatur, AL. Installed in 1995
configured for 220 VAC single
phase. Good condition but the
combiner had a heating problem
on it and it will only make 2.5k.
This is disconnected and ready for
immediate pickup. Quantum 300
exciter is included. Will let go "as
is" for $3495.00. Buyer will be
responsible for pick-up and
delivery. Please
e-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org or call Mike
at ( 704)
523-5555.
Visit
www.bbradio.org/sale

SCMS Inc
s "You

WOSU Public Media at The Ohio
State University is seeking a
Radio Broadcast Technician.
Will be responsible for the
installation and maintenance of
various audio systems throughout
our radio sticlios and transmitter
sites in Cclumbus and around
Ohio. Must have a2yr degree or
equivalent
combination
of
education
and
experience.
Experience with
hard
disk
systems ( EMC0), and implementation of T- based networked
audio syste ms. Experience with
component level repair and
exceptional computer skills. May
require a valid driver's license.
SBE certit cation a plus. For
more information or to apply for
the
position
visit
www.jobs.asu.edu , and search
for Requisition #322580, or visit
www.wosu.org.
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& Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
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Triodes
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WANT TO SELL

WANT TO BUY

Armstrong 200001 fm transmitter
complete with manual & schematic,
installed in 2000. Currently not on
line. Just need engineer with ability!
$5,500. You pick it up. Call 563568-3476 ask for Chuck or e-mail
chuck@kneradio.com

AM Phasors, Phasor Parts,
Phase Monitors, Hf Switches,
Am Transmitters. Continental
Communications 314-664-4497.
Contcomm@Sbcglobal.Net

a

Looking to
buy or
sell used
equipment?

How do Iadvertise in Radio World?
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Friendly, Eager to work, ISCET
Certified, Commercial FCC License
with radar, NABER Certified two-way
radio technician, amateur radio extra,
seeks CE, asst CE F/T, P/T Contract,
AM/FM, Cable, TV. Contact: Mitchell
Rakoff, mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com
718-969-5224
Dependable, reliable. trustworthy
person good at production.
Energetic, always in agood mood.
Willing to travel. Darren Happy
happyscrappy85@yahoo.com 214714-4232

NUI Online

RWCnIIne

ims

ou ,

1-800-881-2374ike

www.eimaC.cOM

ext. 154

POSITIONS WANTED

Need a good sports talk show
host? I'm looking for aspot in the
surrounding eastern KY area —
willing to relocate as well.
Experience with call-in shows for
all sports including NASCAR even
high school sports! Tape available.
Call Jim Ward at 703-371-5416 or
nascar43324@yahoo.com

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT

USA DISTRIBUTOR

Gates FMIC, 1KW, Single Phase
Contact Robert Mahaffey at 800725-9180

Loud mouth, current on all
happenings including sports.
news and entertainment available
to liven up any audience.
Experienced. Will travel. Call Chris
Cook 214-537-8549

An International
Distributor of RF Components

NEW POWER TUBES

Run your
employment ad
on our web site
for only
$2 per word!

www. rfpa rts com

C Electronics

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

Call Claudia

It you're in the market for an
enthusiastic and creative on-air
personality who has anatural gift of
captivating an audience, contact
Erica Missericadawn1@yahoo.com
214-499-3858

./

& litsutishi Seincontiticlois

760-744-0700

rfpg rfparts.com

ISO 9001-tertif led

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED

FOR THE REST PRICE

Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. at
4024:3
8
,22enes4cIes.c:er
n
night,
& 24

s

CSI T- 20-F1 tuned to 99.7FM in
Charlotte, NC. Installed at 1987
but is running at full power.
Buyer will need to remove
transmitter when replacement is
installed. Price $2800.00 "as is".
E-mail mraley@bbnradio.org or
call Mike at ( 704) 523-5555. Visit
www.bbradio.org/sale

TUBE

TUBES & COMPONENTS

(
800) 438-6040

Know We Know Radio"

NEW

none

A

• To advertise, call Claudia at 703-998-7600, ext. 154,

L •

or e-mail: cvanveen@imaspub.com.

Look no
further,
you're in the
right place!
Call today
for current rates
& deadlines!
703-998-7600,
ext. 154
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Our readers have
something to say
When you deal with everything
from transmitters, studios and the
copy machine, to the PC LAN and
the Public File, Radio World seems
to cover it all. I'm still waiting for
the article on how to get more than
24 hours out of the day though! ,5

ei

Allan A. Augustyn
Director of Network Engineering
Radio Results Network
Escanaba, Mich.
Shown: Heil CLASSIC PRO offers aretro look of the 40s with the dynamic sound of today.

FORUM•

You Can't
Have
Just One
Thanks to all of you for
helping me find the beautiful
Collins 20V transmitter that
now calls Urbana, Ohio
home.
RW was nice enough to
list my " want" recently
(Reader's Forum, July 19),
where Tom Scherer, W2KBW,
Ken Moak and Tom Scherer: Bonding
saw the ad. Tom quickly conOver a Collins 20V
tacted me, and we set up the
sale for the end of July. Paul
promoted to aposition managing aproCourson, WA3VJB, also helped me
gram authorized by the governor of the
understand history of the Collins 20V.
state.
My sons William, KC8KEE; Kenny,
Now Iam retired from the state and
KD8DIW; and Idrove up to see Tom,
help out a nonprofit radio station. No
W2KBW, on Sunday, July 30. We spent
the evening shooting the breeze and
one sees me, but Istill wear atie almost
every day. Even the guy at the convegoing through the tuning procedures for
nience store treats me better.
the 20V.
William E. Batten Ph.D.
On Monday morning, we started
Program Director
removing doors, tubes and iron.
KRNG(FM)/Renegade Radio 101.3
Tom removed a few doors, and we
Wadsworth, Nev.
rolled the transmitter out and loaded it
into the back of our truck.
After avery warm trip back to Urbana
— the truck air conditioner went out on
the way up to see Tom — the transmitter
Iworked at the first station George
is safely in the back of my garage waiting
Marti built, KCLE(AM) in Cleburne,
for its trip into the basement radio room.
Texas (` Milestone' Archives, RW
To top it off, my wife Karen, AA7PJ,
Online). There, Iused prototype Marti
loves the classic look of the new transunits for several years before they were
mitter.
on the market. Marti just built up afew
Thanks again, and please keep me in
because he needed them. Then he realmind if you know of other BC transmitized that most everybody needed them,
ters needing ahome. Ithink they're like
so he sold the station and built more
potato chips; you can't have just one! We
Marti units. Way more!
really mean that.
Ken Moak, WA2JQW/8
Urbana, Ohio

Naming Names

Consumer Report

The Newspaper for Radio Managers and Engineers

www helsound corn
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OPINION

Where are all the HD Radio converter
boxes to convert all home products and
factory- installed car radios? Ihope
[Ibiquity] doesn't expect people to go
out and buy new radios. That is a total
waste of money to discard top-of-theline analog receivers that people spent
thousands of dollars on.
Domenic Gentile
Everett, Mass.

The Marti unit
was a wonderful
invention.
— Ed Craig

The strangest remote Iever did on a
Marti unit was abeer-drinking contest at
the Colony in Lafayette, La. We learned
the downside of the Marti there; you can
just walk into aplace, plug it in and be
Ispent 14 years in radio as aDJ and
on the air with no planning, no formalithen acquired an education ("Manager
or Janitor? You Decide!," Aug. 2). I ties and no permission from the boss. I
guess it was Bill Besson, Skip
worked out of radio then, but carried
Broussard, Tom Fowler, Sandy Kaplan
with me several radio mindsets: 1) it
and yours truly who got in big trouble
does not matter how Idress; 2) my perthat night. Ihaven't heard those names
formance is unrelated to my eventual
in awhile.
termination.
For normal, responsible adults, howOne day my supervisor told me to
ever, the Marti unit was a wonderful
take my bicycle out of my office. Iwas
invention.
upset and prayed about it. The answer
Iguess Marti is 85 this year. Istill see
was that Ishould "wear atie." So Iput a
him at the grocery store, now and again.
tie on and wore it for the next 23 years.
And he's still doing just fine.
The results were measurable. The
Thanks for remembering him.
bicycle was not mentioned again, I
Ed Craig
received an outstanding evaluation
Fort Worth, Texas
within amonth and within ayear Iwas

Dress the Part
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IBOC Has Been aMistake

main carrier was subject to severe multipath conditions.
While the L+R audio on FM is still
effectively wideband FM at half the
He certainly was wrong about adjacentmono modulation level (deviation ratio:
With The System in Wide Use, Its Shortcomings Are
channel interference:
2.25), the L—R subcarrier is effectively
Becoming Apparent to More And More Broadcasters
"Some of [ Hannold's] other points
narrowband FM (effective deviation ratio
about interference are well taken:' he says.
of 0.637). But unlike TV, radio finds
by Jack Hannold
but the weakest of weak signals.
"Wilmington's WSTW(FM) 93.7 is a much of its audience in cars, where mulMr. Byrns' argument that the Crosby
grandfathered short-spaced station which
tipath is amajor problem.
If you doubt that IBOC is in trouble,
system suffered distortion "caused by ...
caused alot of interference to [PhiladelIthought Iwas alone in seeing potenconsider the defensive responses my comfiltering off some of the FM subcarrier's
phia's]
WMMR(FM)
93.3
and
tial problems until Amar Bose published
mentary (" Has Anyone Thought This
sidebands ... in order to fit [ it] into the
WYSP(FM) 94.1 in the days of tube FM
a study documenting the problems with
Through?" in the April 20 issue) elicited
space available ... on the main carrier" is
radios that had poor adjacent-channel
FMX, and both the broadcast and elecfrom some RW readers.
nonsense. In theory, FM sidebands extend
selectivity. The interference from
tronics industries rapidly lost interest. Dr.
"Jack Hannold's thesis," wrote John
to infinity; but beyond acertain point — a WSTW's IBOC is certainly no worse than
Bose is now 77 and retired from MIT,
Byrns (
Reader's Forum, July 19), "is that
point determined by the modulation index
the main channel signal caused in 1958."
and perhaps that's why he hasn't looked
the FCC made amistake in its choice of
— sideband components are so small (and
[Emphasis added.]
into IBOC. (Or perhaps he has, as there
an FM stereo system in the early 1960s,
so insignificant) that eliminating them
Ibeg to differ. In 1961, my first FM
are still no IBOC receivers on the Bose
that ` the AM stereo mess of the 1980s'
causes no audible distortion.
tuner was athree-tube Granco with asinWeb site.)
was a similar mistake, and that this
But maybe a Bose study isn't necesprocess is repeating yet again in the case
sary. With the system in wide use, its
of IBOC."
shortcomings are becoming apparent to
No, those were my supporting premises.
more and more broadcasters, and not just
This isn't the first time industry people have
My "thesis," stated in the very last sensmall-market people who have been critiuncritically embraced a questionable new
tence, was that "when technologies comcizing it all along.
pete, economic and political considerations
Consider the letter to Radio World
technology. Many broadcasters — and many in
can trump technical ones at the FCC."
from Robert Conrad (
Reader's Forum,
July 19), the president of Cleveland's
consumer electronics, too — were eager to
Just the facts
classical WCLV(FM) and Seaway
Byrns continued, "If the author's mudProductions, who complained that IBOC
adopt CBS Labs' FMX system back in the 1980s.
dled facts with respect to the FM stereo
audio quality is not what was promised,
system choice are any indication, then it is
and that signal coverage is terrible. I
hard to accept his conclusions with respect
admire his courage. Most people in his
to AM stereo in the 1980s and IBOC
As long as the modulation level is comgle IF stage. While the Granco sounded
position would be embarrassed to say
today. A few of these muddled facts, and
patible with the intended receiver, there's
good on strong local stations, its selectivithat after having put so much of their
the truth, follow."
no audible distortion. If filtering out comty was terrible, even by 1961 standards.
money — and, in some cases, their presI'm grateful to Mr. Byrns for boldly
ponents of such minuscule amplitude creNevertheless, Icould always get either
tige — behind this junk technology.
stating his motive for attacking the Crosby
ated audible distortion, all FM receivers
WIP(FM) 93.3 or WDEL(FM) 93.7 withAs Mr. Conrad said, broadcasters'
FM stereo system, which hasn't been used
would suffer degraded fidelity just from
out any problem, because their field
efforts to promote IBOC "will only disin this country, even experimentally, for
having enough selectivity to reject adjastrength was nearly equal at my house,
appoint, and perhaps antagonize, asignifdecades. But unfortunately, it was Mr.
cent-channel interference.
and the Granco's capture ratio was fair.
icant segment of the audience who find
Byrns who muddled the facts.
And would the leading component
WIBG(FM) 94.1, operating well below
that the system doesn't deliver."
Like the Zenith pilot tone system,
makers of 1961 — Fisher, H.H. Scott,
full Class B power in those days in order
Let's hope the industry as awhole will
Crosby provided L+R mono-compatible
Harman-Kardon, Marantz, McIntosh,
to protect aco-channel station in Sunbury,
recognize that IBOC has been amistake,
audio and an L—R subcarrier. But instead
Dynaco, Heath, et al. — have supported
Pa., was another matter; but Icould get
and that it does so soon enough that it
of anoisy AM (actually DSB) subcarrier,
an FM system with more distortion than
WIBG on the Granco after WDEL signed
will be only the larger broadcasters —
Crosby used awideband FM subcarrier,
Zenith, even with abetter stereo S/N? Of
off at midnight — or any time on aradio
and, I'm afraid, all too many financially
providing abetter signal-to-noise ( S/N)
course not.
with at least two fFs.
strapped public broadcasters — who will
ratio in stereo from all but the weakest RF
As for mono S/N, both Mr. Byrns and
So it's disingenuous of my "neighbor"
have invested prematurely, and unwisely,
signals.
Hal Kneller (
Reader's Forum, July 19)
Ted to suggest that the nominal 250 kHz
in this ill-conceived technology.
FM is not entirely free of noise. While
took some pains to point out that because
gap between two second-adjacent analog
Jack Hannold is afreelance writer and
AM has a rectangular noise spectrum,
the only real limit on main carrier modulastations presented the same kind of diffi- former broadcaster Reach him at jackhanwith the amplitude of random noise in the
tion is that for the L+R audio and the L—R culty for atube receiver — even acheap
nold@yahoo.com.
demodulated signal constant across the
DSB combined, L+R can reach 90 percent
one — that the 2 kHz gap between the
audio spectrum, FM has atriangular noise
modulation. Yes, but that's mono!
IBOC signals of the same two stations
spectrum, with the amplitude of noise
L+R modulation over 60 percent can
poses to adigital receiver.
increasing with frequency, i.e., it rises at a only be achieved on material with relativerate of 6 dB per octave, or 20 dB per
ly little separation; and making every
Interested parties
Send aletter to the editor:
decade.
recording fit that mold ( by arbitrarily
1don't know John Byrns' profession,
E-mail radioworld@imaspub.com
Thus at 4kHz, the noise level is 20 dB
blending those that don't into near mono)
but Ted Schober is aconsulting engineer
with "Letter to the Editor" in the
higher than at 400 Hz, and at 40 kHz it is
entails abig sacrifice in stereo imaging for
who installs IBOC, and Hal Kneller is
subject field.
40 dB higher. So the L—R subcarrier,
little gain in mono S/N.
manager of public radio initiatives for
whether DSB or FM, is accompanied by a
Harris. They're hardly disinterested parChange your mailing address:
high level of noise.
Adjacent-channel interference
ties. They really believe IBOC is the next
Visit www.rwonline.com, click on
FM uses pre- emphasis to overcome
Ted Schober (
Reader's Forum, Aug. 2),
big thing, and they want to be in on it.
Subscribe to RW and follow instruchigh frequency noise. Sounds above 2kHz
who calls me his "neighbor" though Ilive
And of course, there'll be big money
tions to change asubscription address.
are boosted 6 dB per octave at the trans15 miles away, took me to task for not
in patent royalties, not only from broadmitter by apre-emphasis circuit. A comknowing what's available here.
casters but also from consumer receivers,
Contribute freelance articles:
plementary de-emphasis in receivers rolls
"Jack did not realize:' he wrote, "that
if IBOC becomes dominant. So the
E-mail radioworld@ imaspub.com
off treble response at the same rate, restorthe very IBOC technology he decries progloves are off.
and request our Writer's Guidelines.
ing highs to their proper level and simultavided him with not one, but two excellent
But this isn't the first time so many
neously reducing high-frequency noise.
[Philadelphia] classical music stations,
industry people have uncritically
Get information about advertising:
But it only works in mono, because the
WHYY-HD2 and WRTI-HD2."
embraced aquestionable new technology.
Download amedia kit including ediDSB subcarrier is not boosted by preBut in fact, Ilisten almost exclusively
Many broadcasters — and many in contorial calendar at www.imaspub.com.
emphasis, and is thus subject to AM noise
to public radio. So though Idon't own an
sumer electronics, too — were eager to
when the main carrier signal is weak.
"HD" radio (and don't plan to buy one),
adopt CBS Labs' FMX system back in
Run aHelp Wanted ad:
But an FM subcarrier, like the main
I've been hearing WHYY tout HD2 (via
the 1980s.
E-mail Claudia Van Veen at cvanveen@
carrier, benefits from limiting (
the eliminaanalog) for months. But Ihaven't heard
FMX used a second DSB subcarrier
imaspub.com or call 703-998-7600
tion of AM noise imposed by interferany such announcements on WRTI, and
with ahighly compressed difference sigx154 for print and online rates.
ence), as long as its amplitude — which
its Web site says nothing about HD2.
nal. The DSBs were in quadrature, like
remains constant in FM — is slightly
And for that matter, Ibiquity's Web site
the Iand Q chroma signals in color telePurchase reprints of articles:
above the peak amplitude of the noise
lists WRTI's HD2 format as T.B.D. Is that
vision. And like those color TV subcarriE-mail Emmily Wilson at
within the subcarrier channel, yielding a "To be decided"? Could Mr. Schober be
ers, the FMX signals suffered unacceptewilson@ imaspub.com.
much better stereo S/N than Zenith on all
wrong about WRTI?
able levels of crosstalk whenever the
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Say Goodbye to
Ancient Modulation
by Ira A. Wilner
As abroadcast engineer who has been
involved with both FM and AM IBOC in
the field, Ifeel compelled to add my
voice to the ruckus about HD Radio.
HD-R for AM is both different and the
same as HD-R for FM. Let me explain.
Shared characteristics
As aconcept for public consumption,
high-definition radio (buzzword: "digital") is an important tool that says radio
has renewed itself, that it is current and it
is keeping up with the profound changes
brought about by the digital revolution. If
we, the broadcast industry, do not get
behind it unanimously, it will indeed go
the way of AM stereo.
And if this happens, we will certainly
be left behind in the background noise of
all the digital media on and off the
Internet.
The television industry recognized that
it must push ahead with HDTV with alittle shove from Congress. We aren't that
lucky (or unlucky) and thus have to be
self-motivated.
Newness is an inescapable product
promotional marketing tool and aneeded
boost for the radio industry today. AM —
ancient modulation — probably requires
it more than FM.
Different characteristics
HD Radio brings three striking performance enhancements to AM radio:
1) Audio bandwidth can approach CD
quality, providing strikingly more realistic sound with greater definition than is
normally encountered with today's analog AM receivers;
2) All noise associated with AM
reception is eliminated. There is no ignition noise or AC power line buzz;
3) HD-R gives AM the same visual
content of FM RDS plus the HD- R
extensions, such as the ability to display
messages on the radio dial.
In addition, especially noticeable in an
acoustically dry automotive environment,
AM HD-R can deliver stereo sound with
lush ambience. And unlike the Motorola
and Kahn analog AM stereo systems, it
does so without noise.

Should Satellite
Radio Merge?
XM and Sirius have spent a lot on operations and programming even while
moving back the target dates by which they expect to break even. Now, both are
experiencing apainful trifecta of new circumstances as they enter their fifth and
fourth years in service, respectively:

It is time to rethink what the AM
broadcast band should be rather than
what it has been. Forget about skywave
propagation. It is time to consider AM as
a local service like FM. It is time to
experiment with anti-skywave antenna
systems. With the proliferation of
always-on gadgets that generate hash in
the AM band, analog reception — even
in the city-grade service contour — is
noisy.
The digital genie comprising thousands of microprocessor gadgets is out
of the bottle, as is its noise fog. Nothing
will put it back in. The only way the AM
band can fight back is with fulltime digital modulation.
We should not be overly concerned
about digital hash from IBOC. Hash
already is afact of life on the AM band.
If we redefine AM as a local radio service that can continue to be received at
night in the immediate vicinity of its
city-grade ground wave, the digital carrier noise issue becomes less problematic.
HD Radio brings two striking performance enhancements to FM radio: it
eliminates multi-path distortion while
permitting full stereo separation; and it
permits the broadcasting of additional
new program offerings on the existing
RF channel.
FM HD-R permits better stereo separation, and thus image lushness, in an
automotive environment in outlying parts
of the city-grade contour where most
mobile receivers have already partially
blended to monaural. Furthermore, it
doesn't share the 20 dB audio noise floor
penalty caused by the 38 kHz amplitude
modulated stereo separation (L—R) audio
subcarrier of the Zenith FM multiplex
system.
Multicasting is self-explanatory. It is,
in my opinion, the killer application for
FM broadcasters. It gives new, free
choices to the listening public, assuming
we are willing to produce new and innovative programming content.
Because the Ibiquity standard supports
AM and FM equally regarding all-mode
AM/FM reception, we need to go forward
and equip both bands with HD Radio
transmitters. And we need to pressure the
FCC into allowing full-time IBOC on
AM. But to do so we need to view AM as
a local service and concentrate on
groundwave reception, including the
development of anti-skywave antennas.

be The FM modulator probe by the FCC has cost both companies time to market for some products and added expense for redesigns;
le New subscribers aren't coming on as fast as they had been, while more
automakers now plan to add iPod adapters to their vehicles;
• Automakers that install satellite radios are having atough time selling new
vehicles.
Wall Street analysts are asking whether the companies will ever be in the black.
Some investors want aquick fix — like amerger.
A merger might make good business sense for shareholders; but it wouldn't
serve the public interest. With amonopoly in pay radio, there would be no competition for hardware or subscription prices.
Consider what competition has wrought. Both spent billions of dollars to get
themselves up and running, building studios, launching satellites and subsidizing
receiver development. Sirius in particular spent anail-biter of afirst operational
year, with satellites in space but no radios in the stores.
They've paid millions for high-priced talent to produce original programming.
They offer programming that is interesting and well presented. Much of what's on
satellite is good radio.
Sirius and XM are also using their spectrum for other businesses, such as realtime traffic and weather services, and both are developing the ability to deliver
video.
So competition with each other has pushed innovation, to the benefit of consumers. Traditional radio, in turn, has been forced to adapt to the presence of
satellite. That's good. But asingle pay radio service would enjoy unfair competitive advantage against traditional broadcasters.
Also, XM and Sirius paid for spectrum, but the FCC still regulates how it's
used; in exchange for approving amerger, the conunission might decide one of
those two chunks of S-band spectrum needs to be returned for re-auction.
In the consumer electronics world, satellite radio is now an established product
category. This means radio prices will continue to drop at retail and the cost to
make products are dropping as well. Lower prices usually means more sales, but
the satcasters would receive less per radio as they get apercentage of each product
sold.
Satellite has afinite window to reach more subscribers and cut costs before
investors demand changes. The fourth-quarter selling season is crunch time and
this may give merger discussions aboost.
But this trial balloon deserves to be shot down. The public, and the broadcasters who compete with these new satellite services, deserve that.

The era of DX'ing has come to an end
now that the entire world is wired for the
Internet. We no longer require the ionosphere to provide an over the horizon
path.
For FM, we have to think new content, free content; and invest in our audience by providing them with more choices such as HD-R multicasting.
Ira Wilner has been a freelance
broadcast engineer in New England for
30 years. He is employed by Saga
Communications.
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The Vorsis AP- 3digital processor is
the ideal tool to shape your sound
exactly the way you want it
—cleanly and efficiently.
Built around a multi- band compressor
with complementary AGC, the AP- 3
replaces awhole rack of dedicated
units. VORSIS are- conditions your
signal ( HPF, LPF, notch filter, de-esser,
expander), then let's you apply 3- band
AGC/compression and 4- band parametric EQ (signal chain reversible)
before going through afinal stage
zero- overshoot peak limiter.
With real-time spectrum density
readouts and full metering, our
included PC graphic interface
software makes operation of the
AP- 3direct and easy, offering
complete control of all audio
parameters, presets, monitor
functions, system settings
and security— all through
asingle RJ-45 ethernet
connection that lets
you control one or
many AP- 3 units.
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It's aWhole New WORLD!

AUDIOAF?TS E NGINEERING

AUDIOARTS NET is the EASY way to interface your D- 75N digital consoles! And

because D-75Ns are also standalone designs each studio can operate INDEPENDENTLY, relying on the
network only to share resources. And by EASY interface we MEAN it— you don't have to be asoftware
guru or IT professional to get up and running— and STAY running! And because it's AUDIOARTS, you
can rest assured it'll be reliable and preserve your budget. TAKE ADVANTAGE of WHEATSTONE's
extensive expertise in DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY!
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